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CHAPTER ONE

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

NA710N...INDIVISIBLE...''

.4

copyright 1977 by Herb lock in Iris Washington Post

(Educational Horizons, 1977-78, 56, #2:78).

It is difficuZt o Zet others see the All psychological meaning of
caste segregation. rais tkough one, looking out from a dark cave
in a side of an impending mountain, sees the world passing, arid-Speaks
to it; speaks courteously and persuasiveZy, showing them how these
entombed souZs are hindered in their naturaZ movement, expression,
and deveZopment; and how their Zoosening from prison wouZd be a matter
not simpZy of courtesy, sympathy, and 'help to them, but aid to all the

worZd. One taZks on evenZy and logically in this way but notices that
the passing thrOng does not even turn its head, or if it does, glances

curiousZy and waZks on. It graduaZZy penetrates the minds of the
prisoners that the people passing do not hear; that some thick sheet
of invisible but horribZy tangible pZate glass is between them and the

worZd. They get excited; they taZk Zouder; they gesticulate. Some of

the passing worZd stop in curiousity; these gesticulations seem so
pointZess; they laugh and pass on. They still either do not ;mar at

aZZ, or hear but dimZy, and even what they hear, they do not under-

stand. Then the people within may become hysterical. They may scream

and hurl themseZves against the barriers, hardZy reaZizing in their
bewilderment that they are screaming in a vacuum unheard and that their
antics may seem funny to those outside Zooking in. They may even, here

and there, break through in blood and asfidguremevt, and find them-
seZves faced by a horrified, implacable, and quite overwhelming mob of
people frightened for their own very existence. (Dubois, 2940:130-131)
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Literacy in America: Justice for All?

Members of minority groups now outnumber White students in all but
six of thelhation's big city school systems (Condition of Education;
1978:71)1 and achievement levels in those cities run three, four, and

even five years beloW the national averages (Sheils, et al., 1977:62).

In overwhelmingly disproportionate numbers, low socieoeconomic status
(SES) minority children are failing to read as well as their White middle
class counterparts (Clark, 1965; Coleman; et al., 1966; Silberman, 1970;
Stein, 1971; Weber, 1971; Seitz, 1977; Condition of Education, 1978).
In all age groups minority students score "appreciably below the national
mean score" (Condition of Education, 1978:51).

The concern for the writing ability of America's children came to
the forefront with the dissemination of the results of the Nattenal
Assessment of Educational Progress in 1971 and 1974. This study reported
that 17-year-olds declined in their command of writing mechanics between
1971 and 1974, and thatthe Majority of children of all agesr=9, 13,
and 17---wrote "incoherent" and "unstructured" first drafts (1974:1-13).

The' problems of the nation as a whole seem to be magnified where
low SES Blacks are concerned, and writing,achievement is no exception.
The National Assessment of Educational Progress further reported that
low SES Blacks lag behind their higher SES counterparts in writing ,
achievement and that "the difference in their performance...increases

at each successive age level." (1974:13)

This consistent inability to help a large percentage of low socio-
economic status minority atudents achieve literacy has created what Time

magazine calls an "underclass" of Blacks and Hispanics.

The editors state that:

....Unemployed and lacking basic skills there is
a hostility that rages within thAe[this under-
class]who feel shut out of the American dream.
("Minority within a Minority," 1977:41)

1Although integration has progressed in the South and in the border

states, racial segregation has increased in the Northeast since 1970.

In all but the Southern states, most Black public school students attend

predominatly Black schools (Condition of Education, 1978:71). Further

statistics demonstrate that low socioeconomic conditions cluster around

minority group familes. Figures show that in 1973, approximately 411% of

White children, as opposed to 28% of Black children, were from families

earning less than $3,000 annually (America's Educationally Neglected,

1973:7-9).

I I ,
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The concern of parents and others regarding the illiteracy of low

SES minority children and young adults in the United States has been
reflected in coverage by the popular preps and broadcast media. Yet

professional journals have not expressed the same concern. An

examination of topics in the m4for reading journals from 1970 to 1979
(Weintraub,et al.) reveals a startling tendency to ignore the
problem, perhaps'in hopes that it will disappear, or to pooh-pooh the
findings of the popular press as either superficial or muckraking.
Thi'S statement, taken from a recent edition of the International
Reading Associations's Journal of Reading, reflects this attitude:

Although we still have a long way'to go in the
struggle to help all children attain their poten-
tial in reading, studies indicate that overall
reading achievement in the primary grades is as

good or better than ever before. (Miklos, 1980)

,The Significance of Literacy fbr Blacks. In his classic book .

Dark Ghetto, Kenneth Clark reports that, since the time educa4aaefor

Blacks was permitted, Blacks have been concerned about the quality of

education their children receive:

Shaken by the Harlem riots of 1935, Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia
appointed Black sociologist E. Franklin Frazier to qtudy and report

on the conditions in that huge New York ghetto. Fr4zier reported 1

"flagrant deficiencies" in the predominantly Black sahools there and

said that conditions were "inflammatory." Clark says that "as the

proportion of Blacks'in the city schools increased,over the years, it

was obvious to everyone that thesquality of education decreased"

(Clark, 1965:118).

In 1955, twenty years after Frazier's report, there was a

impartial, and objective inquiry" into the' effectiveness of the Black

and Hispanic schools in New York. The study was conducted by the

Public Education Association, in cooperation with the New York

University,Research Center for Human Relations. The study was

triggered by a southern lawyer's defense of segregation in Virginia:

The lawyer had asked the consultant from the NAACP how he could

testify about the detrimental effects of segregated schools on

children in Virginia when the schools in New York, the consultant's

home state, were just as segregated. New York's Mayor Wagner was

prompted by the NAACP to confront the superintendent of schools, who

waa outraged at the charges. Defacto segregation, defended the

superintendent, was 4 geographic accident, and the children in Black

schools "were receiving quality education and performing according to

the level of their I.Q." (Clark; 1965:118). Citing the fact that

I.Q. scores often reflect quality of teaching, reading level, etc.,

the NAACP rejected the-superintendent's statements and' suggested that

low performance indicated ineffective educators. The study that

followed revealing substandard teaching, fac;ilities, and pupil

3



performance confirmed the NAACP's claim (Public Education Association,
1955; cited in Clark, 1965: 118).

Many believe thevsituation has gotten worse since then. As the
population in city schools became predominantly poor and Black, the
problems of Harlem in 1955 became prevalent in innercity schools
across ip country.. By 1971 in New York City, for example, the
average child in eighty-five petcent of the Black and Hispanic .

schools was functionally illiterate after eight years of schooling.
(Stein, 1971)

%

The basic story... is one of inefficiency,
inferiority, and massive deterioration.
The further these students progress in school,
the larger the proportion who are retarded
and the greater is the discrepancy,between
their achievement and the achipekent of other
Children in the city. (C4a*1965:119)

"Newsfront: A ew Tactic"

In a desperate attempt t dtate legis-

lators about the plight.ofIlliladelphia's
schools,the city school board in the spring
of 1968 invited them to take a personal look
at the classrooms. Shaken and dismayed after

a day's excursion, one legislator said that

the school he visited was terrible and that
the principal admitted the children were not
learning. The Vice Predident of the school
board replied, "There are about sixty-seven
other schools just like that. What do you think

we have been talking about?" (Phi Delta Rappav,

June, 1968:609)

"Three Cheers fbr Critics of Ejucation"

....too many of our school systems are anxious to
make peace with failure. If the nature of man is
more to overcome than to buckle under to adversity,

this attitude contradicts that nature... Those who
have opted for silence have resigned themselves
to the inability of man to solve his problems...
During the past decade, the failures have become
too'obvious, the neede too urgent... (Philadelphia
Tribune 1979:4)

4
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Noah Web3ter, HoraCe Mann, and other nineteenth century
educational reformers envisioned universal education as the key to

political and social equality. Free and compulsory schooling became

a reality in the twentieth century, but the dream of social and
political equality still lies buried in the failure to provide equal
educational opportunity (Hummel and Nagle, 1973:279-280).

, Despite the achievements of Brown vs the Board
of Education, today's public schools are failing
to educate far too many of our Black children.
Burdened with too Zittie money for its expanded
Social mandate, run by overwhelmed, often iZZ-
prepared and insensitive prOfessionals and
parents, increasingly plagued by violence,
'American Public education threatens to strand
present and future Black generations in second-
class citizenship --- on the periphery of economic
and political power. (Black Enterprise, 1981: V)

Black Ameridans have historically viewed education as the primary

means of social and econcwic mobility (Higginbottom, 1979). Black

teenage unemployment--- a statis.tic directly related to illiteracy---

stood at 38.3% officially in 1978. Realistically, it was closer to

60% (Coombs, 1978; 1: Feel So Helpless, So Hopeless," 1980:23). As

economist Bernard E. Anderson put it, Blacks'are still traveling in
the caboose of the train which represents the American economy
(Black Enterprise, 1979:32). The presence of a Black, illiterate,
unemployable "underclass" has become an acceptable part of the
American scene, seemingly incapable of redress. ("Minority within a

Minority," 1979:15)

Of course, the consequenc.s of failing to educate a large

segment of a population for prodbetive employment preselita drain

on the Ametican economy. As Gunnar Myrdal says:

Even leaving aside the moral issue of justice
and the more perfect realization of the
American ideals of liberty and equality of
opportunity, and speaking in cold financial
terms,,eradicating the rural and urban slums
and giving the youtirthere an education for
productive employment are probably the most
profitable investments that can be made in
America today. (Foreword to Clark, 1965:35)

Despite the dire consequences, the problem not only persists

but festers:

Despite the programs that raised so much hope,
despite the brave taak by politicians about
rescuing the cities, despite the thousands of

5



success stories that seem to prove to the con-
trary, urban blacks have been slipping farther
and farther behind whites...More ominously, black
family income in the past decade actually fell
relative to that of whites, from 60% of ehe white
level in 1969 to 57% in 1979...Women nOw head 30%

,ef all black households [and] the welfare rate
of black women heading families.is a devastating
50%... In so many large cities...the public school
system is woefully inadequate. ("I Feel So Help-

less, So Hopeless": Time 1980, 20-24)

The argument has been raised that it may be elitist to believe
all people should acquire the ability to read and write (Asimov,
1980; "TeaFher Can't Teach," 1980). Literacy is not required to
perform certain jobs and,indeed, Americans on tile whole are reading
less and less, gleaning most information nowadays from the broadcast
media (Asimov, 1980).

Yet, to essentially d,tax literacy to a large segment of a
population consistently and continuously is to deny them access to a
higher status in society, access to the American dream, and the "good
life" as Aristotle2 defines it--- to deny them access to a tool which
will enable them to control their own lives (Freire, 1980).

In American life, education is considered the first prerequisite

for success at any age. The success and psychological well-being of
children depend, to a great extent, upon their ability to read and
write since academic achievement depends on reading and writing

proficiency. Children who lack basic skills may find themselves in
the lower Xracks in schools thdt practice homogeneous "ability"
grouping-- a status that inevitably plagues them throughout their
school careers. 'In the lower tracks they are labeled "slow learners,"

"lazy," or "learning disabled."'

In secondary school, poor readers must choose between vocational
or general courses of study since they do not qualify for the college

preparatory curricula. Poor readers have a *higher dropout rate and
a high school diploma is generally a prerequisite for social and
economic mobility (Hummel and Nagle, 1973). Lack of reading_

2Aristotle believed that the glory of man is in his intellect;
that the perfection of the intellect is the highdst goal that one can

achieve. The good life is a life so lived that a person accumulates
successively in time all the things that satisfy his natural desires. .

On the biological level, we all need food, clothing, shelter, rest,

play, and sensuous pleasure. Spiritually and intellectually, we all
need agood society to live in, friendship and love, and haslEhaaLATit

wisdom. Aristotle believed the good society should assure that all

secure these natural desires. .(emphasis mine. See "Mind at Large:

Adler on Aristotle,"1979:6)

*The dropout rate in high school for Blacks is 55%. ("I Feel So

Helpless, So Hopeless," 1980, 23)
1 r 12
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proficiency hinders opportunities for career develop , prevents

people from,moving into higher-paying, skilled,'wh te-collar and
professional occupations and into the higher-class status 'such jobs

offer. In additiOn, reading is a tool that empowers one tb learn

independently, throughout life.

Urban school systems have experimented witH.new methods,
materials, and approaches hoping to reverse the reading failure of

low SES.Black students. But, for the most part, the results of these

efforts have been discouraging, and illiteracy-among Black peopleris
'coMing to be Viewed as a matter of course, an inevitable'consequence
orpoverty and color.

. . Not surprisingly, many are puzzled by this failure to impart
literacy and marketable skills to e large petment of any population
in Our great, rich country after years of trying (Stein, 1972:134).

It should not escape our notice that the American
penchant for hope, for tackling tasks:and finding
solutions; went out with our [Black people:s]

,appearance on the center stage.ok this country's
unending drama with us. .(Coombs, 1978:35)

Educators have offered a myriad of ration les for the consistent
and alaiMing failure of lbw. SES minority child en to learn tc teed

proficiently. Indeed, most of the research t at tackles the
boondoggle of reading fallure blames those who are not reading for

their inability to learn (Hoover,t1978:757). But doedn't gob('

peaagogical theory claim that the test of good teaching.i's hbw much

the student has learned? Isn't it the task of the school to find out

what methods-Work and use theme

Unfoitunately, in teaching reading in innercity schools, much

more time has been spent explaining why students fail.

Rationales for Failure

There are two conflicting points of view--
one that pupiZs do not learn becadse they

cannot; ihe other that they do not Zearn
because they are not taught. The fact is

that they are not learning. The problem

is to see that they do. (Clark, 1965:139)

t .

A much more popular subject than wh at happens in innercity

schools where students ire achieving at and above the national norm

has been-What is the matter with low SES innercity Children that causes

them ta read less proficiently than their Whitmiddle-class counter-
parts. A survey of social scilece research coMpleted in 1970 re-

vealed that 82% of the research.on Black Americans was devoted to

r
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studies that interpreted the difficulties of Black Americans in terms
of their own personal shortcomings (Caplan and Nelson, 1974; cited in
Hoover, 1978). sIn over 100,workshops across the country, Mary Rhodes
Hoover asked teackers why innercity children scored below the national

norm on standardized reading tests (Hoover, 1978).3 .By and large, the

major reasons given fqr this difference were of the "Blaming the

Victie-type ideology. The teachers said innercity children can't

learn o read because:

,--their I.Q.'s are low, showing minimal cognitive skills...

---they can't think abstractly, so we can teach them only

what they can concretely.memorize; we-must therefore
stay away from.,phonics....for these children.

-.--they can't hear. Their homes are so noisy that their
auditoiy discrimination, so necessary for reading, is

impared.

--they're culturally deprived.

---their parents don't care.

--they're poor. None of the poor can read... In fact, none

of the world's poor can read.

--they're culturally different and their culture doesn't

value reading. Their peers don't value it; their parents

don't value it.

---their self=concepts are too low. We must first improve
their self-concepts and then they tan learn to read.

--they're not sieting next to Whites. Black children must

be exposed to Whites before they will be motivated to

learn how to read.

--they're being rushed. We must wait until they're ready.

---their language is different. We must teach them Standard
English before they can learn to read it. (Hoover, 1978:

758)

Each excuse the teachers gave, Hoqver says, was basically

a reflectign of the views of their mentors---the
professors of education; the authors of journal
articles, tests and textbooks; and the directors
of the educational research industry. (1978:758)

3Reseatch shows standardized reading tests are biased against

poor and minority students (Hoover, Politzer and Taylor, 1975). But

since there is no.culture-free test, this researcher believes low in-

come minority communities need to know how their students score on even

biased tests for accountability purposes. (See also Hoover, 1978.)
r
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This "Blame the Victim" research and theorizing has resulted in
a shift of responsibility from the school to the students. Students

are to blame; the school is excused. Yet each excuse the teachers

gave has been proven to be unfounded (Hoover, 1978). Not only does

blame-shifting offer us little in the way,of a solution to the
problem, it also, of even more devastating conseqUence, foste'rs a

defeatist-attitude on the part of those charged with teaching low
SES Black children---an attitude that just about guarantees failure
(Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968; Clark, 1965: 127-129).

The Need to S.tudy Successful ILnercity Schools

Recent research shows the school can be the overwhelming variable
in determining whather its students succeed or fail (New York State
Office of Education Performance Review, 1974;,Siark, 1965; Weber,

1971; Hoover, 1978). For example, the New York State Office of
Education Performance Review (1974) found one school in a low-SES
Black neighborhood that had significantly higher student achievement
in reading than ano/ther socio-culturally matched school, and they

found that these differences in student performance could be
attributed to factors under the school's control.

A few educators have begun to demand that successful innercity

schools be studied so they can be modeled (Califano, 1978; New York

Times, Jan. 1979, 1:1). Victoria Seitz (1977) concluded, after an

exhaustive review of the literature describing the correlation of

reading achievement and socioeconomic status, that "perhaps the most

evident conclusion ig that the quantity of research has not yielded

a commensurate quality of satisfying answers" (38). She goes on to

say that:

Much of the research has been methodologidally
weak, although it has been widely publicized...
More extensive examination of successful inner-
city schools is an area deserving greater atten-

ticn. (emphasis mine:38)

Robert Merton gives us further rationale for studying successful

innercity schools by saying in the conclusion of his essay on "The

Self-Fulfilling Prophecy," that "whatever is, is possible."

It is the successful experiment which is decisive
and not the thousand-and-one failures which pre-
ceded it. More is learned from the single success

than from the multiple failures. A single success

proves it can be done. Therefore it is necessary

only to learn what made it work. (Quoted in

Silberman, 1970:95)

9



Since there are a growing number of innercity sch'ools wherein the

majority of students have progressed in their reading achievement

and are approaching or have surpassed the national norm on standar-

dized tests, there is ample proof that low-SES Black-attended

innercity schools can be successful. As Merton says: "It is

necessarvonly to learn what made [them] work."

Joseph Califano, the former Secretary of Health, Education and

Welfare, urged .the dissemination of information about the most

"promising basic skills programs" to State and local authorities.

He stated in his testimony before the Senate'Subcommittee on

Education, Arts and Humanities:

A demonstration effort in compensatory education is

needed because there is no systematic Federal or
State initiative designed to explore ways of improving

practice in compensatory education---despite the
substantial investment and persigtent need in this

area. Under the proposed demonstration effoht,
practitioners could learn how -generic features of
effective programs...can be adopted in:ways congruent

with local needs and choices. (1978:31)

And Ray Rist says:

By now we have enough results from experimental

teaching programs wtth children from these [low
SES Black] backgrounds to know that with proper
stimulation, these children can achieve as well

as the average child, and that in these schools,

too, the potentials for extraordinary accomplish-

ment are there if facilitated by the school

environment. (1973:x)

The purpose of this study is to provide an ethnographic perspec-

tive of phenomena that may affect the reading and writing achievement

of students in a successful innercity schoo1.4

What is an Ethnographic Perspective?

Although the term is relatively new to educational research,

ethnographic research has been carried out for centuries. Among the

first to use it were anthropologists who traveled to unfamiliar,

distant lands and wantdd to learn as much as possible about the way

of life and values of die people who lived there. They spent

extensive time---often years---at the research site, living with the

4The investigator is grateful to Dr. Mary Hoover who originally

conceived of this study.
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people and getting to know them first-hand. In this way, they came to

know,what the participants in this foreign land both consciously and

unconsciously knew about their'culture. They also made'a point of
establishing a working relationship with an "informant," someone who
could act as a sort of guide to keep them from making serious mistakes
and to answer questions they could not answer independently by becoming
intimately involved with the natives on a day-to-day basis. Even more

importantly, this informant was someone with whom the researcher could
establish a continuous dialogue to determine how he or she --- and
other participants in the culture---perceive their world.

What these ethnographic researchers found out, 'they described
in vivid detail; thus, those at home, who would probably never have
the opportunity to visit this foreign _culture, were able to acquire
a clear, familiar understanding of it. The culture was then compared

with others which were familiar to the anthropologist's colleagues,
so that they could better understand it and other cultures.

The goal of ethnography is to get a society's "emic" perspective;
thus, anthropologists deliberately entered the research site without

preformulated hypotheses. They found that beginning with no
hypotheses allowed them to be open to discovering whatever was
important to learn about a foreign culture and less suseptible to
having preconceived notions which might close their minds to new

discoveries.

Although-they struggled to keep an open mind, ethnographic
researchers were never, as Hymes puts it, "empty-headed" (1978:22).
Being able to compare with other cultures and identify what is an
importantldiscovery---ot, indeed, a discovery at all---has always

been an important and necessary skill for the ethnographic researcher---

a skill that requires a knowledge base which comes through experience,

research, and careful study of the relevant literature.

Why is this Study Important?

I have come across no study that provides an ethnographic
perspective of the phenomena that maY affect the reading and writing
achievement of students in a sucressful innercity school. The only

research that comes close to this is a study by Smith and Geoffrey

(1968) that describes what happens in a predominantly White innercity

classroom. In this case, Smith (a researcher) and Geoffrey (a teacher)

worked as a team. But their researih did not emphasize reading and
writing pedagogy, and the school in which they carried out the study

was not identified as successful or populated by low SES Black

children. More recently, a couple of studies of a qualitative nature

researched successful reading practices. One study emphasizing

readirg-pedagogy was completed by Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist (1975) ---

but in this study the ethnographic observations were carried out, by

anthropologists and sociologists untrained in reading pedagogy

11
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(Tikunoff, Berliner, Rist; 1975:vii-ix). ,In addition, the classrooms '

stpdied were scattered across many schools, making it imposSible to
seeohow the sthool administration, hiatory, and community affected
whatihappened in the classroom and in the school in-general. During

the 1972-1973 school year, the New York State Office of Education Perfor-
mance Review (1974) completed a two-and-a-half month case study of

an innercity school that was identified as successful in teaching

reading, but they included no in-depth narrative descriptions of
what happened there on a day-to-day basis, and there was no mention

of the school's history. Absolutely nothing has been done in this

vein to study successful practices in teaching writing.

As we will see in chapter two, -'-udies of successful innercity
schools, like most educational resea,,n, have been dominated by
quantitative methods (Hymes, 1978; Wilson, 1977). Often questionnaires

were sent or interviews set up to ask the principal or teachers what

happens in their school.

Recently, a colleague of mine in educational publishing
complained that researching the school market was frustrating since
questionnaires often yielded conflicting responses. "How do you ever

find out what people really mean?" she asked me. "And why they never

seem to- come to any Consensus?" According-to the questionnaires,

I suggested. They.need to also do some ethnographic research to find
out "what is the case"a---or at least to know how to phrase the ques-

tion 0)r indeed, to know what questions to ask) on the questionnaires.

Knowing what to ask and phrasing questions in such a way that
they will not be misinterpreted is a problem in usingsquantitative

research tools. To compound the problem, frequently those who are
asked to respond to a question will say what they think the researcher

wants to hear. Moreover, much that happens in a school is not

consciously known by those who work there. Principals may not know,

for example, exactly how their faculty members perceive them. They

may not know how much time they spend working with teachers; and they

probably would not be able to describe how they interact with teachers.
Tn turn, teachers may not, 'for example, be able to tell a researcher
exactly how they teach reading or how q,hey interact with their

students. You have to be there and.watch to find nut.

Essentially ethnographic data differ from quantitative data
because the researcher spends an extensive period of time directly
observing what happens in a school; recording in narrative form a
complete picture of teacher and administrative activity within their
context, rather than as isolated acts.

What happens is best recorded by someone who is able to empa-
thize with the teachers and administrators because he or she has
stood in their shoes and has a comprehensive knowledge of what is
being observed (Hymes, 1978:9). After gaining an ethnographic perspec-
tive, the researcher is able to put the pieces of the mosaic together
for the reader (Smith and Pohland 1976:264-269), and describe, for

12



example, (1) how a typical school day is organized: whai the students,

teachers, and principal do from minute to minute, hour to hour, day

to day; And (2) what exaCtly happens in the classroom: how, for

example, a reading or writing lesson is taught, and how reading and

writing skills are reinforced throughout the day, day after day.

The Need for an Educator's Viewpoint. Gaining an ethnographic

perspective is dependent on getting the "insider's" as well as the

"outsider's" viewpoint (Hymes 1976:4). The ethnographer,-according to

Wilson:

cultivates an empathetic understanding of the

participant that is nearly impossible with

quantitative methods. The researcher shares the

daily life of participants and systematically

works to understand their feelings and reactions.

(1977:257)

And Hymes says:

For ethnographic inquiry, validity is commonly dependent

upon accurate knowledge,of the meanings of behaviors

and institutions.to those who participate in them...

accurate knowledge of meaning is sine qua non... even

though someone may live nearby, speak the same lan-

guage,.and be of the.same background, a difference

in experience may lead to misunderstanding the

meanings, the terms, and the world of another

community. (1978:9)

One of the purposes of this study is to provide a model for

educators, bhus educators must feel that it is a valid, adthentic

account of "what is the case." One of the criticisms educators

have given of ethnographies that have been carried out in the schools

is that they have been done, for the most part, by anthropologists

who have little interest in education and are even hostile towards

formal education. For example, Wolcott accuses:

During those infrequent occasions when anthro-

pologists have gathered to discuss formal

education, an outside observer might find him-

self wanting to ask: Is this the way anthro-

pologists approach other settings in which they

study human behavior or does a discussion of

the schools evoke a different kind of response?

(1971:99)

He then.lists thd specific ways the schools "have been or can be

subjected to 'rough handling' by anthropologists." He says:

3. Even though few anthropologists have done fieldwork in

the schools, "they are not reluctant to render opinions and advice on

.
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educational matters."

2. Anthropologists often spleak as if all schools were the same,

suggesting a naivete about the dOferences among schools of different
types, levels and varied populatiOns.

, 3. Anthropologists assume sChools are "dysfunctional unless

proven otherwise." Their commitment as anthropologists should be to
describe what happens---not evalu4te it or, as is so often the case,

attempt to tee if they "really accomplish anything."

Wolcott goes on to say that educators might take an educational
ethnography more seriously if thq felt the researcher had taught in

a situation similar to their own end was, therefore, able to see

things from their point of view. IIndeed, he says:

There is a persistent belief among teachers that
no one can understand the dynamics of a classroom

unless he himself has been "on the firing line."

(Wolcott 1971:102)

Brophy and Good (1973) have also Said that observing a teacher requires

having a complex background and set of skills. 'If you don't know how

to lo0k," they say, "you don't see very much." (36) They go on to say

thatione must be familiar with the language of the classroom to be

able to understand what is happening and accurately describe it.

Dell Hymes has often said thet in many cases it is desitable

for an ethnography to be done by 4 native ol the community being

t"tudied:

When I refer to ethnog9phy...1 assume that the
person doing the ethnomphy may, be from the

community in question. [Indeed, I think it is
highly desirable that this be the case in a

large proportion of cates. (1978:2)

It appears that his only caveat is that the "native" be trained

to be objective and to compare with other similar communities. He

cautions against being so close to a subject that you are unable to

step back from it and see it cleatay, and being so accustomed to

certain events that you are unable to notice them anymore; they are

seen and done pnconsciously.

The Value of ative Accounts. /B,eading a narrative description

that has be itten biT an educatlor who has gained an ethnographic

perspective of a school and its dlassrooms is, in a sense, even
better.than being able to observe ple scene yourself. To wit:

,

a
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1. You have the benefit of looking at the scene through the eyes

of someone who is familiar with the school and what usually happens

there; and A

2. You have the added benefit,of receiving commentary from this

person regarding how what you are seeing compares with (a) the norm

at this school, (b) similar situations in other schools, and (c) what

the literature says happens in successful schools and classrooms.

(Hymes *978:17)

The narrative descriptions given in this study should provide

an educational preview for both pre- and in-service teachers and

administrators of a successful innercity school and classroom.

Observing an action you may eventually want to perform on your own is

crucial to learning how to do it. Because they are usually presented

out of context, quantitative research results which are often imposed

on administrators) teachers, and students often -seem remote from

their actual experiences in school (Smith and Pohland 1976:264-279).

Without a narrative acceunt of the gestalt, the complete accurate

picture, both the "outsiders" and the "insiders" have good reason

to question the concepts, hypoiheses, and theories resulting from

purely quantitative data.

Most would agree that concrete examples, personal accounts, and

novels are extremely powerful in making others comprehend a situation.

Historicar fiction, for example, is often recommended to students to

help them understand a certain period in time. .As Hymes has said:

Many anthropologists agree that something of value can

be learned from novels of certain sorts, and even

recommend certain novels. Clearly there is a sense in

which narrative can be a.source of knowledge...Some

ethnographers and philosophers of science hold that

narrative is fundamental in its own right. Indeed they

may suspect that narrative accounts play a role in

what scientists and administrators believe themselves

to know....How often, one wonders are decisions
reached on the basis not only of number and
experiments, but also on the basis of privileged
personal accounts, fleshing out the data to make
it intelligible? Sometimes these accounts may be
provided by the investigator; sometimes by the
audience ("1 knew a case once..."). Sometimes they

may not be articulated, yet influential nevertheless.
(1978:14)

Those who have attempted to describe what actually happens in

a successful innercity school have either spent limited time at the

research site (Silberman, 1970; Weber, 1971; New York State Office of

Education Performance Review, 1974; Madden, Lawson, and Sweet, 1976;

Brooktiver and Lezotte, 1977); or, give only rough sketches of the

scene (Goss:and Hill, 1980; Signore, 1980; Thomas, 1980; Wilks, 1980).

15
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This study is unique because it provides an ethnographic

perspectivp of an innercity school that is successful in teaching

reading and writing: an in-depth, aceurate accourit (from both eh

insider's" and an "outsider's" viewpoint) of "what is the case"

there. It is hoped that by reading a detailed, often narrative4

account, of what happens in this suecessful innercity school, 1.1d.

reader may see.how other innercity schools might be improved.

;
)
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Inneicity Schools that are Successful in Teachina Reading

George Weber (1971), the forerunner of the researchers of successful

innercity schools, identified four innercity schools wherein the

majority of third graders were reading on their grade level. He

defined an innercity school as a "nonselective public school in the

central part of a large city that is attended by very poor children"

(5).

Reading success was examined during the middle and latter part

.of grade three. At that point, the school, to be "successful,"
had to achieve a national-grade-level norm or better as a median and
have an unusually low percentage of nonreaders. Sixty-nine of the
ninety-five schools that were nominated met both criteria (type of
school and reading success). Weber ent a letter to the principal
of each school asking if s/he believed the school met both criteria
and if s/he would welcome an independent evaluation of reading
achievement and the reading program. "This step of asking the prin-
cipal for permission to visit his school took a substantial toll of
the nominees" (7).

Weber visited seventeen schools for two to three days each to

(1) check whether they met the innercity school criterion, (2) ascer-

tain, through administration of a test, whether the school met the

reading success criterion, and (3) determine the nature of the

beginning reading program and, in those cases where the school seemed

to meet the innercity and reading success criteria, the factors that

seemed to account for success.

Weber described four schools that met both criteria: P.S. 11,

in Manhattan; the John H. Finley School, in Manhattan; the Woodland

School, in 'Kansas Ctiy, Missouri; and the Ann Street School, in Los

Angeles. He found eight common factors in these schools that were

usually not present in less successful innercity schools--- all

'factors that were under the school's control.

1. 'Strong Leadership Specific to Reading. In each school,

this leadership was either in the form of the District Superintendent

(Woodland), in which case reading specialists were also placed in the

school to support classroom teachers; the principal and a reading

specialist (Ann Street), or the principal (P.S. 11 and Finley).
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Theseireading curriculum leaders provided each teacher with a
struc1 tured reading program to follow, as well as the support and
monioring necessary to make it successful. Their philosophy seemed
to be one of which Ralph Waldo Emerson once wrote:

Our chief want in life is someone who will.
make us do what we can. (Quoted in Silber-
man, 1970:112)

2. Additional Rea&ing Personnel. In every school, there Were
full-time reading specialists working with the primary 'g*ades. /At

P.S. 11, there was also a fourth teacher for every three class/iooms
who served primarily as a reading teacher; at Woodland, there/was
also a full-time=reading aide for every classroom and a speed#h
specialist who assisted students in becoming facile in Stan ara
English; and at Ann Street, there was either a second teacher or a
teacher aide assigned to each primary-grade class. According to
Weber, these additional reading personnel brought "expertise and
concentration to the reading program" (27) and allowed for a smaller
adult-student ratio for reading instruction. Weber believed the
additional federal funds contributed to innercity schools were best
spent in this way rather than in reducing class size.

3; High Expectations were prevalent in each school.. Robert
Wheeler, the former superintendent of the district in which the
Woodland.School is located, typifies the philosophy that with proper
teaching, all studen'ts can learri:

The Staff has to believe the pupils can and will
learn before they can conVince the students that
they are not doomed to fail... We began with the
fundamental belief that innercity pupils can
learn as well as other pupils, provided the priori-
ties are sensible, the effort intense, and the
instructional approaches rational in terms of the
needs of the learners. We have not accepted the
myth that environmental factors develop unaltera-
ble learning depression. We believe that so-called
negative environmental factors can be overcome with
sensitive and responsive teaching [rather than]
just more zoo trips or...oatmeal. (19)

As Wheeler said, high hopes are a prerequisiteto success, but alone
they are not enough. There must also be sensible priorities, in-
tense effort, and teaching that fits the needs of the learners.
This brings us to the fourth common feature in the successful schools
Weber studied:
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4. Strong EMphasis on Reading. In every school, reading was

a priority in the primary grades. This emphasis was reflected in the

additional reading personnel, and a "planned precise" reading

program in each school. At Woodland, between twAt and two-and-one-

half hours per day were devoted to reading instruction; at Ann Street,
two hours; at P.S. 11, one-and-a-half to two hours were devoted to

reading instruction, with the poorest readers in grades three, four,
and five spending an additional one-and-a-half hours per week with a

\ reading specialist; at Finley, reading comprised the bulk of the

day, with students having direct instruction for one-half-hour daily
in homogeneous groups, then doing a prodigious amount of independent
reading of books on theirivading level.

5. Good Atmosphere. In each of these schools, Weber says,

there was "order, [a] sense of purpose, relative quiet and pleasure

in learning" (26). The principal was typically described by Weber

as a "nb nonsense leader" who ran a "tight ship" and saw as a first

priority the establishment of discipline and order.

6. The Teaching of Phonics and Spelling Patterns was emphasized

in each school. Two of the four schools utilized the McGraw-Hill
Sullivan Programmed Readers, which are based on the phonic-linguistic

methodology. According to Weber, all four schools emphasized phonics

to a much greater extent than did most innercity schools (1971:27).

7. Zndividualization. Students were continuously monitored

to assure that they were receiving instruction to fit their needs.

8. Careful Evaluation of Progress. There was continuous evalu-

ation of students' progress, with students in one school being
tested as often as every month by a full-time reading specialist. In

some schools, charts were posted to indicate each classroom's achieve-

ment on standardized reading tests.

There are several facts that indicate Weber's study, While carving'

a path for later, more sophisticated studies in the same vein, does,

however, leave out important details about at least two of the success-

ful innercity schools he researched. There were key features unmen-
tioned in Weber's research that were present at Woodland and Finley

when Weber visited these schools. Silberman (1970:110) tells us
parental involvement was one of the keys to Finley's success; and at
Woodland, parents were also heavily involved in their children's

education (Thomas, 1980). Guthrie (1976) also reports thaOrkarental
involvement was a common feature in the successful reading programs

he reviews.

On-going inservice training was another, perhaps, key feature
that led to the success of both Finley (Silberman, 1970:110) and
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Woodland (Thomas, 1980). Guthrie (1976) also cites this as a common
characteristic of successful reading programs; moreover it was also
evident fn two other successful innercity schools (Signore, 1980;
Wilks, 1980).

At Finley, there was also'"great stress placed on developing
pride in chadren's racial and ethnic identity" (Silberman, 1970:111).
Welier also fails to mention this,feature that Silberman reports was
also very much in evidence at P.S. .146, another successful innercity
school he visitad; likewise, it was a major characteristic at the
Nairobi Day School (Wilks, 1980).

Silberman (1970:99-112) found six of the eight characteristics
Weber identified.in two successful innercity achools he visited
P.S. 146 and 192, both in Harlem: strong leadership specific to
reading, additional reading personnel, high expectations, a strong
emphasis on reading, good atmosphere, and careful evaluation. He
does not 1cite the teaching of phonics/spelling patterns and indivi-
dualization as being evident in these schools. This is not to say
that these featurgs were not characteristics of these schools.
Weber (1960) visited P.S. 192 in 1969 and found the teaching of phonics
to be heavfly in evidence. And we know phonics was stressed at Finley,

the third school Silberman visited. UnfortunatelyA Silberman does
not tell us how much time he spent in each school,J but he could not
have had the intention of following up on Weber's findings since his
study was completed a year before Weber's monograph (1971) was
published.

At Woodland (Thomas, 1980) and Nairobi, Oilks, 1980) teachers were
trained to be aware of their students' Black English Vernacular and
to accept it, as well as teach them to be facile in Standard English.
Perhaps in contrast to this, Weber (1960) reports that P.S. 192
"makes no concessions to" Black English Vernacular (4). Weber
writes:

Dr. Gang says that the school does not worry
about it, uses Standard English. He comments
characteristically that 'the dialect problem'
is important only in the educational and
sociological literature. (4)

The treatment of students' Black English Vernacular is not mentioned
in otheestudies of successful innercity schools or successful
reading programs involving poor minority children (Silberman, 1970;
Weber, 1971; New York State Office of Education Performance Review,
1974; Madden, Lawson and Sweet, 1976; Brookover and Lezotte, 1977;
Goss and Hill, in 1980; Signore, 1980; Thomas, 1980; Wilks, 1980).

1He gives us only a hint when he reports that he completed three
separate visits to Finley, one of the three schools he researched.

(1970:104)
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Goss and Allen (1980), and Signore (1980) attributed the success

of their innercity schools to irpolving faculty and parents in

agreeing on.a need for change and in actively supporting their schools'

reading programs. Common characteristics cited by Weber (1971)

could'also be identified in the descriptions theSr provided: strong

leadership, high expectafions, careful evaluationof progress, emphaiis

On reading, good atmosphere,_additional reading personnel, and the use

of phonics (in both schools a phonic-linguistic series was utilized

to teach readin6. Individualization, a seventh characterfAtic cited

bY Weber, is not apparent in their descriptions.

Watson (1974) gives us ,close, sensitive look at thrce secondary

school principals whorare succeeding seemingly against all odds.

He tells of principals of innercity schools that operate with clear

priorities, goals and objectives; schools where.students are achieving

as well as their middle-class counterparts, schools that are located

in close proximity to typical innercitischools in which students

are failing.- Instead of reacting to the typical difficulties of the

uritan principalship with, as Watson says, "resentment, panic, or

attempts to be all things to all [people]," successful principals

of innercityl schools look upon them as "exciting challenges" (33).

They do everything,in their power "in spite of the system" to Take

sure their teachers are teaching and their students are learning.

They expect problems to be par for the course they have chosen;

and they realize that to,succeed in their jobs, these problems

must be solved.

The leaders whose stories are told in In Spite of the System

took se'veral common steps: (1) they assessed current needs and

possible resources---even unlikely or untried resources; (2) they

4eermined-to deal with the school's mosf pressing problem, whether

or not it-seemed.to be an educational one; (3) they conSidered the

conventional wisdom and, if they found it necessary, they discarded

it; and perhaps above all else, they (4) never lost sight of the

fact that the goal of the school is that all students learn. Watson

gives this charge to the urban principal:

With commitment eo his task of making and
maintaining an environment in which teaching

and learning can flourish, he may discover

on the one hand that the system can be made

to work, or on the other.hand,that his school

can work in spite of the system. (36)

Successful Reading Programs
--

John Guthrie (1976) reports that the Americdn Institutes of

'Research (AIR) sent Program Information fOrms to more than 1500
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programs nationwide to determine their effectiveness in teaching

reading. Twenty-seven of these programs were recommended by AIR
and then reviewed further by the Office of Education Dissemination
Review Panel. The Review Panel approved fourteen of the programs,

and of the fourteen, Right to Read recOmmendee-c Ive to be

disseminated is exemplary.

Six unique features of the successful primary reading

programs that Right to Read recommended have been cited by Wargo et

al., (1972): careful planning/clearly stated objectives; (2) in-
tensive instruction; (3) directly relevant instruction (4) individu-
alizel/small group instruction; (5) teacher training in methods of
teach_ng reading; and (6) active parental involvement. Guthrie (1976)

adds two others that Weber also delineates: (1) continuous evaluation

and diagnosis of students' needs and progress; and (2) the utilization
of additional reading personnel. He summarizes the incidence of

these characteristics in Table 1.

Comparisons of More and Less Effective Schools.

The New York State Office of Education Performance Review (1974)
completed a case study of two socio-culturdlly matched innercity
schools, with one school having significantly higher reading, word
recognition, and comprehension levels in the fourth and sixth grades.
They studied the two schools for two-and-one-half months, observing
ahd interviewing staff members to determine what school factors
could have impacted on ihe discrepancies in reading achievement. They

found striking differences in the two schools =-- differences under
the schools' control that have been cited repeatedly in the literature.

In School A, the successful school, the administrative team
provided strong leadership with d'balance of management and instruc-

tional skills. In School A, there was a,schoolwide effort to plan
the teaching of reading, including better organization of reading
time, and teacher-training programs. In School B, the unsuccessful

school, the administrative team never developed a comprehensive plan
for dealing with the reading problem. In.fact, lack of administrative
coordination and direction foT student's learning in School B was
correlated with friction among the staff. Mbreover, students in

School B were more disruptive and absent more often. Personnel in

School A had high expectations of students' performance, provided
on-going evaluation of progress,and were less pessimistic about their
ability to have an impact on their students' achievement. In contrast,

teachers in the unsuccessful school attributed students' reading
problems to factors beyond their control.

,Factors common in the schools Weber (1971) identified were also
identified in the'successful school in this study: strong leadership

lo
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specific to reading, high expectations for student achievement, and
on-going extensive student evaluation. Teacher training and parental

involvement were also factors evident in School A, but absent from
School B.

Edmonds (1979:17-18) reports that in 1976, Madden, Laws6n, and
Sweet studied school effectiveness,in California. They matched

twenty-one schools on the basis of students' SES level and other
cultural characteristics, with one school in each pair having high-
achieving students and the other having low-achieving students, ac-
cor4ng to standardized test scores. They foual that:

The teachers in the high-achieving schools indicated that their
principals and District administration gave them significantly more
support than did teacherg in the low-achieving schools.

Teachers in the higher-achieving schools exhibited more task-
orientation in their classrooms and applied "more appropriate
principles of learning" (17).

There was more of an atmosphere conducive to learning in
,the classrooms in the higher-achieving schools, as well-as more
student monitoring, more student effort, and'happier children.

In the higher-achieving schools, there were less paid aides
and those who were assisting classroom teachers were more likely to
perform nonteaching tasks such as maintaining class discipline,
watching children in the yard, and doing classroom.paperwork.

Teachers reported they had more access to "'outside the
classroom' materials" (17) in the higher-achieving schools.

Teachers seemed to believe they had "less influence on
educational decisions" (17) in the higher-achieving schools.

For purposes of instruction, classrooms were divided into
less groups in the higher-achieving schools.

Teachers in higher-achieving schools seemed to be more
satisfied.with their work than were teachers in the lower-achieving
schools.

Edmonds concluded:

... the California study is notable chiefly for its
reinforcement of leadership, expectations, atmos-
phere, and instructional emphasis as consistently
essential institutional determinants of pupil per-
formance. (18)
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The Michigan Department of Education assigned Brookover and
Lezotte (1977) the task of locating and studying schools wherein
pupil achievement was either consistently improving-or consistently
,declining according ta criterion-referenced standardized tests.
Trained interviewers visited eight of these schools (six with improving
student achievement) and interviewed ahd administered questionnaires
to a large number of the school personnel. They found the following
differences between th'e improving and declining schools which seemed

to account for the differences in +student achievement. In contrast

to the declining schools, in the improving schools:

The improvement of. reading was a fundamental goal.

Personnel had higher expectations of their students' ability
to master basic skills as well as complete high school and college.

Teachers and principals assumed responsibility for their
students learning and did not blame lack of progress on the students
themselves or their parents.

The faculty spent more time on direct reading instruction.

The principal was more likely to be an assertive instructional
leader, more of a disciplinarian, and assumed more responsibility for
evaluating whether or not instructional objectives had been met.
(Principals in the declining schools were apt to be permissive and to
concentrate on becoming 4 friend to the teachers.)

There was more acceptance of the concept of accountability
and the use of the criterion-referenced standardized tests as one
way of measuring their effectiveness. (In declining schools, this

notion was generally rejected.)

Teachers had higher expectations for their students' achieve-
ment and were, therefore, less satisfied with the status quo. In

the declining schools, teachers were more complacent with current

levels of student achievement.

There was more parent-initiated involvement, but less overall
parent involvement.

There was less involvement of paraprofessionals.

All of the studies just reviewed (New York State Office of
Education Performance Review, 1974; Madden, Lawson and Sweet, 1976;
Brookover and Lezotte, 1977) comparing high-achieving/improving
schools with low-achieving/declining schools point to strong leader-
ship, high expectations, good atmosphere, and emphasis on reading
as factors that seem to consistently distinguish successful schools

from their less successful counterparts.
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Little is said about what exactly happens in the classrooms of
teachers who are subcessful in teaching reading anet writing, yet
numerous studies have cited the teacher as the most important deter-
minant of students' reading achievement (Bond and Dykstra, 1967;
Harris and Morrison, 1969). Not surprisingly, fac.Lcrs which distin-

guish effective classrooms from their aess effcgctive counterparts:
strong leadership, high expectatioris, good pcmosphere, and emphasis
on reading.

More Effecive Teaching of Writing

Compared with reading,..studies of the teaching of writing began
much later and have been much less prolific. (Lundsteen, 1976:7)
Eileen Tway (1973) reviewed the literature on the teaching of i4riting
but found few studies "ith documen'ted evidence of actual teaching
behaviors" that lead tá improved writing. (1) She says that most
of the studies she encountered examined the effects of isolated
teaching approaches-or methods on children's writing. As we'will see,

a few isolated procedures which seem to lead to better writing
achievement have been uncOvered, butoas Tway -says,

The question becomes which teaching approach combined
with what teaching strategies or behailiors brings the
greatest4 improvement in writing. (1973:2)

A

It appears that neither quantitative nor qualitative research
has been carried qdt to determine the factors that appear to be
present in elementary classrooms wherein writing achievement is
high._ Research has, however, pinpointed a few isolated procedures
that seem to help students become more proficient writers:

OraZ Language Base. Research shows that "written language needs
to be tied to an oral language base." (Lundsteen, 1976:1) Lundsteen
reports that the considered opinion'of the leaders in language arts
education is that:

Conversation stnd 'freetalk' are the basis for con-
sciously structured reporting...The confidence and
fluency that, stem from composing with spoken woxds
and body language is essentially related to com-
posing with written words. (2)

In Help for the Teacher to Written Composition (1976), Lundsteen says
that the process of the teacher's writing a story a student dictates
is the "most helpful link" between oral and written coMposing. She

further explains that seeing- your own words in written form is an
"exhilirating experience" and that seeing someone write what you say
helps you to understand that writing is written talk (2).
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Functional Writing Ftiactice. In a three year experimental study,

Burrus (1970) found that students were superior in their demonstrated
knowledge of basic writing mechanics When they were given extensive
practice in writing from dictation, discussing the mechanics involved,
and, later, composing themselves, then sharing their compositions
with students, and filing them in individual folders. In the

experimental classes, the focui 14414 on "real communication," rather
than on completing textbook exercises. Burrus'concluded that the
experimental groups' acquisition of writing mechanics was a result
of teachers' having students acquire these skills through functional
writing activities.

Male there is little research on the effect of oral language
development and functional writing practice on students' writing
skills, curriculum guides written as early as 1894, have reflected
the educator's view that writing will improve with_functional
pratice in both oral and written language. Excerpts from the
ComMittee of Ten Report written in 1894 reflect this beiiet. The

Committee recommended that:

Every effort must be made to assure that students gain full
control of "the language" and that students "should be kept so far
as possible away from the influence of bad models and under the
influence of good models." FurtherMore, this "training in English"
should-continue throughout the day in every'subject to which the
student is exposed, "whether it be geography, physics, or mathematics"
(87). The Committee recommended that students be corrected whenever
their oral or written responses deviated from Standard American English.
In order to gain "secure control of the language," The Committee of Ten
suggested that in grades 1 and 2, students should orally retell stories
and orally compose original stories about pictures, etc.

"Not later than" third grade, students should begin writing
compositions. For instruction in writing mechanics, they should
copy paragraphs from the chalkboard, and write from dictation "ana
from memory short and easy passages of prose and verse" (87).

,1 In grades 3-6, students should be required to write compositions
often and complete functional writing exercises. The caveat was that
"The greatest care should be taken to make these exercises practical
rather than technical and to avoid the errors of old-fashioned routine
method of instruction in gramme' (87).

This excerpt from the Hosic RePort, a curriculum guide written
for the secondary school in 1917 iad featured in Lundsteen's work as "a
document that had implications for elementary school teaching"
(1976:9-10), shows a further-refinement of the theory of the inter-
relationship of written and oral language.
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It also reflects the belief among educators at that time that
studentg need to spend additional çimne writing and learning about
writing:-.

1. Training in composition is of equal importance with
the study of literature a d should have an equal
allowance of time. Composition work should find
place in every year of th4 school course.

2. Subjects for coPposition hould be drawn chiefly
from the pupil's life andlexperience. To base
theme work painly upon th4 literature studied leads
pupils to think of compos tion as a purely academic
exercise, bearing little elation to life.

3. Oral work should be'dondu ted in intimate relation
with written work, and or inarily the best results
will folloW when both are taught by the same teacher.

4. Theory and practice should go hand in hand. .The4
principals of grammar and rhetoric should be taught
at the time and to the ex4nt that they are aids to
expression.

The Individual Writing Conferene. In a small study conducted
by Ujlaki (1968), a major portion ofl writing instruction was carried
out via one-to-one writing conferences involving a teacher and a

student. A majdr implication of this study was that the value of
these individual writing conferencesshould be further studied. The

individual writing conference is often listed as an aid to children's
writing (Robinson and Burrows, 1974;tLundsteen, 1976). Mills (1970)

also found that-reading their cmpositions aloud during these
sessions seems to improve students' 4riting skills.

Oral Display. Students should have the opportunity to read aloud.

their compositions. Research shows that children's writing will be
more vital if they know that what they write will be shared with
others, as the experimental children shared their,writing in the Burros
study;-Lundsteen (1976) says:

To get valid samples of how children write when
part of a communicating society, they must be
given a chance to communicate in reciprocal
relationships. (38)

She suggests that students consistently be given the opportunity to
share,their compositions with their classmates and get theirr reactions.
Also highly recommended is having teachers write appreciative comments
on children's compositions, as well.as displaying'compositions on the
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bulletin board. There is little hard data other than the Burrus
study (1970) that suPports this need for oral display. But the
considered opinions'of language arts educators,'as reported by
Robinson and, Burrows (1974), suppIrt-,Lundsteen's conalusion.
They say that the gxcellent teacher of language arts:

Provides for children's sharing their stories and
verse as a valid and essential part of the communi-
cation program; often reads aloud the writing of
those children whose oral reading is ineffective...
Involves children in genuine communication through
practical, informational writing and sees that such
writing is shared through, oral reading and visual
display. (78-79)

The Mbtivational Discussion. One of thgimplications of a study
carried out by Huntington (1969) was that oral planning or discussion
of what a student will write may contribute to the improvement-of
Writing. In 1970, Beeker investigated the effects of oral planning
on students' compositions and found that class discussions did not
seem 6 lead to improved writing achievement. He concluded that a
more individualized sharing of ideas would probably lead to more
improvement.

Exposure to ChildreOs Literature. Many leaders in the fieldl .

of language arts education believe that exposing students to children's
literature greatly contributes to their oral and written composition
skills. Lundsteen (1976) says:

Awareness of what.a story is grows from early exposure
ta stories heard and read... Through imaginative and
realistic literature, the oral and written heritage is
a vast resource for children to draw upon in their
own compositions. (3)

De Vries (1970) 'discovereil that simply exposing students to
children's literature was not enough; in order for this exposure
to improve their writing abilities, it had to go hand in hand with
additional practice in writing: After a nine-week study, De Vries
found that students who were exposed to children's literature and
received writing practice showed greater improvement in eheir writing
than did students who were merely given more.writing practice. O'Dea

(1965) also rejects the widely-held assumption that students learn
to write well by simply reading good literature, but admits that:

Those who read well are rewarded in several ways, one
of which is increased proficiency in writing:...Just
how this happens, we do not yet know. (328)
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More Effective Teaching of Reading

(This illustration of effective teaching practices appeared in
Educational Leadership, October 1979, 37, No. 1.)

Tikulloff, Berliner, and Rist (1975) completed a'qualitatvie study
utilizing ethnographic observation to determine what teaching behaviors
are positively correlated with stUdent achievement in reading and mathe

matics. Two hundred California teachers were recruited, one hundred
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second grade teachers and one hun dred fifth grade teachers. Each

teacher was assigned two Experimental Units to teach for two weeks.

Students' pre- and posttest scores were then analyzed to determine
whichteachers would Participate in the study. Ten teachers with
students who achieved more than predicted from their pretest scores
caere designated as "more-effective" teachers. Ten teachers whose
students achieved less than predicted from their pretest scores
were designated as "less-effective" teachers. These twenty teachers
comprised the Known Sample of teachers whose classroom practices were
then analyzed. Data were collected by twelve graduate students in
anthropology and sociology who were trained in ethnographic techniques
and given general background about second and fifth grade classrooms.
They were not told which teachers had been designated more-or less-
effective. Each teacher was observed for one full week.

They found that the "more-effective" teachers:

Allocated more time to teaching reading and had students
engaged in read-ng instructional activities (with which they had a
high rate of success) for a greater proportion of the school day.
They also found that students engaged in reading instruction for
greater amounts of time did not have declining attitudes toward reading
or school.

Were more aware of their students' strengths 'and weaknesses
and provided more appropriate instruction to fit their needs.

Provided more direct instruction for their students, monitored
their progress more, and provided more individual feedback.

Provided more structure for lessons and more specific directions
about what students were expected to do:

Chastised their students less often for being "off-task."

Concentrated more oa student learning and less on social
development,.

Had classrooms wherein students had more responsibility for
completing their school work, and for taking care of their classroom
and belongings.

Soar (1973) reports the findings from the last,yeart(1970-1971)
of a three-year quantitative stud); of, 289 Follow Through and
comparison K-2 classrooms nationwide. Observation scales were utilized
to desgribe teacher behavior and then correlate this with pupil growth.
Although there were incomiistencies, the following teacher behaviors
were found to,correlate with student skill growth in reading:



(1) strong leadership and control, structure, more time spent on
reading and drill, and lesser amounts of student freedom; as well
as (2) more direct instruction as opposed to having students work

independently.(

In 1974, Stallings and Kaskowitz presented the findings of
observations of first and third grade Follow Through classrooms which
had been completed in the Spring of 1973. Teacher behavior was again

correlated with student skill growth in reading and their findings
are similar to those of Tikunoff, Berliner, Rist (1975) and Soar (1973).

Student*achieved more in reading when: (1) there was more time spent

on systematic instruction in reading, with the teacher providing
information, asking a question about the information, and then, if
necessary, guiding the student to the correct answer; (2) there was a
high rate of drill, practice and praise; and (3) when first graders
were instructed in small groups, whereas, third graders seemed to

do well in large groups. Brophy and Evertson (1974) studied teachers
to determine the teaching behaviors that correlate with students'

reading achievement. Their sample was comprised of second and
third grade teachers whose students throughout the years achieved
the same amount of learning gains. Coding instruments were utilfied
to observe thirty-one teachers four times each the first year, and
twenty-eight teachers (including nineteen from the preVious year)
fourteen times each the second year. To assute reliabibity, pairs
of observers were assigned to each classroom.

-

Their findings are similar to those of Soar (1973) and Stallings
and Kaskowitz (1974) for what constitutes effective teaching behavior.
Similar to Kounin'i findings (1970), the most effective teachers in
xhis study were adept classroom managers, keeping their students
actively engaged in productive work that led to the achievement of
specific objectives, amd migimizing wasted time becadse they avoided__
allowing problems,to get started in the first place. They found

that mastery of basic skills in the early grades required much more
time spent on difect teaching and practice as opposed to classroom

dismission.

Kean et al., (1970) sought to "identify the factors that
contributed most strongly to achievement growth in reading" (1).
They rank-ordered all Philadelphia elementary schools according to
their average reading scores and overall gain scores-during the 1974-75

school year. The sample vas comprised of ten schools from the top of
this list, ten from the bottom, and five from the middle of the list.
All fourth grade pupils from these sample schools were studied.

Teams of researchers from the Philadelphia School District's
Office of Research and Evaluation and the Division of English/Reading
Language Arts Education visited the twenty-five schools and it. erviewed
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the principal, teachers, reading teachers, and reading aides. Infor-

mation about the.following was gathered for each fourth grade student:

(1) the child's principal,.(2) the schools' reading teacher, (3) the
classroom teacher, (4) the school itself, and (5) the child himself.

They found that the fhllowing factors correlated with pupil gain in
reading achievement:

attending kindergarteh;

being absent less often;

having a principal who had "experience in'the field of
reading;"

having a principal who observed classrooms more often;

being in a school that had more professional supportive
staff per pupil;

attending a K-7 school, or next best, a K-8 school;

having a teacher who was absent lese often:

having a teacher who had taught fourth grade more than
one ybar;

being taught reading via a linguistic Losal reader;

having less reading aides per week;

-0,--having-more-direct-contact with_the _teacher;

having sustained sflent reading more;

being in a largerlclass (up to 35) rather than a
smaller class (as few as 24);

being taught in a small group/whole class combination
rather than only individually, or only in small groups,
or only as a whole class; and

having"a teacher who would choose the same reading
program again.

Syntheses oeResults of Mord Effective Teaching Studies

,Ihis_syhlhesis of the process-product research summarized on
the previous pages will follow the same organizational scheme that
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Frances Ruff (1978) uses in the review completed for Research for
Better Schools.

Time. Ruff (1978) calls this "the most discussed and perhaps
one of the most critical variables relating to student achievement"
(23). Several studies have found that absolute time spent in school
(calcu1atecl_from indices such as average daily atteaance, length
of sebdo1. Y;etir) correlates Tositively with student reading achievement
(Keaf4i 1979,11. But even more striking than the effect of time

A.
spe44n-shcip1 is'EUrf this time is spent. Student achievement in
readingispe014-to depend on how much time students are actually engaged
in acadelailt learning activities, such ad reading, rather than in non-
academic activies, such as art or music (Soar, 1973; Stallings and
Kaskowitz, 1974; Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist, 1975; Brookover and
Lezotte, 1977). Rosenshine (1977) paints out that time usage Meahs
the amount of time engaged in learning, rather than the amount of
time allocated to academic instruction.

Instructional Organization. The most effective organization
seems to be the teacher working directly with small groups or the
whole class, rather than with students individually or in pairs
(Stallings and Kaskowitz, 1974; Madden, Lawson, and Sweet, 1976;
Kean et al., 1979).

Monitoring. Students.seem to do best when they work in groups
under adult supervision, rather than when they have more unsupervised
seatwork (Soar, 1973; Stallings and Kaskowitz, 1974; Tikunoff, Berliner,
and Rist, 1975; Madden, Lawson, and Sweet, 1976) with an adult un-
available to answer questions (Brophy and Evertson, 1974).

Management. Ruff (1978) defines management as "all.the behaviors
teachers exhibit to form the ground rules by which instruction and
interaction occur in the classroom" (26). Teachers seem to be most
successful in achieving reading gains with low SES children when they
play the role of strong leaders in their classrooms (Soar, 1973;
Stallings and Kaskowitz, 1974; Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist, 1975).
The most successful teachers in these studies:

directed activities without giving their students
choices, approached the subject matter in a direct,
business-like way, organized learning around ques-
tions they posed, and occupied .the center of atten-

,tion. (Rosenshine, 1977:11)

Brophy and Evertson (1974) suggest that more effective teachers
devote less time to management and criticism and spend more time
'utilizing various managerial techniques to avoid allowing problems
to get started in the first place. .

-Dfsiruction: Tiktihdif,-Berlinet, and Rist (1975) and others'
suggest that "if a student has not been taught what s/he is being
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tested for, then achievement will be law" (Ruff, 1978:29). More

effective teachers seem to quickly provide feedback to students'

answers, then continue with the main task (Stallings and Kaskowitz,

19,4; Brophy and Evertson, 1974; Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist, 1975).
.Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist (1975) also found that more effectcive

teachers informed their'students of the objectives of lessons, and

of their owla expectations for adhievement. In addition, they 11-ked

current lessons-with material previously studied.

-Consistent with one common characteristic of many successful
innercity school Weber (1971); Wilks (1980), Goss and Allen (1980),

Signore (1980), and Kean et al. (1919) found tivat students taught
via a phonic-linguistic basal i'eading series achieved distinctly better

than pupils taught via eclectic reading approaches.

Ehvironment. Ruff (1978) defines this as "all the behaviors'
which contribute to the support and enhancement of the instructional

tasks in the classroom" (32). Brophy and Evertson (1979) and Stallings
and Kaskowitz (1974) found that more effective teachers use more praise

and positive reinforcement with tfieir students. Higher hchieving

classrooms seem to be'characterized avbeing "convivial,-,:cooperative,

democratic, and warm;" whereas in lower achieving classrooms, there
seems to be. more "belittling, shaming of students, and the use of

sarcasm". (Tikunoff, Berliner, sad Rist, 1975:20). In' addition, there

seem,s to be less disruptivebehavior in the classrooms of more

effective teachers.

In summary, the findings of these studies of more effective
teaching behavior suggest primary-grade students achieve more in

reading when their teacher: (1) assumes the role of a strong leader,

u4.ng time efficiently and keeping students engaged in task-related
activities; (2) organizes students into medium to large groups for
instruction; (3) monitors work while being available to answer tudent-

initiated questions; (4) structures lessons so that students are aware
of objectives; and (5) sustains a classroom environment that is warm,'
friendly, democratic, and relatively free of disruptive behavior.

As Foshay has said:'

One serious drawback to
is that at present, the
understood or described.

* * *

fprocess-product) research
process is not.adequate1y

(1980:82)

The studies reviewed in this chapter provide us with a list of factors

that seem to be evident in successful schools and classrooms serving
low SES students, but, for the most part, they tell us little about

how the "pieces of the mosaic" fit together. How are these factors

manifested in the context of the classroom and the school in general?

L_
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What factors will be apparent when one school and classroom are looked

at in-depth?

/.
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CHAPTER THREE

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

*It Reading. Most innercity schools serving very low SES Black
students fail to help children achieve at or above the national norm
on standardized achievement tests in any grade (Weber, 1971).

Research shows very law SES Black students lag behind their higher
SES Black and White Codhterpartsbeginning in kindergarten, with the
gap widening as the students advance in grade ( Seitz, 1977:1). Most .

of the research relevant to the failure of schools to teach reading
to very low SES Black students has focused on what makes it difficult
for these children to learn rather than on low SES Black populated
schools wherein students are achieving. This highly publicized
research has caused those charged with teaching very low SES Black
students to have low expectations and a feeling of helplessness in
accomplishing their mission.

The literature reviewed in the previous chapter indicates t t,

while there have been many studies providing either a list of facts
or rough sketches of more successful innercity schools and classroom ,
there appears to have been no study providing an ethnographic perspec-
tive of a successful innercity school from the perspective of a
Black educator-(Silberman, 1970; Weber, 1971; New York State Office of
Education Performance Review, 1974; Watson, 1974; Madden, Lawson, and
Sweet, 1976; Brookover and Lezotte, 1977; Goss and Hill, 1980;
Signore, 1980; Thomas, 1980; Wilks, 1980).

*Harriet Tubman is a very low-SES-Black-populated innercity,,
school wherein the majority of children in grades 1-6 read on-grade
level according to curriculum-based Informal Reading Inventories.
It is an innercity school that is succeeding in an environment where
others are failing; it is a tchool that parents maneuver_to get their
children into. Not a private school: a public, nonselecave inner-
city school in a very low socio-economic status neighborhood; a school

*In order to protect the privacy of the subjects in this study, their
names, and the name of the successful innercity school in which they
work, are fictitious,and minor facts, that in no way impact on the

outcome, have been masked to protect their identities.
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wherein the majority of children live in high-rise public housing
projects; a school that even a few parents who can afford private
school send their children to.4

The one-hundred or so blocks that constitute the radius of the
Harriet Tubman Schen boundaries form a natural triangle, thus the
area is often referred to by that name. According to U.S. Census
figures.for 1959 and 1969, median family income for residents of
the triangle was among the lawest in the city and the pgrcentage
of those unemployed ranked among the highest. According to documents

maintained by tfie Metiópolis School District's Office of Research
and Evaluation, Harriet Tubman ranks fourth, out of the more than
twenty-five elementary schools in its subdistrict, in the percentage
of students attending who come from low-income families. Yet, 50%
of its students in grades 1-6 read on-grade level according to
Informal Reading Inventories administered throughout the school system
under the supervision of the District's reading staff. Harriet Tubman

is one of only two schools in its subdistrict of more than twenty-
five elementary schools about which that statement can be made.
From 1977 through 1980, 507. or more of the students in grades 1-4
consistently scored above the national norm in reading on the
California Achievement Test, a standardized instrument. Harriet

Tubman is one of only six schools in its subdistrict about which
that statement can be made.

One of the purposes of this study was to find out what may
affect the reading achievement of students at Ha:riet Tubman, a
successful innercity school. In an effort to determine this, I

examined in depth the following factors: the principal, the teachers,
the involvement of parents, the official and unofficial policies of
the school, and documents from the Metropolis School District. I

set out to answer the following specific question:

What happeng on a-day-to-day basis in the- school and
individual classrooms at Harriet Tubman that may
effect its students' reading achievement?

4
Harriet Tubman has been designated a,Back-to-Basics School,

which means that it can draw students from outside of its school

boundaries. Slots become open only when students who live within
the immediate boundaries of the school choose to attend school else-

where. In spite of this official "open admission" policy, the vast
majority of students attending the school live within the school's
boundaries, and even those who maneuver to attend from outside the
boundaries come from very low SES families. In addition, the policies

that are dictated in the Back-to-Basics Program are policies that
the school had begun to implement in 1970, when the new principal,

Howard Best, came on-board. Since the school and its policies have
been altered little by the establishment of the Back-to-Basic Program,
this investigator believes Harriet Tubman fits the definition of a
non-selective innercity school attended by very low SES students.
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From this general question, the following sub-questions emerged:

What do 4 random sample of teachers do on a day-to-day
-How-tIo.--they-organize -instruction, --instruct,_

manage, and monitor?

Wlit does the principal do on a_day-to2day basis to
facilitate the teaching of reading?

For what amount of'time and in what ways are children
actively-invalved-iii-reading-andtaading-related activities?

After a few months of studying the school, the following sub-question
was added:

What is the history of the school and how has it affected
current policies and practices?

Writing. According .to-the latest National Assessment of

Educational Progress, Blacks, children of the poorly educated,
and children who live in itpoverished areas are much less likely to
write "good-,-eXpressive pat-Jets" than are students who live in

affluent communities. Yet, at Harriet Tubman there is a teacher,
Mildred Gray, who has not only helped her students to be competent
readers, but has also assisted them in writing as well as the average
student in Gros6e Pointe, Michigan --- one of the most affluent
communities in the\country.

Since there is no research that looks at what a successful
teacher of writing does, the sedond purpose of this study was to
determine what happens in Mrs. Gray's classroom that may affect her
students' reading and writing achievement.

In summary, this_studyioneit to answer two_zeneral questionsl

1. What happens on a day-to-day basis in the school

and individual classrooms at Harriet Tubman that

may affect its students reading achievement?

2. What happens on a day-to-day basis in the classroom
of a teacher who has exhibited a superior ability to
teach both reading and writing?

Since the study is ethnographic in nature, these questions could
not be addressed without also studying the community that impacts on

the school. The following questions were fodused on in studying the

community:
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What happens in the Harriet Tubman comm nity that may affect

students! acquisition of reading and writing skills?

What values appear to be espoused by the students' parenis-----

and by community organizations?



I

CHAPTER FOUR

METHODOLOGY

Ultimately, one must choose a methodolo-
gy that best suits the particular problem

at hand. Participant and nonparticipant
observatIon seem best suited to describing
the reality of schools and schooling (Rist,

1973:24).

The purpose of this study was to determine what happens at Harriet

Tubman that may affect its students' reading and writing achievement.

We attempted to gain an ethnographic perspective of the school and its

community because we wanted to find out, via continuous direct obspr-

vation, "what is the C3se" there. (Gearing, forthcoming:1)

-Tha-methodblogy-utilized to determine _this has been known as__

qualitative research (Wilson, 1977:245), ethnography, microethnography,

anthropological field methodology, and nonparticipant observation,

(Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist; 1975:vi). Human activity is directly

observed in an on-going naturalistic fashion (Rist, 1973) by someone

able to empathize with the subjects (Wilson, 1977:258), as well as

stand back from theM and view them objectively. Doing-ethnographic

observation requires taking on a role of both involvement in and

'detachment from the daily activities of the subject being researched,

of being both a 1!,stranger and friend" (Powdermaker, /966). As Dell

Hymes saysi"'

It- lethnography-) -comes -know-more:Of _a_ may__ of

life than thOse thit live Chat-Way-are conscious-

ly aware of, but must take crucial account of what

they consciously, and unconsciously, know.
(1976:2)

Whyte (1976) found that he could not truly learn about a community

by knocking on doors and asking questions. He learned to gain the

trust of community members by "hanging around" them and learning

their values. He learned to listen first and, only after knowing

about the culture, "did he begin to understand the questions that

should baasked and the circumstances under which he should ask them"

(Whyte, 1976:14).

In the preface to his ethnography, The Man in the Principals'

Office (1973), Harry Wolcott criticizes the overwhelming utilization

of survey techniques in educational research. The results of these

surveys, he says, tell us little about what goes on in "real" life.
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Gaining an ethnographic perspective enables one to provide the reader

with a full, true picture:

.More-recent-1-y-I--have-been-struck..with._the_manner
in which the rapidly expanding body of educa-
tional research shows a trend:toward huge, costly
'studies which often yield strikingly unimportant
data...Huian beings get lost in masses of figures
which bury the very subjects of study. 'The surveys
tell ui more about how the subjects acted during the

fillirwout di It questionnaire-than-about-how-they

act in their "real" life. So this study grows out

of a personal dissatisfaction and impatience with

the present over-reliance on data whichare quickly

and easilS, obtained but which alone can never pro-
vide g complete picture of actual behavior in con-
text regaraess of how one increases his "N's" or

lengthens his questionnaires. (Wolcott, 19737)

Gaining an Ethnographic Perspective. Frederick Gearing (forthcoming)
-deserdbes-four-essential-factors_in_carrying out ethnographic

research that have been adhered to in this study. He says that the,

true ethnographic observer is careful to (Gearing, forthcoming: 3-5):

1. Observe wholes. A& David Smith says, the ultilnate explanation

of whatever you are studying ethnographically must take into account

those things which interact with it (1980). To observe a large

whole (a school), you would,first look closely at a sample of smaller

wholes that comprise it (a few of the classrooms).and then describe

the larger whole (the school) as a structure made up of many smaller

wholes linked together. You would also Obierve how the even larger

whole (the school system and the school's surrounding community)

interacts-with-and-affeets-the-smaller-whole_.(the_school).

2. Constantly compare. As Gearing says, a practiced ethnographic

observer cultivates "the ability to compare and thereby intuitively

grasp patterns, configurations, gestalts" (4). Think, says Gearing,

of how much more information you have about one leaf when you

compare it with another. Think of how.much more you would learn

about one second grade classroom if you compared it with another

second grade classroom. Think of how much information youwould

get if you compared a successful innercity school with other success-

ful schools, or if you compared it with innercity schools in general.

3. Aink inductively. NAs mentioned in chapter one, ethnography

is "an actiVity of,discovery" '(Gearing, forthcoming: 3). According

to-Gearing, the ethnographic researcher should "enter into a con-

tinuing dialogue with the scene being observed" (4) and thereby be

open to serendipitous discoveries. The rationale is that you never

know if there is something altogether unthought of that may in

some way impact on the problem. Thus, one of the requirements of
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good ethnographic observation is that the investigation not begin with
preformulated hypotheses.

Ethnographic observation involves a dynamic process, so the invesT

tigation'is.generally circular': you observe, then reflect, observe
.again, then reflect again, and so on. You may go around the.circle

many times in the course of an investigation, noting paradigms...
formulating hypotheses...observing-more...teformulating hypotheses...

No one knows more about "what is the case" in a school and its '

community than the teachers and administrators who Work there,.and. the
people who livo there (Gearing, forthcoming: 1).: They already know
all it takes to be a participant intheir situation. They sertainly
know more about their school and community than a person who has come

from -Outside. Obviously, fhen, Effe-aest way-to find out all they 'know-

abodt their school and community is to, somehow, get inside of thei
heads and record what they consciously and unconsciously know (because
all of what you know as a participant is not conscious). The researche

needs to f-%nd out all that you would need to know to be a participant

in that situation-

This requirement that the ethnographer gain knowledge of what
the participants in a situation bpth consciously and unconsciously
know is the principal reason that ethnographic observers traditionally
have adopted the role of participant observer. The ethnographic

observer adopting the role of participant observer would, for example,
become a teacher in the school being researched to get a full, accurate,_
inside picture of "what is the case" there. The observer would then

add to this the "outsider's" knowledge s/he has gained from studying

similar cultures or situations.

Educational ethnographies have frequently been done by researchers
from fields other than education - researchers who often have diffi-
culty gaining the perspective of the teachers and administrators in

a school (Wolcott 1971:102). In this study that was not the case.

Both the principal investigator, who studied the schocl, and the
researcher, who studied the community are Black educators; The

principal investigator grew up in a neighborhood not far from the

Harriet Tubman triangle. Her father attended Harriet Tubman and has
filled her head with fond recollections of the school since she was

a child. In addition, the principal investigator has taught in inner-
city schools in Washington, Wilminifiin, and Philadelphia and has .

extensively studied the literature on successful schools and effective

teaching practices. The community researcher lived in a Metropolis

neighborhood very similar to that of the Harriet Tubman triangle
for a number of years before doing the study. She had even acquired

friends who lived in the triangle before she was aware that she would

be doing the study.

These similar': backgrounds'made it very.easy for both investigators

to move freely within the school and the community, and for the school

faculty and community members to speak frankly and easily with them.

The tools used in this study to gain an ethnographic perspective
of the phenomena that may affect the acquisition of reading and
writing skills at Harriet Tubman were varied. They were: (1) direct

ethnographic observation of a random samplqnf the Harriet Tubman
staff and of the school in general, including focusing on the teacher
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considered to be the best in the school (as reflected by her students'

reading and writihg achievdment as well as by her colleague's

opinions); (2) transcribed tapes of directive and nondirective inter-

views of those obseived as well as other key infOrmants; (3) tran-

scribed tapes af classroom,activity; (4) writing tests administered

to all secbnd and fourth graders; and (5) documents from Harriet

Tubman and the Metropolis School District.

Direct Observation., Five classrooms were observed in-depth over

_ the two-year research period. One class.in grades two, three, and

six was randomly selected. In addition, a kirld'ergaiten and fourth

grade class,were deliberately chosen to be observed because their

teachers, Mrs. Mercer and Mrs. Gray, were purported to be among the

best in the school. Test scores collected at the end of the 1978-79

school year revealed that 'the students in Mrs. Gray's ---the fourth

grade teacher's ---. clasSroom were successful in both reading and

writing; thua her class was focused on during the second year of the

study. In addition to thesekah*ervations of classroom teachers at

Harriet'Tubman, the principal and reading resource teacher were

observed. At

I spent a total of ninety full days over a period of two years

directly observing what went on at Harriet Tubman. During the'first

year of the study, this included spending five consecutive days in

each of the five classrooms observed,,as well as spending the same

amount of time observing the principal and reading resource teacher.

The second year of the study fhese observations were repeated and, in

addition, a full Month was spent observing Mrs. Gray, the teacher

,who wasconsidered to be the best in the school, and who was success-

ful in teaching both reading and writing.
Cfie

Formal obaervatlfons specificalk entailed spending all day

everyday for one week in each of the classrooms, as well as with the

principal and reading resource teacher, during each of the two years

of the study, keeping in centact with the teachers and principal by

telephone during the remainder of each school ear and visiting with

them in their homes to record interviews with them. Working in each

classroom and attending assemblies, meetings and parties throughout

the two school years, I came to be known as a member of the Harriet

Tubman family, sharing their exhilirations and frustrations. Both the

principal investigator and the community researcher assumed the role

described by Babchuck (1962) as the "participant-as-observer" in,

carrying out direCt observations of Harriet Tubman and its community.

In this role, I was known to all as a researcher and was able to devote

full-time to the research task, rather than participating in the

on-going teaching/administrative duties required of other school

employees. This role of "participant-as-observer" has been adopted

by others who have carried out ethnographic observation (Wolcott

1973, Smith and Geoffrey 1969,'Powdermaker.1966, Whyte 1943), and is
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a role that may be employed more and tore in educational research since

thefe are few.opportunities for becoming full-fledged participants in

the schools (Wolcott 1973:8).

T am Trond to say that I was able to quickly and easily gain the

confidence of members of the Harriet Tubman staff and they.readily

spoke freely to me. This ability to be quickly taken into their

confidence was due to the many common experiences we had shared --

the similarities in our cultural and professional backgrounds were

uncanny:

Cultural similarities. (1) As I said before, my father had

attended the school and had spent considerable time ehroughout my

childhood telling me about it. (2) My family still attended church

in the Harriet Tubman triangle, where my father grew up, and were

known to many in the school and community. (3) We had many friends

in common, due to factors (1) and (2) and the fact that, in many

cases, we had attended the same schools, and had even pledged the

same Black sorority.

Proftssional similarities. (1) I had worked over the course of

ten years as a classrbom teacher, reading teacher, and reading super-

visor in innercity schools similar to Harriet Tubman; and (2). I had

completed the boursework for a Doctorate in Education, with majors in

Reading and EdUcational Administration, and had read extensively

about successful innercity schools and classrooms.

This 'background not only enabled me to easily fit into the

school, it further helped me in gaining an ethnographic-verspective

by assisting me in seeing things from both an "insider's" and an

"outoider's" point of view: (1) I was able to compare what I saw or

was learning with what I had experienced in other schools I had worked

in, and (2) I was also able to compare all of this with what the

literature In'd uncovered on successful schools and effective

teaching.

To ensure empathy, I worked along with the teacher at times,

and on some occasions, substituted for her, if she was unexpectedly

,
called aWay for a short time. I often felt as if I became a pupil

of each of the Reople I worked with and observed---their pupil and

their friend; even though I struggled to maintain, and usually did

maintain, a necessary detachment in order to objectively watch,

record, and reflect,upon what each of them was doidg and saying.

Informal and Formal Interviews. The principal investigator, teachers,

and principal of the school talked often. The.teachers and principal

Isnew why I was there and they quickly became my tutors, eager to

impart to me how they did things. These informal interviews occurred

often during the weeks that I formally observed each of them. We

talked daily over lunch, after school, occaSionally during planning

periods, and frequently rather extensively over the'telephohe.



I preferred to glean answers to questions that came to mind ae I

was observing because the literature had shown that the answer to a

direct question tells only the respondent's perception of what is asked;

whereas the most valid picture may not be consciously known to the

respondent. Respondents answers are also colored by what they want

yOu to know about them. I found that usually if I held back in asking

a question, it would be answered if I continued to obberve, "hang

around" and listen, and participate in general conversations. The,

teachers rianted to talk about their students and how they were doing.

Sometimes they aslced for suggestions and looked ,for my reactions. I

remembered Dell Hymes' amonition to be myself; thus I tried to "be

myself" by reacting positively, while at the same time attempting to,

have the least affect on their actions. I worked under the.assumption

that they were the experts about what they did (which, of course, they

were)---and that I was studying them because they worked in a 'success

ful Black school.

In this way I attempted to gain as much as possible without

asking direct questions. But some questions were asked during the

school year-when I was directly watching whit occurred in the school,

and others were saved And asked during a formal interview which was

taped and transcribed.
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Administration of Writing Tests. The Grosse Pointe Michigan Writing

Test was adMinistered to all second and fourth graders at Harriet Tubman

at the end of the 1978-1979 school year. The teacher usually adminis-

tered the test While I looked on. The students /ere familiar with me by
that time since I.had been "hanging around" the school off and on

throughout that school year. I distributed the testing procedures to
each teacher and discussed them with her prior to the' testing date.
Two impromptu writing samples were collected --- each-on a separate
occasion -- ,from each student in an effort to obtain a paper indicative
of his/her Competence in written composition. Administdring the tedt

meant asking the students to write a story about one of three subjects

that were each introduced and briefly'discussed. The teacher usually

told her students that I wanted to see how well thdy could write and .

encouraged them to do well by commenting on how much their writing had

progressed. Students were told they had twenty to thirty minutes to
complete their compositions and that no help would be given in spelling

words. They were told to try hard to spell accurately, but that if they
were not sure, to spell a word the "way it sounded".and-we would

understand what they meant. At the end of the alloted time, the com-

positions were collected. If students felt distressed at being
interrupted, they were permitted_to finish their compositions, and what
was written after the actual testing period had expired was then noted.

After both writing samples were collected from each student, I
worked with the teacher of the students in selecting the best

composition in each pair. These were sent to Dr. Roger McCaig in
Grosse Pointe, Michigan for his trained staff of judges to rate and

compare. each of these papers was rated independently by two trained

judges, using a criterion-referenced evaluation system.
If the two ratings were different, the paper received a third

reading from a third judge. The mean and standard deviation was then
determined for each class and compared with the district average in

Grosse Pointe, Michigan. The results of Dr. McCaig's analysis revealed

that the studenta in Mrs. Gray's fourth grade classroom achieved a
mean writing score of 4.03 which was equivalent to the 1979 district

average of 4.01 in Grosse Pointe, Michigan, one of the richest communi,.

ties in the United States. ,
1

The results of these tests provided the impetus for the second

phase of the study. Students who were taught by Mrs. Gray, the same

woman who had been identified by her colleagues to be the best teacher

in the school, were successful in both reading and writing; therefore,

I'decided to focus on her classroom during the second year of the

study. This plan became further intriguing when it was revealed that
the group of second graders that Mrs. Gray was assigned to teach

during the 1979-1980 school year were purported to be nonreaders and

discipline problems.

At the end of the 1979-1980 school year, the Grosse Pointe,
Michigan Writing Test was administered to students in Mrs. Gray's "low"

second grade classroom and to those in Mrs. Wingate's "top" fourth
grade.elassroom-and the results_were compared with those of comparable
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students evaluated at the end of the 1978-1979 school year. The maan

for each class was ccimpared with its equivalent from the following year
using a two-tailed t test to determint.the significance of the differ-

ences.

Table 2

Comparison of Nano on Writing Test

Grade Teacher

Ability
Croup

Year
Tested M Mean Teacher

Ability
Croup

Year
Tested M- Mean t Yalu. Interpretation

4 Mra. Cray high 1979 33 4.03 lira. Wingate high 1980 23 3.34 2.04 Significant at cher

.95 level

2 Mrs. Cray low 1980 31 2.74 Mrs. Morgan low 1979 27 2.51 .87 No significaat
difference

2 Mrs. Cray low 1980 31 2.14 Mrs. Holden uiddie 1979 30 2.80 .23 Pa sliallicant.
difference

As Table 2 shows, Mrs. Wingate's top fourth grade class achieved

a mean writing score of 3.34 compar,ed to the mean score for Mrs. Gray's

top fourth grade classof 4.03. Students taught by Mrs. Gra)P clearly

surpassed Mrs": Wingate's students,in,their writing acIlievement add

th6 difference was significant at the .95 level.'

In addition., bfts.,Gray's low second grade plass achieved a mean score

in writing of 2.74, whidh was not significantly'different from the

achievement of the avera e second grade class the previous year, which

had attaIned a mean writing. 2.80. And, while the difference

is not statisticaliy significant, Mrs. Gray's low second grade class's

mean writing score.exceeded.that of the previous year's low second grade

class by .23 Points. -.

Standardized Reading.Test Scores. Results from the California Achieve-

ment Tew on a school-by-s.chool, grade-by-grade basis were obtained

from the Metropolis School District's Office of Research and Evaluation.

Mrs. Gray provided me with the mean percentile rank of 'the students'in

each of her classrooms with the sanction of Mr. Hpward Best; the .

principal of the Harriet Tubman Schbol.,

t-dformat: Reading Inventories. Informal Reading Inventories (I.R.I's)

which were prepared by the Metropolis School District's reading and

language arts staff are administered in all public elementary schools

throughout the school year. I.R.I's are used to determine in what

level book a student can be successfully instructed. The skills a stu

dent is tested on come from the curriculum he has been taught.. Thus,
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these I.R.I.'s are administered by reading teachers or by classroom

teachers under the reading teather's supervisiomand test students'

ability to read and comprehend graded selections that graduate-in dif-

ficulty. A summary of district-wide student reading achievement on

these I.R.I's was obtained on a school-by-school, grade-by-grade basis

from the Metropolis School District's Office of Research and Evaluation.

The results of tlese informal tests, as well as Harriet Tuhman's

standing vis-a-vis standardized tests were summarized in Chapter Three.

The community researcher spent two years "hanginL . ,und" the

Harriet Tubman community, and both formally and informally interviewing

ita residents. Some of the informal interviews and all of the formal
interviews were taped, and these tapes were transcribed. In an effort

to illuminate features of the school-community-home experience that
might go unremarked otherwise, the community researcher also concentrated
on three individuals whose lives touched because of some relation to

the school and/or the community. These Individuals were Mrs. Porter,

a resident of the public housing projects' high-rise apartment building;
Sara, her daughter; and Sara's teacher, Mrs: Mercer --- a teacher who
was regarded as one of the best in the Harriet Tubman School and was

one of the two teachers the principal investigator had studied closely.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DEFINITIONS

it%

Ethnographic Perspective. A kind of case study executed by
someone who has found out what the "inside story" is from being
there over an extended period of time and obserVing what happens

first-hand,

The test of ethnography is whether it enables
one,co anticipate and,interpret what goes on
in a sodiety or'social group as approgriatel'Y
as one of its members. (Wolcott, 1973: xi)

A,chief caveat is that the ethnographer should also be able to
compare what is being studied to relevant research (naturalist'c,

quantitative, or otherwise), in order to knowledgeably formulate
considered hypotheses on an an-going basis. (For more on this,

see "What.is an Ethnographic Perspective?" pages 10 to li .)

limercity School. A public, non-selective school in a large
city that'is attended by very poor children (Weber, 1971). To fit

this definition, the school must have a higher percentage of students
eligible for free lunch and living in public housing projects than

most schools in the city.-
,

Non-selective School. A sahool that does not have the power
to select studepts--7on the_basis of I.Q. tests or other "predictive"

measureswho are potential high achievers.

Successful Innerci,ty School.. An innercity school wherein students
have steadily progressed in their reading achievement (as measured by
standardized reading tests) over the past six years and are at least
within ten points of a mean score at the 50th percentile.

Reading Activities.. All activities in which the student is

actively engaged in reading instructional activities, including
participatidg in direcxed reading activitiec, completing worksheets
that reinforce reading skills, playing games that reinforce reading

skills, and reading independently.
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Reading-related Activities. All activities that develop students'

oral language, vdcabulary, and thinking skills. This category also
includes composing and spelling activities, hs well as reading to

students.

Instructional Organization. The way a teacher groups students

for instruction (Ruff, 1978:25).

Monitoring. "The supervising behavior a teacher exhibits while
students are working" (Ruff, 1978:25) and the feedback s/he gives

for work completed.

Management. "All the behaviors (a teacher exhibits) to form
the ground rules by which instruction and interaction occur in.the
classroom" (Ruff, 1978:26).

Climate. "All of the behaviors which contribute to the support
and enhancement of the instructional tasks in the classroom" (Ruff,
1978:32) and the school in general.

Instruction. "Any materials, patterns of sequencing and organi-
ation, methods 9f questioning, and the like that characterize the
transmission (and reception) of information in the classroom"

(Ruff, 1978:28).
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CHAPTER SIX

THE CONUNITY

The Harriet Tubman School is located in a residential area with an
all-Black population. Immediat4ly to the west of the school is a
governmental housing project, which features low- (one-level) and high-
rise (as many as sixteen floors) buildings. In other directions, pre-
dominantly low=income housing prevails. Approximately half of the
residents of the housing project are legally within the boundaries
from which Harriet Tubman draws its children. Children of other resi-
dents of the "projects," as the housing is called, must, at least
officially, attend nearby elementary schools in whose boundaries they
fall.

The Harriet Tubman school boundaries are contained within A
radius of roughly one hundred blocks that altogether form a natural
triangle, with Harriet Tubman located just shy of the center. Two

sides of that thangle would seem to be natural school boundaries to
a stranger entering the area, because those sides are (1) a heavily

travelled commercial avenue, featuring retail stores, restaurants,
bars, and a variety of other smallAgUsinesses, and (2) a well-travelled
street which is a dividing line between two halves of the projects as
well as a connecting artery for a major transit intersection. The

third side of the triangle, which defines legal school boundaries,
seems arbitrary because only two blocks beyond is another major
avenue, which, linked with the two previously described arteries,
would seem to form boundaries that, because of the transit and
residential patterns, would be distinguishable to any outsider. Con-

versations with residents reveal that the third side ,f the school-
boundary, prior to the fifties, was itself an active thoroughfare for
Blacks; at present, its character is indistinguishable from that of

adjacent blocks.

For purposes of the current study, the observable natural boun-
daries formed by the three major transit thoroughfares have been used
as a reference point for observing the community surrounding Harriet

Tubman; patterns, as they arise, that override the choice of those
boundaries will be noted for what they are worth.

School boundaries, at any rate, are not strictly adhered to,
the more so in the case of Harriet Tubman, which is a target school
for back-to-basics instruction and is permitted,therefore, to draw
children from the entire district. Other reasons for enrolling

children from outside the boundaries include the following:
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(1) preferences for siblings of previous enrollees whose parents have
moved outside the boundaries; (2) .enrollees whose parents have given

a false address, that of a relative or friend living within school

boundaries; (3) preferences given to the children of former graduates;
and (4) sympathetic and instructional links with particular school

programs.

1
In Addition, pa ents of,children living within the boundaries

may elect for a variey of r,pasons to send their children to a
school, public or private, other than Harriet Tubman. Reasons may

include the above, as applied to another school,-or reasons such as

.the following: Harriet Tubman has an older luilding than another
public school close by and doesn't look as "clean." Within the

triangle, there is one elementary school other than Harriet Tubman,
a parochial school with a history of serving various ethnic minorities.

Parents who can afford to do so and who believe that their children
will receive a better and more protective education in the Catholic
school may send their children to St. Mary's.

Inside the triangle, the major Amber of structures are low-
to low-middle-income residences, including single-family homes as

well as apartment and rooming houses, most of the latter of which were

at one time sitigle-family homes. There are few blocks which do not

contain at least one and usually more vacant and/or boErded-up
properties, some of which are gutted by fire or ravaged by vandalism
and often serving as play areas for children (surreptitiously) or
gathering places for men engaged in crap-shooting or activities of

a like nature. On the other hand, many properties, roughly a third
of the triangle, are well-kept individual dwellings, most of them
sprinkled throughout the area. Roughly ten blocks can be pointed to

as having consistently ordered and cared-for residences.

At the westernmost, broad side of the triangle, which tapers to

a point at its eastern end, are the government housing projects. The

eastern section of the triangle contains a housing development that was
constrgcted for senior citizens bythe church which has the largest
Protestant congregation in the triangle. In addition, vacant lots are

sprinkled throughout the triangle, and residents speculate continually

about the fate of these lots. Among the speculations are that (1) the

city wants to tear down--or allow to fall down--as many houses as

possible so that it will be easier eventually to remove all Black
residents and rebuild the area for 1-inites to occupy and (2) one or both
of the two universities (or hospitals) in that section of the city
intend to expand their holdings and influence to include first the
vacant areas, then all of the triangle. Vacant lots and houses are

alsa a target,of controversy among the civic-minded regarding what

should be done to develop or rehabilitate them.

Within the triangle, institutions with education as their primary
function include the two elementary schools, Harriet Tubman and St.

Mary's, AS well as several pre-school programs. In addition, the

churches have their own Bible-study groups and Sunday schools for
religious instruction.
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As a matter of fact, churches are by far the most conspicuous
institution imthe Harriet Tubman community. There are approximately
fifteen churches inside and bordering the triangle. Denominations
include Catholic, Pentecostal and Holiness, A.M.E., and Baptist.
Buildings themselVes range fram the traditional stone structures with
steeples and leadid-glass.wiadows to a variety of adaptations based,on
the resources at hand--e.g., renovated garage with simulated stained
glass,. refurbished Movie theater, store-front and house-front models.

Small businesses form a third type of institution--they include
barber and beauty shops, candy stores, corner grocery stores, an
occasional take-out sandwich shop, a few bars, a funeral home, a thrift
store.

The prevailing atmosphere of the triangle, however, is residential,
lowincome. The casual,passer-through would see an essentially run-down,
_neglected area, with occasional indications, such as the architecture
,of the larger churches and some of the houses, that the area had seen
much better days.

In comparison with surrounding communities, all of which have
names, the triangle is a no-man's land, an expression used on occasion
by residents, particularly in lamenting the fact that no funds are
forthcoming from the city or elsewhere to-make the area a target of
revitalization. The designation "triangle" is used at times by
residents to identify their community; although the term is not
official-that is, you cannot use it in other areas of the.city and
expect anyone to know what community you are referring to. -"Triangle"
as a name is inadequate unless used by residents as an in-term serving
the purposes of the moment, because depending on your perspective, the
triangle(s) formed by the convergence of the major arteries may be of
varying proportions.

Other terms used to designate the area may be "up the way" or "down
the way," depending on the direction of departure. A person speaking to
another whiltstandAng imthe community east of the triangle would say,
"Are you goilig updthe way?" in referring to the triangle. However, that
same perSon, if standing in a community either to the far west of-the
triangle or southwest-or Morthwest would' say, "Are you going down the
way?" /Similarly, the coMmunity east of the triangle (down the way) is
the "bottom," and the community to the far west is the "top." The
triangle itself in the latter st: bf designations might accurately be
called "the top of the bottom." The designations can be understood in
light of the fact that the farther west (towards the top) or "up the
way" dna travelled, the more privileged were the neighborhoods
economicallyso that at any point along the way, whether "up" or "down'
or 'ibottom" or "top," the'speaker would be stating his or her placement
geographically according to the economic and social realities.

The major service agencies in the community are located either on
one side or the other df the streets (or avenues) bordering the triangle
or are located just outside the trianglt, within a block or two. Those
agencies include city recreational facilities; health service facilities
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for physical, dental and emotional problims; a "Y"; and one federally

funded agency for combatting proverty. In\addition,,a post office,

private legal and real-estate agencies, and A commercial skating rink
are located at the borders of the triangle.

The major commercial avenue, which borders one side of the
triangle, features retail and wholesale stores, which sell housewares,
plumbing fixtures, auto hardware, and the like. Also on the "avenue,"
as it is called, are steak shops, barber and beauty shops, numerous bars,
used furniture stores, and miscellaneous small businesses.

Several bus routes frame the triangle, faking passengers into the
downtown area of the city and back again. In contrast, only one bus

travels inside the triangle, yet makes connections with lines outside
the triangle, as well as takes passengers into the heart of the downtown
and suburbs.

One agency head, who had worked previously in two other low-income
areas of the city, stated that she felt the triangle residents were
better,off than residents of many low-income areas because of the
number and variety of services available and also because transit routes
are convenient. There is no sense of geographical isolation from other

parts of the city. Her appreciation of the accessibility of the area

is shared by others. If no other reason is slven by residents of all
descriptions for believing their community must eventually be "taken
over," the point of its strategic location is always mentioned. "All

you have to do is stay on the avenue end you're in the heart of the city
or-you're in the suburbs, whichever you want to be." Residents are
accustomed to seeing rush-hour automobile traffic on the avenue taking
suburbanites into their city offices and out again.

During winter daytime hours the community is usually quiet.
Streets are empty, except during the hours when people are going to
work and leaving work or the hour when the schools release pupils and
staff. Winter nights inside the triangle are still and quiet. The

obvious activity occurs on the avenue, inside the bars or with
occasional groups of young and older men fraternizing along the sidewalks.

When the weather is warm, elderly people can be seen sitting on
porches or tending their plants and talking to neighbors. Perhaps an

older person will be seen triisminga hedge or walking a dog. Particularly

near the eastern corner of the triangle, pockets of men between the ages
of 20-50 can be seen seated on porch steps, gathered outside one of the
few bars internal to the triangle, or standing on the porch of.a vacant

house. Children play their line games, called "steps," on the sidewalks

or in the street near the curb. Ten or more children of varying ages can
often be seen from daytime off and on until dark, playing group singing
and dancing games. One parent of a ten-year-old boy stated that she had
started restricting the movements of her son, telling him where she had
"better tot see him again," when she passed a corner one day and saw him
watching a group of boys his age playing "craps" within yards of older
men &lug the same thing. She complained about the insensitivity of
Ifsome adults," who made it difficult to raise children in the way she
felt was proper.
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Other triangle activities during warm weather include block parties
and outdoor church fairs, the latter of which can last,several days, with
food provided and recreation for the children of the neighborhood.
Church fairs are often announced to the public by use of homemade, printed
banners attached to the outside of the building. The banners are used in
the triangle to-announce varying types of events--e.g., political rallies;
church. celebrations around i theme (Tear of the Family)4 a block party
(galaxy Seven)L or a protest (New Elevators--No More Repairs) conducted
in the streets'.

Puring'all seasons, the movement of people is more obvious on the
avenue and in the government housing project than elsewhere. The

.projects form a community within themselves, and residents often don't
identify with the rest of the triangle as a community, especially if they
did not grow up in the area. The projects are located officially in a
neighborhood that has a name, although school boundaries as well as the
natural geographical boundaries described earlier tie at least half the
project buildings to the triangle. City census tracts pliCe Harriet
Tubman itself in the named area although most of the school's Mileage
(as opposed to population density) for drawing children is confined to
the "no-man's land" that is the-major-portion-of-the-triangle.

Riatory. People of German descent predominated in, the triangle in
the middle to late nineteenth century and were joined by Irish people in
the late ninete5fth and early twentieth centuries. The resident Roman
Catholic Church was German. National. In.the early 1900's Irish people
were sufficiently represented in the area that names in the church
records began to reflect the population change (The church now has an
all-Black congregation). -A lesser number of Jews resided,in the area as
well as a number of Blacks. Roman Catholic Church records show the name
of at least one Black person as early as 1900. Blacks in the area
socially and vocationally were represented by a greater number of "upper-
class persone--teachers, post office workers and a few doctors--
proportionately than Whites, who were mainly blue-collar workers. Whites

worked for the railroad; poorer Blacks worked for a local laundry. The
triangle, in comparison with surrounding neighborhoods, was always middle
ground, neither as desirable as areas further west nor as undesirable as
the community immediately-east. The movement of improvement for Whites
was from two-story houses to three-story houses in the immediate area,
then farther west, and, finally, out of the city and into the suburbs.
The movement for Blacks was from side streets, where poorer families
lived, to certain main streets in the triangle, then farther west.

.

ReasOns for the shifts in population are manifold. Contributidg
factors were the great migrations of Blacks from the South after the
World Wars, with the consequent flight of Whites, as well as more local
economic reasons, such as the failure of the railroad which had employed
many resident Whites. Stability of population was never as much a surety
as the old-timers like to imagine, however, as people were always seeking
to "better themselves" by moving in whatever direction geographicdlly

constituted improvement in their sights. The shifts were class shifts,
then racial shifts of population, followed by more class shifts. Finally
there was a move away from the neighborhood by Blacks who could afford to
move. Reasons for their flight included the fact that real estate
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speculation by Whites who had bought houses cheaply from owners anxious
to leave the area, resulted_in a prevalence of inexpensive apartments
and quarters of a naturethat attracted transient residents rather than
permanelt ones; those properties suffered indifferent care at the hands
of both absentee landlords and temporary tenants. Further removal, both
-forced and voluntary, occurred When government housing was built,
bringing into the neighborhood large numbers of 16w-income Blacks and
welfare recipients. Many Blacks left for the tame reasons the Whites
had left before them: to reside in neighborhoods that represented
economic and social betterment as well as to flee new residents of
uncertain means.

Relations among the races through the twenties, thirties and
forties--throughout the years the area was mixed racially--were "cordial",
according to the testimony of older residents. "Everybody got along
fine," is the statement consistently used to describe race relations
through that period, which older residents think of as having been a
golden age. Business was booming on the main avenue; people did not have
to go far afield to satisfy their shopping needs. Although the
representation of goods and services was much the same as now, quality
of merchandise was of a higher otder than currently; that is, quality
was competitive with what residents could find in other shopping areas of
the city.

On the other hand, evidences are that racial boundaries were under-
stopd. Certain theaters were either off-limits to blacks or were.....

accessible only at certain times or under certain circumstances--i.e.,
certain days with seats in the balcony or on the upper floor. Also, it
was understood that Blacks went mainly to Harriet Tubman and Jews to
another public school, Irish mainly to another. The Whites who attended
Harriet Tubman before it became a Black school and then sporadically for
a few years through the late twenties were mainly Irish. Certain clubs

and recreational spots were Black; others were Irish. Black-owned
businesses were originally confined to a lesser avenue in its
accessibility in the triangle than the main thoroughfare.

According to the accounts of older male residents, there were
"racial ware at times among the children and young adults, but the
skirmishes consisted of hand-to-hand fighting, rock throwing, and the

like. As one man said, "Nobody killed anybody." ,

Thelthirties, forties and fifties were the golden years of Harriet
Tubtan, by the accounts of school personnel and former pupils and
residents. Those were the years when the school had as,its principal
the woman around whose personality and leadership the tradition--exemplary
appearance, behavior and scholarship--was begun.

Harriet Tubman was one of four public, elementary schools in the
city which were preferred schools for Blacks--i.e., schools to which
Black teachers and other personnel were sent instead of the schools with
predominantly White or all-White student bodies. The board of education
maintained two lists--according to the impressions of teachers,
administrators and interested residents--one for Black teachers and one

for Whites. And the Black teachers Were,directed to the four schools
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with. Black. student.populations, of which Harriet Tubman was one. As

such,the school became a concentrated focus and expression of the
valuea, aspirations, concerns and activities of a core of Black

educators. Those educators and their Black charges constituted a select
group--a cultural enclave surrounded by schools that were overwhelmingly
or exclusively White--who were self-conscipus about their existence and
the significance of it. The mission of Harriet Tubman's educators was
admittedly not just to teach-basic skills but to drill the students in
the ways--manners, speech, appearance and knowledge--of cultivated or
"cultured" preparedness.

During the years of racial shift to a predominantly Black
residency--the late thirties and, most especially, che forties--Black-
owned businesses moved to the.major thoroughfare"alolngside older,
White-owned firms, some of the latter of which remain to the present day.
Episcopal and other churches became Baptist, A.M.E. or Holiness in the
fifties. Theaters were converted into churches.

By the fifties the triangle had only a few Irish and Jewish older
residents remaining. The fifties and the early sixties brought the
dramatic upheavals of urban renewal--or "removal," as it's called by

residents. In the mid-fifties government housing was built--the housing
that is pointed to by.both school personnel and triangle residents as
being the generating,point of numerous setbacks tO the community: crime,

drugs, transiency, school behavior problems. The impact of the projects

is both real and imagined; project residents.tend to be scapegoats-when
the source of an ill cannot be identified--e.g., the culprits in a wave
of purse-snatching or a hold-up or burglary.. Project residents--themselves,
original residents--point to a time when the projects were built and the

buildings and the atmosphere were "beautiful." They, too, describe

deterioration and blame "irresponsible young mothers" or "indifferent
administrators" Or, casually, a host of other causes. Project residents

who, or whose families are, indigenous to the area do not see themselves
necessarily as being part of an unfortunate turn in the historical
continuity of the area: the projects brought new blood and a youthful

vitality to neighborhoods that were already on the downswing.

The consensus of residents encountered in this study--project
residents and triangle residents--is that.the neighborhood is no worse
than it was ten years ago, and, in some ways, is better. Gang activity

has lessened; traffic in the'hard drugs is either diminished or less
obviously prevalent; hold-ups of businesses and house break-ins related
to drug traffic are less frequent occurrences. Rarely does anyone say
that the neighborhood is steadily declining; a more popular belief is
that decline has gone about as far As it will go; and the area, because
of forces that will act upon it from outside--specifically, the reclaiming

or.: the area by Whites--will eventually become prime residential and

commercial territyy.

Demography. School boundaries for Harriet Tubman occupy most of one

city census tract and a portion of another. U.S. census figures for both

tracts reflect steady population decreases between 1950 and 1970. In

both decades, population density for the two tracts was moderate as com-

pared with the rest of the city.
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Total population figures for Tracts A and B combined were

approximately 12,500 persons in 1960 and TOM in 1970. Exact figures

for the triangle, as described in the "Community OvervieW," are not
available, as that area straddles both tracts. However, a reasonable

estimate is 4,500 to 5,000 persons in 1970. The total population

decreased by about one-third in the decade 1960-1970. Census figures
show non-Whites accounting for 95 to 96 percent of the population from
1960 onward. Between the 1960 and the 1970 census, the numbers of
non-Whites of ethnic backgrounds otherthan Black increased, although
the increase was smallroughly three to four times the number listed in
the 1960 census, but accounting for only a fraction of ihe total
population.

The percentage of residents of both tracts who were below the age
of nineteen was above the city average, especially-for the tract that
includes the housing projects, in 1960. From the 1960 census to the
1970 census, a decreasewas evident in numbers of young people. Population

per household in the 1970 census was roughly average for the city (2.96),

but slightly higher for the tract that includes the projects (Tract A).

Median family income was among the lowest in the city as reflected
in the 1959. and 1969 census figures for both tracts.

Unemployment figures in both tracts in 1960 and lam were among the'
highest in the city (6.0 or more). The numbers of white-collar workera
employed showed increase in the 1970 census; however, figures for the:
total numbers employed dropped.

According to 1970 census, 20.0 to 34.9 per cent of residents Of both
tracts, twenty-five years of age or older, had attained high sch6o1

diplomas, as compared with a city average of 39.9 per cent.

Housing figures, in accord with population decrease, showed decreases
in percentages in total number of occupied units and total owner-occupied
units in 1960 and 1970 in both tracts. There was an increase in vacant

units in Tract B in 1970 by approximately seventy-five units. Percentage
increases in housing occurred also in the numbers of multi-unit structures

available int both tracts. At the same time, the percentage of overcrowded
housing units declined for Tracts A and B between 1960 and 1970 by roughly

six pointi.

Churches. Of the fifteen or so churches, the ones that are not
traditional in structure are sometimes difficult to identify, because
a housefront may serve as home for a small congregation, and the only

indication of the building's use may be a hand-printed board in one window,

giving the name of the church, the pastor's name, and the hours of service.
Denominations represented are Roman Catholic (one church), Holiness and/or
Pentecostal, A.M.E. (African Methodist Episcopal), and Baptist. Baptist

churches outnumber the others.

Most pastors live outside the triangle; a few who are elderly reside

near their churches. In one instance, the pastor is semi-retired and

ailing. He is the founder of the church next door to his house and has
lived in the neighborhood for much of his mature life.
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lie has seen his congregation dwindle and complains that people don't
realize how much. it costs to keep a building operative; the church
itself is modest but traditional in structure. The congregation is
composed of people of middle to elderly years. There is, virtually no
youth component. The church in questidn is typical of the smaller
institutions; the congregations are dwindling and are composed of older
people, many of whom oace lived in the immediate neighborhood but now
rcside farther afield. Pastors complain that although Sunday school
hours Are posted, children do not come. Only in the larger churches,
with congregations numbering,in the hundreds or more, is there evidence
of substantial youth participation.

Typically only a small percentage--perhaps 5%--of any congregation
in the triangle is composed of resilents. Others are people who lived
in the triangle or bordering neigh4orhoods at one time and have moved-
away (or whose families lived theie once) or people who live in the'
general area of the city (West, as opposed to East, South or North) that
the triangle is a tiny part of, or people who never lived either in the
triangle or in bordering communities. One pastor of a large church
stated that 75% 9f his congregation were geogtaphically linked with
people from two small Southern communities. Relative& and friends who
followed others north during the migrations of Blacks from, the South
to the North between and after the World Wars tended to attend a common
church even if they weren't able to reside in the same section of the
city. ,Pastors may or may not know much about the community of which title
church is a part. In one instance, thetpastor said he had heatd of
Harriet Tubman; however, he was not certain which direction the school
was located or how close by it was (a matter of a few blocks). In other
instances, pastors have grown up in the general community, if not in the
triangle itself, and areactive in civic and political organizations
affecting the triangle, whether they are currently residents or not.

Churches are easily the most visible institutions. Cooperative
behavior among them, however, is limited and is dependent on factors not
necessarily related to commonality of denomination or geography. One
pastor stated that the pastors of churches with strong "born again"
doctrines tended to,know one another, although my observations were not
such either to prove or disprove the contention. One of the larger
churches invites the congregations of neighboring churches to a community
get-together each year. On the last occasion, three churches out of
the ten invited sent representatives. The attitudes are not antagonistic,
however, but non-involved.

In ,spite of the visibility of the churches in numbers, their impact
on the triangle is uncertain. What impact there is, is not so much
organizational--program, institutional assertives--as individual.
Triangle residents don't necessarily attend the churches in the neighbor-
hood, and the church congregations are not'represehtative of the
triangle. On the other hand, key individuals--several teachers at
Harriet Tubman; persons active in-civic and political activities
affecting the triangle; the head of the tenants' council at the federal
housing project--do attend churches in the triangle. Also, at least
threei9f fhi pastors are most vocal and active in triangle concerns.
Twolof those pastors grew up in or near the triangle.
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There ii no organizational link between the churches and Harriet

Tubman. As stated earlier, knowledge of an interest,in the school varies

from pastor to pastor. Several pastors stated that there should be more

contact between personnel of the school and churches, and one pastor was
hopeful that my inquiries and activities, as researcher, might help o
bring abcut same mutually beneficial interaction. Several pastbrs stated

that they were interested in starting a tutorial program as part of the
church's services to the community; in one instance, a program had been
started aad cancelled forlack of consistent volunteer'help. Pastors

generally did not know the principal of Harriet Tubman personally;
several said they knew "of him."

Except for the church participation of individuals, the major link
between school and church is that of the children. The children of the
triangle participate in summer activities--Bible school and day camp and
free breakfast programs--and such activities as Scouting and after-
school recreational/tutorial programs when the latter are in force. One

pastor said that the children come to church activities first and that
they sometimes bring the adults later.

Children less frequently or consistently attend Sunday school. The

hope of the churches is that the special programs will attract the
attention of the children, who will then become regular church attenders.
In fact, one church person complained that "when the food is gone, the

children are, too."

In the one Bible school I. oSserved, teachers tended to be non-
residents while assistants were residents. The leader of the school,

who was a public school teacher (not Harriet Tubman), on vacation
envisioned herself and her program as something of a cultural, religious

and educational,oasis. She saw her mission as being that of upgrading
the youngsters--neighborhood children--and volunteer aides in their

cultural, educational and religious awareness.

An incidene illustrates the fact that individual churches are
'communities" within themselves, relating primarily, if not exclusively,
within the-ranks of their own and not to other church communities:

Over a period of some weeks, a representative of one of
the larger churches was engaged in the task of finding living

space for an elderly member. The member had no living relatives
and was functioning in a state of ill health. Efforts to turn

up space within the congregation were proving fruitless;
several possibilities had been explored, and one temporary
placement had been secured, which then had proven inappropriate.

One institution within the community is a conspicuously
large, modern nursing home operated by the church of another

denomination. The nursing home is.within easy walking distance
of the church in question and had been founded to serve
primarily residents of the area--the triangle and surrounding
communities--regardless of denominational preference.
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To an outsider, it seemed a "natural" that the nursing
home should have been one of the first possibilities explored,
since the elderlymember would receive professional care and
would be residing in a clean, bright facility in the neighbor-
hood tO which she waa accustomed.

Having observed .the representative's frustrations in
locating a suitable place, I finally venture& to ask why he
did not try to place the woman in the nursing Flame described,
a facility that he passed at least several times in the course
of a week, driving to and from church activities. He seemed
surprised, then reflective. "You know," he said, "I never
thought about it." Clearly, he identified the nursing home
with the other church. There was no antagonism involved,
just a lack of seeing.

Pastors may be acquainted with one another personally, but the
knowledge is gained apart from inatitutional cooperation--i.e., personal
introductiohs, service on civic boards and committees.

Businesses. Businesses internal to the triangle are mainly small
proprietorships: barber and beauty shops, corner grocery stores and
candy stores, cambined take-out eateries/groceries. There is one funeral
home and a laundromat. Owners generally have lived in the triangle for
30 or more years and can ieadily talk about "then" as opposed to "now."
They are more likely than pastors to have knowledge of the history of
Harriet Tubman and,,the community. Of owners randomly approached, every
one knew either a current or past principal (or both) of Harriet Tubman
and had something to say about the character of the school. All felt
that the school had always been a good school (in translating "good,"
they would mention graduates or general reputation or the character of
a principal or the strictness of discipline) and that the neighborhood -

'had once been a most desirable place to live. One particular barbarshop
has been in its preseni location for 35 years and has maintained much of
its clientele. Customers range in age from 40 to more than 70 years.
Customers know one another and engage in a steady stream of banter with
the proprietor, a man in his late 60's. Of the two barbershops
observed on randam occasions, the one on the avenue had younger customers
and a less personal atmosphere, reflecting the fact that businesses on
the avenue draw a greater diversity of clientele than those inside the
triangle.

On one occasion the barber in the triangle asked me what I was doing
at Harriet Tubman, and I said, "parent interviews,at present."

mentioned that I had failed to make contact with the interviewee for that
day, and he suggested that I interview his customers. There was much
joking about wham I should interview:

Barber: Bob here, he's the one to talk to; he's been
around a long, long time.

Bob: Not me, not as long as Mac over there. He's
the one to interview. He can tell you 'bout
things going laN, back. (Laughter.)
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Bob and Mac had attended Harriet Tubman when the original Black
principal was there. Boh couldn't remember at first who the principal
was, although he had attended Harriet Tubman much late,. than Mac, who
was in his late 70's.

Barber: .Is she still alive?

Mac: I 'don't think so.

Barber: SeeMed as if she was around for a long time.

Interviewer: Someone told me-this once was the "toastie"
neighborhood (neighborhood of Blacks who were
lighter-complexioned and well-off economically,
and who presumably considered themselves to be
"better than" other Blacks).

Bob: Oh, no, (Agreement from others.) That was on
the other side of Street (a neighborhood
farther west or at the."top").

Barber: Fairfield ,Avenue (current school boundary which
appears arbitrary, because a more travelled
avenue is only two blocks beyend) Used to be
"the place." Everybody came to Fairfield Avenue.
Also to the club on Street, People came
from all over the'city. (A. famous sports hero]
used to came all the time to that club; you know
other people came if people like him were coming.

Mac: The numbers meh out there.Ion Fairfield Avenue]
kept their pockets so full they couldn't cram
any maze money into them, so many people were
playing. (Others agree; head nods, grunts.)

Bob lived some distance from the shop but came back to his old
neighborhood to get his hair cut. "I got my first cut here." Mac still
lived in the triangle. Although the three customers didn't enter the
conversation directly, it was evident frolli their smiles and head nods
in response to'what others were saying, as well as from the barber's
periodic attempts to "pull them out" that they were at one time or
currently residents.

. The man speculated about my origins, which are Southern, then began
telling me about their Southern relatives. Bob said that Black people

.live better in the South than in the North. The barber countered that
there are "slums everywhere and good neightorhoods everywhere", and that
"if you go 'way from 'round here "(immediate community), you can find some
fine neighborhoods."

The conversation was noteworthy in that it reflected several trends:
(1) the attitude that tended to see thebetter off people as, living
farther west, (2) consensus that t!..e neighborhood had deteriorated from
a former position of having widespread appeal, (3) identification with
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neighborhood roots, and (4) identifiation of Harriet Tubman and itg
history with_ the. character of a principal.

r.

There is no organization internal to the triangle that links the
businessmen. Although there is a businessmen's association on the major
commercial avenue, it has not extended membership offers to businesses
not located on the avenueitself.

The association on the avenue is composed of Black and White owners
of businesses; but, the moseactive members in providing financial support
and attending meetings are White. According to the spokesperson for the
association, 70 to 75 pertent of the associati n's support is provided
by Whites. Not all the avenue's businessme re members Rf the
association; quite .a few are in a state ç,f quiet disaffection because of
suspicions, justified or not, about the *de,of the organization in
lobbying for benefits in the beat Interests Of most, as oppose& to the
interests of a few. Some of ...he disaffection is based upon differences
with the spokesperson for the association, an outspoken,and energetic
Black woman who promokes either admiration or animosity among residents
of the avenue more readily than indifference. My inquiry as to why
Whites were more supportive than Blacks of the association brought the
response from,her that Whites see their support as being "goocbusiness."
She stressed that the practical motivation was more basic tolile issue
than the humane where Whites were concerned: the vulnerability of White
owners in a predominantly Black area and their desire to keep the
businesses afloat and lucrative.

Ail example of a White owner --Jho is not a member of the association
is Paul Stein, who has operated a hardware store on the avenue since the
early thirtiea. Stein, who is Jewish and in his seventies, spoke readily
about Harriet Tubman and the neighborhood. He was able to tell me about
older Blacks he knew who had attended Harriet Tubman although he,kaltered
somewhat when asked whether Harriet Tubmaft,mas in his memory a Blatk
school exclusively; he did say that inacks'mostly attended but that there
were some Whites. Stein was'anxious to present a picture of racial
harmony through the latek, twenties and the thirties and forties, "before
the foreigners came." ,Ars'it turned out, "the foreigners".to him were
the Blacks who had come North from the South during the great migrations
as wellas the newcomers to the neighborhood from other parts of the city.
He stated repeatedly that the Blacks, Jews, Irish and German people who

comiunity through the era of relative population stability
got along fine sild that there were no racial problems at all. "Everybody
was the same." The circumstances in his.view were "beautiful." Stein
knew many of hisItcustomers by name. He reminisced about the days when
the avenue was a "promenade"--when people dressed up in their finery in
the late aftprnoons and the evenings and strolled conspicuously along
the "Pilse, as it was called then, to be seen and admired and to see and
admire dthers.

Stein's clientele, like thatof most other businesses on the avenue,
is primarily, if not exclusively, Black. In speaking of the articles of
used furniture and other odds and ends blocking the sidewalk across the
stret from his store, he waved his hand, as though to sweep the offend-
ing articles away. "There was none of this. It was beautiful--beautiful."
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Stein had been robbed twice. He spent several days in the

hospital fOr a bullet wound sustained on the first occasion, and he'

showed me bullet holes in cans of nails and in the side of a shelf to
demonstrate the ricodheting pith.one bullet had taken.

Stein lives in the suburbs. Oa being asked the inevitable question,
"why don't you move your store?" he answered that at his age he had no

place to go.

Stein is one of the numbers ol White businessmen whose family
histories are rooted in the neighborhood. Although he--and others like
hittno longer lives in the triangle, there is some emotional identifi-
cation retained with it and its residents. Stein was the first person to
tell me that-Harriet Tubman had had a White principaLprior to the
principalship of the Black woman most residents believe to be the original
principal, and that Harriet Tubman had once had,some White students.
Also, he had some knowledge of landmarks in the neighborhocid histdrically

identified with Blacks. Owners like Stein balance between-identification
_with residents--often knowing whole families and chatting familiarly
with customers about nephews and cousins--and aloofness from residents,
signified in part by theirslack of involvement with anything in the
neighborhood that does not 1:antribute to business viability. Unlike the
Blacks who workin the area and live elsewhere or who head institutions
and like elsewhere, there is no sense of there being potential for
greater neighborhood participation. No statements are made by Whites
lamenting their own lack of involvement, or relating to the issue as one
with foreseeable possibilities.

Oriental businesspersons are becoming rapidly more visible on.the

avenue. Attitudes about the newcomers are mixed. Some residents are

resentful because they believe the U.S. government has favored new
immigrants for business grants and/or loans in neglect of Blacks who try

to obtain assistance. Boycotts of businesses operated by the newcomers
are mentioned privately as a possible means of retaliation, but not
carried out in any recognizable way. Other residents, believe that the

appearance of the Orientals is a positive sigd*,partieularly if the
owners choose to live in the community and to Send_their children to the

local schools. Persons of the latter persuasion contend that mixed-ethnic
neighborhoods are always healthier psychologically and more interesting
than "ghetto" neighborhoods. Although the new businesspersons have
joined the association, their residential preference at present is not
the triangle or nearby neighborhoods.

Recreation. During the summer months, sports leagues and teams

provide competitive play for youngsters and adults. Although leagues and

teams generally are afiliated with a recreational facility because of use
of grounds and sometimes equipment, the impetus is carried through the
desire of some one individual to coach a,team or sponsor a league--one
of the best-known leagues for youngsters in the area that includes the
triangle as well as surrounr'ing communities, is a prominent businessman/
bar-club owner--or just to work with a group of children. The key
individual is not usually on the payroll of a center but is perhaps
someone who has frequented the grounds and developed an interest in

spearheading an activity. An example is that of a young man who for
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several years spent vacations "hanging around" a certain recreational
facility, talking with.friends? drinking with.the assembled regulars ?

or just relaxing on his own. After several summers he expressed a desire
to coach a junior softball team and sought assistance on how to go about
it from a peer who had, some years earller, become coach for an older
group of players through much the same process. The young man has
coached the junior team for two summers.

A casual but regular activity such as that which occurs when
teenagers play basketball on an available court, using either their own
equipment ot that borrowed froth the-center, may become organized if and

r,when the participants decide they would like a coach so that they can
sharpen their team sense and become competitive, either with similar
groups in the neighborhood or from outside the neighborhood. Team names
may be.that of a street in the neighborhood from which players are drawn,
the name of a business that has contributed uniforms and'equipment or
the name of an individual.

The keY individualsis not necessarily a resident of the triangle;
in one instance, the individual is of another race,and socio-economic
background, but has coached a team for several years.

The larger churches sponsor outside specie' days for church members
and for neighborhood children and adults. Non-member children attend
these affairs more frequently than non-member adults. Activities include
organized games, music, and free play. In addition, church groups or ,

groups supportiVe of a recreational facility may sponsor bazaerz. One
4:- such bazaar featured a fleemarket, used-clothes sale, sale cf home-baked

goods and used-book sale (books were children's books, several reference
books, and a/host of popular-romance novele).

Short-distance trips are sponsored during the year by church clubs
land others7-e.g., the tenants' council of the,government housing projects.
5 Trips may serve fund-raising purposes or serve simply to create.recreation-
)11 outlets for parties who are interested. One resident stated that she
tried as often as she could to get away from the projects and that she
had no sympathy for the young mothers who claimed they couldn't get the
money together for a two-day trip on a chartered bus. She said, "I'm
on welfare, too. All of us are in. here [the projects]." Her means was
to save $10.00 a month for a year so that she would have the funds for
at least one trip, and she felt that he opportunities were thwarted
because of others who weren't prepared financially for outings that
required a group effort to become a reality. The woman who complained ,

was of late middle years. Posted mimeographed notices of trips are
often seen on trees, posts, storefronts, or church bulletin boards. As
another resident stated, trips strve the purpose of "gettpg people out
of the neighborhood, giving them a chance to experience something
different." .

Discos are held for the young and old. One such disco, sponsored
by the tenants' council, was held in the central-office facility and was
attended by pre-teens, mostly girls, who danced the popular steps in
formation, four girls sguared, under.the watchful eyes of mothers and
siblings. Other discos are spOnsored for teenagers by an interested
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volunteer through_one of the recreation centers; teenagers dance out-of-
doors to a stereo hook-up. Occasionally during the warm months, live
bands will be featured on a special day, perhaps a celebration of an
African holiday, under the sponsorship of a recreational facility. Such
occasions will draw youngsters and teens and young adults from all the

communities that surround the triangle; their drawback is that they can
spark fights and gang warfare, in seasons when gangs are active.

Block parties, fire-hydrant play and backyard cook-outs are other
favored summer activities.

The one commercial recreational facility in the community, used
primarily by children and teenagers, is a skating rink. The rink'
provides a focus of contention for parents who are wary of sending pre-
teens to a place where "rough kids" are always "hanging around." Parents
interviewed said that they never allowed children below teen years to go
to the rink unless accompanied by themselves or older siblings and then
infrequently.

Social service agencies, churches and recreation centers sponsor
summer camps that provide outings for the children who attend--picnics
and swimming parties routinely, as well as visits to museums and places
of,interest in the city.

Play in the community differs from play in school in that the school
restricts play that is not consistent with the values that the school
upholds. One game that is not allowed on school.grounds is
"Mississippi," a line game (called "Steps) played by children in the
triangle of all ages through early teens. "Mississippi" and games like
it have a base of consistently sung phrases around which children
improvise, sometimes with profanity or sexual references-- It is not
uncommon on fine days to see eight or ten children of varying ages
engaged in a rousing performance of "Steps': within yards of the gambling
activities of older men congregated on a street corner,or, the porch of
a vacant house.

The school otherwise does not monitor the play of children at recess,
except to prevent fights and accidents.

Among the primary classes at Harriet Tubman, girls choose to play
with girls as a rule and boys with boys. Girls jump rope and play hop-
scotth and circle games. Boys play tug-of-war, Uall games and "race"
one another. Boys also tease the girls by interfering-with the rope
games or throwing the ball among a circle of girls. Although they are
not allowed to leave the schoolyard without permission, boys and girls
(boys more frequently than girls) sometimes go to the store or visit
favorite afterschool play areas. ,

It is not possible to discuss with residents play and recreation
among children without references arising to fights. The memory of
fights, the imminent likelihood of fights, and the necessity of coping
with fights in the future'are constant refrains among adults and
children. Movement of youngsters is restricted for reasons of safety
(accidents, harrassment by older children and sometimes adults) and to
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prevent the occurrence of fights. Children themselves choose to play

where they will be less likely to have to battle others. According to

hone fourtgrader, a high-achieving student, who was conscientioda about
both her grades and her behavior in school, "My mother didn't want
me to fight, my father didn't want me to fight, my grandmother didn't
want me to fight, and I didn't want to fight; but I had to fight." In

effect, fighting and--more so--communication to others of the readiness
to fight is essential to establishing conditions for play--1.e.,, to
having others "leave Tone] alone."

Educational Cooperation. There are official and unofficial caoper-
ative arrangements between educational institutions within the community.
Official arrangements are those mandated for public schools by the board
of education. These include shared personnel, space, servicei and
activities in such programs as Follow Through, Books for Tots, and
special services for the academically talented, handicapped and learning
disabled children.

'Unofficial arrangements are those created through voluntary action

of the parties concerned. The unofficial arrangements take place most
noticeably between after-school and pre-school programs and the public
schools in the area. In one instance, parents of children in a pre-
school program voted to send their children to a public school just out-
side theetriangle in preference to Harriet Tubman, and the tradition has
maintained itself for no'apparent reason other than the fact that the
initial contacts made-between personnel of the two institutions have
tended to prove ongoing. The original 410gOee was.made, according to a
spokesperson, for reasons not specifically educational--i.e., newness of
the other building, existence of an escort service. In another instance,
80% of project children in an after-school program attend Harriet Tubman,
and the communication among parents of the two institutions as well las
per onnel who have become acquainted with both institutions has tended
to 4tab±lize the population of the after-school program in its identi-
fic tion with Harriet Tubman.

One most interesting example of cooperation is that maintgined be-
,

tween parent-cooperative pre-school program and one particular kindergarten

teacher at Harriet Tubman. In this instance; the pre-school teacher
consulted independently with one of the kindergarten teachers with a
reputation for being academically oriented--that is, emphasizing "work"
rather than "play." TRe pre-school teacher was in the process of etting

up a program in a recreation center close by Harriet Tubman, one hich

would draw its children primarilyikrem the triangle. Her concern was
that she teach children the kinds of skills they would need to be pre-
pared for entering the "top" kindergarten class at Harriet Tubman.
Understandably then, children graduating from the pre-school program
were taken first by their parents to. the particular kindergarten teacher
for consideration on recommendation of the pre-school teacher. Whereas,

in previouS years 95% of the youngsters graduating from the pre-school
program entered Harriet Tubman (if not always the preferred class), the

number has dropped in the last year to a lesser percentage, roughly 60%,
due to (1) migration of parents to other parts of the city with continued
enrollment of siblings and (2) enrollment of children fram outside the
area because.of ward-of-mouth reputation of the program through parents
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and interested residents.

Preschool programs in the area tend to favor one public school or
the other. One learns that children from A schOol "go to" Harriet Tubman
rather than the nearest public, elementary school outside the triangle,
and children from R school to the latter.

With the exception of examples noted, the sharing of educational
resources among community institutions relies upon individual initiative
of parents, who'may.choose, for instante, to enroll a child in,a "Y"
class or perhaps a class at one of the recreation centers, and depends
on the initiative of the children themselves who may encounter a learning
situation accidentially--i.e., "wander into" a class or attend with a
friend and choose to remain.

Clvic Cooperation and Leadership. Complaints are numerous about
the lack of cooperation among reSidents for purpose of neighborhood
improvement. Rather than forming a cooperative network, public and
private institutions tend to be beachheads in themselves. Personnel
may be unaware of or distrustful of the motivations and services of
personnel in nearby institutions and agencies. There is much concern in
every facet of community life about whether or not leadership is "ripping
off," i.e., explqiting the people, financiallyor psychologically. These
concerns, when pursue0 verbally, tend to be shadowy in their substantia-
tion. When told of neighborhood efforts to revive an old civic organ-
ization, one agency heact_complal:Led, "If [the organizers] were sincere,
they would ju*st came in under our organization. We're already trying to
do what they're proposing to do. Why don't they help us instead of
trying to staet something new?"

The usual organilational pattern--a pattern which cuts across civic,
educational, business, recreational and religious considerations--features
a somewhat self-willed leader at the top of the hierarchy whose philosophy
and strategies for action determine the accessibility of the organization
to participanti and to those who would care to participate. The viability
of the organization or institution is dependent upon whether or not that
individual in his or her personal philosophy and method, reflects the
values, formulated or unformulated, of a substantial number of constitu-
ents. If the leader runs counter to the will of the rank and file, it is
more likely that the dissidents will remove themselves and retreat into
inactivity, leaving the old organization officially intact but ineffectual;
pursue non-organizational means of accomplishing the goal; or set up an
alternative structure similar to the old but with more compatible leader-
ship, than it is likely that the old leadership will be replaced and the
organization become revived along reformed lines.

An exception to the pattern seems to be that represented by a block
.organization that decided to do something to develop a city-owned vacant
lot. Although, by the informant's account, the organization had potential
for falling within the least effective expression of the pattern noted
above, consensus within the body was sufficient to "get things done" by
a less ordered but more representative process that at times involved
verbal confrontations, compromises and eventual agreement.



#

A key factor within the organizational/institutional process of

achieving action is that of confrontation. In fact, the 1,ssue. of

confrontation--when it will happen, if it will happen, when it has

-
happened previously--is one that permeates community life.

In the example of the block organiiation, the eventual result was

the development of the vacant lot into plots of garden land for growing

vegetables, a cooperative arrangement that involved block residents as
well as the solicited aid of a city gardening advisory agency. It can be

speculated that the reason it was possible for confrontations to be aired

and then worked through was the limited nbmber of individuals involved

(never more than representatives of two blocks) as well as thei long

acquaintanceship and interdependence.

In the example of the gardening cooperative and one other1, a baseball

league for men, verbal confrontation has been the rule in the planning and

carrying out of the purposes of the organization. Again, with the league,

.
the issue a procedure--anxiety that meetings be conducted and strategies

undertaken in a manner that is "correct"; i.e., by the book, whether
parliamentary or rule book or perception of some individual(s) of the

proper way of accomplishing'a taskis a dominant theme. (In the

instanCe of the gardening cooperative, the informant stated that the
director was over-concerned about "rules and procedure" but that "we

wereable to get around that.") Confrontation as a necessitythe
working out of varying points of view--is ever in conflict with concern

about procedure.

Constituents' perception as to whether "thing's get done" or do not

"get done;" is tied to their perception of leadership and its relation

to confrontation. At Harriet Tubman, teachers and parents believe that

the job of education is able to proceed with some efkiciency because the

principal controls,confrontation (student-tolstudent, parent-to-school,
teacher-to-teacher, teacher-to-administration) although there is recogni-

tion in some placesnoticeably among individuals who would like to see

more artistic expression reflected in the curriculum and more educational

experimentationthat preoccupation with order can be restrictive,
resulting in things not getting done.

"They don't want tare not going to "lee] anybody in there who
doesn't see things the way they see them," is a much-repeated statement.

People respond quickly to cues that would shut them out, anticipate such

cues, at times will not go towards a situation because they have decided

beforehand what the outcome will be. On the other hand, leadership'is

wary of dissidents,"or people who would "tear down" what they have built

or tried to build or aretrying to build.

Residents expect effective leaders to be "strong"--that is, to be

able to prevent confrontation from becoming disruptive--and at the same

time, they want to be able to voice their opinions and have their

opinions and grievances addrecsed. They look to ordered
procedure as a means of achieving both goals.

In the example of the baseball league, actual meetings are likely

to be boisterous--members speaking at the same time, even shouting--and
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complaints are heard that "nothing ever gets done." The observable growth.

of the league, which. has doubled its participation over the period of the
two years this study has been in progress, and its apparent stability in
the face of diversity (professionals, ex-convicts, blue- andwhite-collar
workers)is evidence that much does, in fact, get accomplished.

Whereas most organizations in the triangle and on its borders can be
identified with a Personality: residents say,,"Oh, the (name of organi-
zation)--that's (name of personality)," or search their minds to come up
with a name,,the league is an exception; the organizer perceives his role

; as being that of a catalyst.

The case study which follows demonstrates aspects of leadership
controversy within the triangle.

Case Study: A Civic Organization

I had made a habit early in the observations of askingresidents
whether there was a civic organization representing the triangle.
Although I was at the time interviewing key individuals from the business,
recreational and religious communities, no one had heard of any such
group. The first mention of a civic organization was made by an elderly
pastor, who told me he and a few residents had organized and incorporated
a-body some years earlier and that the purpose of that body was to find
monies for rehabilitating prOperties. He told me that the organization
represented,the triangle exclusively. When I expressed surprise that no
one else had called attention to the organization, the pastor explained
that ittle had been done in the last few years and that the group had
falle into inactivity following submission of a proposal to the city--a
proposal on which no action had been taken. He made no secret of the fact
that Olock had been selected for rehabilitation that was located in
closeproximity to the church. He complained that it was difficult to
maintain the interest of residents, that people would come to a few
meetings, then would not be heard from again.

Subsequently, I met a resident of one of the better-kept blocks in
the triangle--a Mrs. R--who expressed to me, in the casual context of her
front porch, that she had done all she felt she could do to help her less
fortunate neighbors ("neighbors" meant for her at the time those families
on her block and adjacent blocks whose children frequented her own block
for play or were visible in other respects). She said she had tried to
raise the consciousness of individuals--children, in particular, whom she
had taken into her home and tried to teach manners and certain skills--
but had been met only with ingratitude. Her position was that she had
"written off" the idea that people in the neighborhood could be helped.
She was speaking in particular of those who were unable, for whatever
reasons, to maintain their properties and control their children in a
manner consistent with her own values, which stressed respect for property,
moral uprightness and financial responsibility.

It was evident that she was speaking primarily about a three-block
area, and I expressed,that perhaps it was necessary that larger territory,
such. as that of the triangle, organize itself for action regarding housing,
uses of property, residential control and similar matters. I said that,
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pe-ihaps, acting alone or with.just a few neighbors precluded commanding
sufficient clout to have an impact upon the actions of individuals
whose ligestyles she considered undesirable. I asked if she had heard

about the civic organization, and she said she hadn't. Her general tone

throughout the conversation was one of pessimism. She expressed that she

had tried "everything" and that nothing was possible--that there were
those who just didn't want anything for .11emselves and would try to

prevent others from having anything.

Mrs. R. and her husband were professionals who had bought a home at
small cost a few years earlier and had rehabilitated it themselves. They

represented "faith" in the neighborhood and were one family of a small
number of young persons who had decided to stake a claim in the neighbor-
hood with hopes it would "go up" on its own or that they could, employing
youthful energies and idealism, cause it to go up\. Because neighborhood

meant to them at the time of our conversation priMarily what they might
encounter through sight and sound from the vantage point of their own
front porch, they had concentrated their energies upon their own block.

and one other which was equally well-kept. The R's related to the have-

nots and to those Who appeared not to have the same values as their own,
with missionary sensitivity at best. Having decided conversion was not
a possibility, they were concerned about containing the advance of persons

considered morally suspect.

Similarly, the F's are a young couple who have purchased a house in

the triangle. Mr. F. attended Harriet Tubman and has lived in the general

neighborhood all his life. The F's have several children, all of whom
attend Harriet Tubman (thevhildren of theR's attend a private school).

The F's, like the D's, are wagering on the neighborhood's improvement.
Their own lifestyle spans values that would be abhorrent to the It's at

certain points and most acceptable at others. Whereas on the surface the

two couples appear similar--they are about the same age, appear to be

middle-income, and have attained bachelor's degrees--the F's are streetwise
and maintain contacts with a broad range of individuals of varying life-

styles and financial solvency.

The R's and the F's represented an energetic faction within the
community who realized that the neighborhood could go "either way" and

were eager to have some impact upon its future. They and others of their

persuasion, unaware of the older civic organization, made steps to create

their own body. At the initial meetin$, a representative of the older

group let the newcomers know that anegiganization already existed and

that strategically it would be unwise to have two groups represent the

triangle. Consequently; the newcomers began attending meetings of the

older group.

From the beginning, it was clear in the combined meetings that the
newcomers had a different agenda; or broader one, than the old group.

The newcomers were interested in youth education, general beautification
of the area, reclaiming of vacant lots for recreational purposes, and
services to the aged, whereas the older group seemed to concentrate
primarily on the rehabilitation of vacant homes for resale. The older

group was most concerned about the fate of its proposal for rehabilitation
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of houses? and the new.individuals were considerably miffed that they had

not been allowed to see the original proposaland that no one intended to
permit them,to 40 so. Considerable tension had been built around the

initial meetings of the'two factions, old and new-. Although the meetings

themselves were condueted with decorum and politeness.on every side, there
had beenmuch speculation privately as to the outcome.

An additional factor in the triangle is the number of men, ranging
in age from late teens to fifties, who are out of work and have time on
their hands. Many have prison records or at the least police records.
Others have difficulty getting and keeping jobs because their skills are
poor or because they have drug and alcohol habits that interfere with em-
ployment stability. Some have laborer's jobs and spend the ofkhours
in the bars or in companionship at selected spots with others who have
time on their hands..

Most have long-time ties with the community--the broader communitY
of which the triangle is part--through their own upbringing or that ofi
close relatives. The majority have old gang ties, the memory of which is
most alive to them. The comings and goings of these men involve a sub-
culture of its own. They know one another and one another's families,/

frequent the neighborhood bars and clubs, participate in gambling activi-
ties, and retain a strong interest in anything that affects the area.i

Their loyalty has a chauvinistic quality. They are the ones who will talk

on and on all evening, with little or no prodding, about who used to live
where, what was once located where and who frequented it, who went to
school where, and why one thing happened to change the neighborhood as
opposed to something else. They will tell you about the fights they'

engaged in as youngsters with the Italian youth or the Irish youth and
how, relegated to the balcony of the local movie theater, they used!to
throw candy wrappers down on the heads of the White people on the main
floor, while the residents with solider-family economic roots will speak
of the harmony that existed between the races in the thirties and forties
and how no distinctions were made based on race. This group of me0 make
up a large part of what the R's would refer to as the ones--with their
families often --who don't want anything and would prevent the progress of

others.

There was much talk among those of the street men who knew about
the meetings through word of mouth, of the prospects for something good
to came of them. The consensus was that there were certain individuals
who had their own interests at heart--getting personal financial gain
out of the rehabilitation of properties--and who would keep tight control
of whatever power was to be had or advantage. Certainly the others weren't
going to let anybody in who wasn't of their persuasion (religious,
economic, social) or wasn't in their circle. "This is Supposed to be an
open meeting that's going to help the whole community, but they don't want

us to came. They're going to do everything in their power to keep us out.
They don't want to hear what we have to say." Implied in such statements
was that the speakers were the ones with the truth in hand, the ones who
really knew what was going on in the neighborhood, and the ones whose
motivations were aboveboard--the ones "for the people."
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The conversations prior to the meeting pointed toward some form of

showdown or at least a heated debate. As t happened, the street dis-

sidents never showed up, and the new,group/old group factions hogged
themselves down in discussions of agenda-priorities to the extent that

,the major issues never reached the floor. The meetings were moved from

the more neutral territory of a gym to("a church basement, and no notice
was posted to the effect at the old Meeting site. Printed notices

evidently had been sent out "all around," although those who weren't
members in some standing were never sent one. And I never saw a single

notice posted around the neighborhood for casual perusal.

Subsequent meetings were held in the church basement, always with
the sounds of choir practice or other religious meeting above, an
atmosphere which lent its own form of gontrol to the direction activities
and discussions were likely to take in the basement. It was true,also

that the non-church elements, among whose numbers were potentially the
most vociferous dissidents, were more likely to show up on neutral ground

than in the church. Regardless, the move from gym to church marked the

beginning of the end of participation of the new group. In its last appear-

ance, one of its representatives read a statement which was politely

worded except to say that the concerns of certain persons were not being
taken into account. The authors of the statement then made some attempts
to start an altarnative organization, as they had tried initially, but

the venture never got off the ground. It is worthwhile noting that a

major reason the new organization never materialized was that nobody
among its potential leadershilywanted to go out "on front street"--that

is, to expose themselves and their lifestyle to the kind of visibility
that would be called for, especially considering that they would be
acting in opposition to the established body and making themselves
vulnerable to accusation and investigation.

Although much dissatisfaction was expressed, not only among the new

dissidents, but among those who were long-time supporters of the old'
organization, of the way meetings were being conducted, this dissension

was never aired in the meetings themselves. The meetings were always

brief,'dull (in the judgment of residents) and nonproductive. Dissent,

when it was heard, was couched in such polite phrases and/or apologies

that it-could easily be ignored. In one instance, an elderly man who

had been prominent'in both school and community activities over many
years mumbled privately that the president was pursuing an issue that

no one was interested in. When he finally spoke out, his tone was

respectful and apologetic: "I'm not bringing this up to create problems,
and I don't know whether others feel the way I do, but I think we should

take a vote on . Now, if my suggestion isn't worthwhile, just throw

it out, but...." There were some stirrings among the members, and,
assuming the stirrings meant disagreement, the gentleman added, "Well,

if nobody else feels that way...well, just forget it." And the matter of

a vote was ignored although several others had given reasons during the

course of the meeting that the matter was unworkable and no one'had

expressed enthusiasm for it.

Meetings were ways dominated by one or two individuals who,
although they were genuinely aedicated to the building of a strong civic
organization, prevented the kind of participation from others that would
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make the dream a reality. The motivating factors in the heavy-handedness,

my observations led me to believe, were not so much.greed andlor hunger

for power, aa fear of loas of control, fear of disruption, fear of energies
that would eat away at, tear down, even the degree of cooperative action that had
been achieved. The forces of destruction were always assumed to be at the door.

The fact is that for a while new life had been generated in the
organization, after a period of six,or seven years that, by the pastor-

organizer's own adMission, had been unpramising. The retreat of the

new group signalled a retreat also by residents who were not'outspoken
but were privately in favor of a broader base of activity and who had
begun attending meetings again only because the new group had given them
hopes that the organization might become effective.-

The factions who took interest in the revival of the civic organiz-
ation cun be.described from several perspectives. The individuals who
would not relinquish authoritative positions represent the old guard;
they are churchgoers whose average age is some 20 or more years in advance

of the other factions. They have lived in the neighborhood all or most
of their lives, and they have seen movements dome and movements go. Their

attitude is protective, and theY are most wary of destructive forces from
within. They are knowing, and their cynicism in its way is an easy match
of atir displayed by the street people.

Their living is earned through traditional professions--they are
teachers, preachers, social service workers and health care workers--
and their assumption of leadership roles is justified by years of respon-

sible residency. Their way is to work within the system and to appeal
to it when grievances are felt (police, city management, service agencies)

while they maintain considerable skepticism that those avenues of appeal

willrespond appropriately. Although the major elected representative of

the area was invited to assist the process of makingthe proposal a live
issue with city government, and although he was leaned upon for the sake
of the means at his disposal, his presentation was met with by silent
jeers--eye rolling, significant glances from one person to the other,

and veiled smirking.

The old guard are stuck with thg neighborhood for better or for
worsethis is a matter both of genuine commitment and expediencywhereas
the it's and the F's, and those liek the, have other options. In fact, the

R's, in light of the failure of the civic group and some.close-to-home
experiences of the advance of civic blight, have recently moved out of
the neighborhood into the suburbs. The F's have gone "underground"--
that is, they have decided to pursue development of their own goals,
making contacts on an individual basis within the neighborhood and avoid-
ing group involvement.

The R's and the F's could be considered radicals because they were
aggressive enough.16 create waves, to the extent of making preliminary
steps toward formation of an alternative civic organization, which, if
chartered, would supplant the other. The fact is that they.preferred to

work within a structure already established.' The less vocal dissidents,
who privately hoped the newcomers would succeed in altering the nature of
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the old organization, have retreated again into the posture originally
represented by the R's, that of concentration upon their own hlock-r,there
are at least two strong hlock organizations in the triangle,or partici-
pation in a more broadly based organization that would represent not only
the triangle but two adjoining communities.

The other fixed-position group (in addition to the old guard) is that
of the street people. They are the visible manifestation of the loss of
control feared by everyone else--the wolf ai the door from within the
compound--the one element within the community who have no fear of.a loss
of control (their fear is more a fear of loss of turf or homeland). The
control that must be maintained, from the perspective of this latter
group, is that f privacy. They want to left alone because they believe
they are the ones being ripped off. Their lifestyle in their own view
has spirituality and commitment. They see themselves as being protectors
of a different kind of tradition, one less contaminated add more culturally
pure.

Ai.of this writing, the civic organization seems to have returned to
its former state, its productivity bogged down in the issue of the old
proposal and uncertainty as to the responsiveness of a new city adminis-
tration.

When"asked why a few persons were allowed to dominate the organiza-
tion, one resident answered, "Nobody wants to,hurt the president's
feelings or create problems for him; he's been:around for a long time,
and he means well."
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Reading-and Writing and Coimunity Organizations \

in my conversations with. heads of community organizations, pastors,
oc1ners of small businesses, and.residents encountered casually--in the
undromat, restaurant, recreation centerthere was always mentioned a

something else" that was seen to be essential before children could1

learn to read and write.- The extra something took several forms, all
related to the child's response to the learning environment and, by
implication, perception of aelf, For one person, the key was "Imoral
excellence"; reading and writing were-important, but training in
values--respect for one another, proper dress, respect for property,
politeness towards adults, practice of religious faith--was presumed
to be the-prerequisite; in that view, expressed in various ways by
others, instruction wasn't likely to be successful unless the values
of sensitivity lad been instilled, at which point reading and writing
and study would flow as a natural enhancement.

Others mentioned discipline, in much the same way as parents.
One organization head said that the "only way to teach Black children
effectively is through a strict approach." -He expressed that children
were accustomed to freedom, which.made them "exceptionally creative"
but made it difficult for them to channel their creativity construc7
tively, as they lacked "discipline and restr int." He felt also that
values teaching must accompany other instruc icitl but emphasized discipline
as partner to sOncentration--"Reading and wting require a lot of
discipline"--rather than as corollary to "dinners"--"niceness and
sitting up straight." A pastor, who was-iitive in community affairs,
expressed that overcoming disciplinary problems was the "key to getting
down to basv:s,." Similar sentiments were expressed by residents
remembering tne "strict and honorable" principal who was the first
Black principal at Harriet Tubman.

One person, an advocate of improved opportunities for children to
participate in organized sports, expressed that he believed it would
be a serious mistake to downplay or neglect sports activities because
of anxiety about reading and writing competencies: "If a child is
coachable, he is teachable." The emphasis again was on children's
acquiring a form of discipline that could tradsfer into Other learning
environments.

The word "discipline" was used interchangeably td refer both to
ability to concentrate meaningfully on the task at hand and tc the curbing
of rambunctious behavior. The order that was implied was that the latter
type of discipliainp was necessary before the former type of discipline
could be achieved.

There were
I

varied expressions of people's concern about literacy

and the young. At an open political rally, at which a mayoral candidate
promised to "get rid of bums and get teachers" because the district's
high schools graduated "functional illiterates," the audience applauded
enthusiastically; and it was the only statement made by him that evening
which drew applause. Pastors all asked if I knew of tutors; tutorial
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programs had a brief life because_molunteer tutors often were not
available. A homemade sign in the window of a "flat house" (low rise)
ih the projects asked for hooks to he donated so that a library coold
be set up in die community center that served the projects. Several
men who frequented the grounds of one of the recreation centers wanted
to set up a small library inside the center; the project, however, never
got off the ground. A quick way to get a positive response from
residents was

)
to assert an interest in helping young people with reading

and writing. Several neighborhood institutions offered space for such
an undertaking. Both factions of a resident community organization were
anxious to claim credit for interest in upgrading the skills of the
youth of the area.

Community persons, as well as parents, always emphasized the-
practical applications of reading and writing and study. "People want
to be able to pass tests, get the G.E.D., something they cad see--get
jobs." Another: "It'..4 essential that children be tatight in preparation
for the real world, which makes certain demands, whether you want them
or not. It's not what you want to do but what you have to do." Some
statements were unconditional: "If you can't read, you're nothing."
And: "The survival Of Blacks depends on education."

It was considered dangerous, however, to be "too smart" if one
wasn't also fully cognizant of one's circumStances; it was dangerous
to become too abstract in one's thinking, or idealistic. Teachers,
parents and residents told me stories about children who had been
achievers in school but had not been able to blend their visions of
what should have been with what was. Such children, as'the stories
went, became addicts or bums or mental patients. Regardless of school
achievement, the children who "made it" were supposedly the ones who
learned to analyze their surroundingspeople and circumstances--
and maneuver accordingly, to their own best advantage.

Structure and Tone. Whether the meetings f observed were religious,
pastoral or community-action, there was serious concern about procedure.
Parliamentary procedure was, in most instances, the point of departure
in intent, whether it was actually practiced or not. There was always
a structure, even if just "old business" and "new business" and
"reports";and if a matter was mentioned at the wrong time, the individual
would be reminded that "old business" was still being addressed, or
the like. Every meeting had a sepietary who read aloud minutes of the
last meeting or had minutes brishind to be read. When order was conceived
to be lacking, there was someone or onea to remind individuals privately
that the kault lay the failure of the group to follow prOcedure. In

one meeting, the chairman followed procedure to the point of, the members
felt. squelching expression and dissent. In that instance, the members,
none of whom were Younger than thirty years of age, responded in much
the same waY youngsters might have in a classroom headed by an author-
itarian teacher. There were jokes and guarded laughter and derogatory

asides. The chairman chided one member for getting up to leave the
room, without having requested and*received the permission of the chair.
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In another instance, the participants in a sports meeting shouted and
interrupted one another. Although I was,not actually present in the
room, the noise level was so high that anyone on the floor could have
heard. After the meeting, disgruntled members complained that nothing
had been accomplished. One especially vocal member told the chairman
that if parliamentary procedure were followed, the meetings woul,d Become
ordered so that business could be accomplished. He also held up a sports
,rules book and expressed that certain issues would not arise if the-book
were referred to and studied. The tone of the business part of meetings
I attended was always serious; individuals addressed one another
respectfully; dissent was not usually openly expressed on the floor in
spite of what the participants privately felt. In one instance, the
chairman addressed for the better part of the meeting a subiect that
no one else appeared to be interested in, as there were no advocacy
comments, only politely phrased reservations; poker-faced silences
and grumbling asides made to companions. No closure was achieved
regarding the issue; the time became late, and the matter was put aside
for other matter. At another community meeting, residents made faces
covertly, grunted and spoke in undertones of disparagement when a
political figure made a presentation. Although members had appeared,
prior to the meeting, to be ready to lock horns with the presenter,
open comments were polite, even at times complimentary.

xStructure and order were appreciated by residents as being
desirables, as the only way of handling an 'occasion, whether the results
were exactly to their liking or not, that is, whether or not they
accomplished what they wanted to accomplish. In.the two instances I
encountered wher in order of procedure was subverted--the sports league
meetings and, thr gh the account of a member, the gardening association--
the stated goals w e achieved at least as visibly as in other community

efforts. In fact, order sometimes prevented action, especially the
action of dissent, by preventing issues from being aired.

Structured and controlled proceedings were appreciated in every
established community context I encountered, whether educational or
religious or recreational or civic. The head of a recreation center
proudly asserted that children did not "run in and out" of the building
and that there was no room available in the building for unsupervised
activities. My observations supported his claim. A church hall had been
closed for indoor sports use because the children who used it had not
been 'properly supervised."
"

Observations within a Church. The church selected to be observed
was one of a few churches inthe triangle with a dependable core of youth
participation. Children from Harriet Tubman were active in many of its
programs, particularly special programs; children from the neighborhood
were more apt to participate in special events sponsored by the church,
sudh as a block party, rather than regularly attend Sunday school.

In the Sunday-ichool class for children of pre-reading ages, the
teacher asked prepLratory questions about the lesson such as, "What. does
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it mean to be blind?" then read the text aloud. Afterwards teacher
and children discussed the pictures, and she repeated the question,
"What does it-mean to be blind?" Then she asked, "Have you ever seen

a blind person?" "Haven't you,seen a person with a dog in a harness,

waiting to cross the street?" She then summarized by having the
children role play: "Close your eygs and pretend you're blind." After

the lesson, the children colored pictures related to the story.

For children, aged seven'to,nine, the §unday-school materials
consisted of workbooks that featured text followed by tests: letters to
be unscrambled, trverand-false exercises, underlining of correct answers,
filling in of blanks and yes/no-angler questions. The children read

the.text silently and discussion followed. The teacher examined the
children's answers and encouraged,them to re-read the materialaAoud
in order to find the correct answers. Then the teacher asked literal
comprehension questions, as well as such evaluative questions as,
"How did the man feel? How did the people feel?"

The format of Sunday-school literature for adults included
appropriate Bible references, paraphrase and/or summaty of biblical
materials, discussion,, and questions for critical thinking.

Church leaders promoted "study and research" as opposed to

intuitive spirituality. The pastor called it "study as opposed to

insight." The Sunday-school teacher said to his adult class, "The only
way to grow in Christ is by prayer and study. We muSt study."

Study was also stressed by the leader/teacher of a class of persons
in a church training institute, with a touch of humor: "The Lord called

me to give me message. But you got to go further than that today."
As, part of requirements, students wrote research papers.

Church leaders were sensitive about the impact of the literatdre
they used in Sunday-school classes for children and adults. There was

an issue as to whether the national church literature should be used or
commercially prepared church-school literature. National church materials

were thought to be provincial, not speaking to a variety of situations

and lifestyles. On the other hand, other literature had to be adapted
for the sake of practical application. During a summer church-school
convention that inclueed members from a number of churches in the distric_,

materials were discussed. One suggestion was that individual churches
might purchase parts of sets of materials to supplement what was being

used. Programmed materials were4discussed as a possiblity °so that the
leader knows soMething different to do each Sunday."

1

The instru tional approach generally was that the leader of the
Sunday-school c ass followed the plan of the day's passage, then at the
conclusion of the lesson created examples from everyday life to support
the message and make its impact one that would be relevant within the
context of the members' lives.

'As the pastor stated, what the church needed was "literature all
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children can identify with" and "clarity in message and application.°,

In the interest of clarity, the minister used sev,eral versions
of the Bible in teaching the weekday, adult Bible class. Members read

. a passage in the various translations before discussing.its meaning
and relevance. Misreadings or mispronunciations were ignored unless
they were flagrant, in which case the word or phrase was supplied by
the paStor or someone else. The pastor advised members to "get a Living

Bible because the language is so much clearer--you can get a clearer
understanding of-what the Bible is about. But keep the King James

version for the poetry."

The pastor led.the meetings. As in adult churc17school meetings,
which were taughtby apmeone other than the pastor, members voluntarily
responded to questioq,or participated in other ways (prayer, songs,
readings) although it Was occasionally the practice of the leader to
single out a member for participation: "Mrs. , we haven't heard

from you this morning."

In the course of one presentation/discussion, the minister asked
the difference between "opinion and judgment" and between the "perfect
and the permissive" will of God. In response to the.passage, "What

advantage then hath the Jew? Or what profit is there of circumcision?
Much every way: chiefly, because that unto them were committed the
oracles of God" (Romans 3:1,2), the minister asked one of several
rhetorical questions, 1What profits the jew over other nations?" and
answered, "The Jew haskhe Word." A second rhetorical question was,

"How many love their neighbors as themselves?" followed by examples of
what loving.oneself and not 'loving oneself.means--his own overeating

as not loving himself; a man's' being-"drunk as a snake" as not being

self-loving: At the end of the lesson the pastor spoke of the "community .
of all religions" In that "all have the golden rule."

The paster had advanced theology degrees and was self-consciously
concerned about not speaking too abstractly or theoretically from the
pulpit and in classes. He expressed to me that he tried at the beginning
of his sermons to present ideas,in a, way that would appeal to the more
educated memberks and then to become specific in practical ways at the end
of the sermon. -R6 spoke jokingly of times that he had "gotten too far
out there and couldn't get back" in time to close the sermon on the note

he preferred. He said that he geared his sermons to d fourth-grade
reading level, though by that he said he meant "vocabulary and not ideas."

There was recognition within the church that,some members' reading
was not as fluent as could be desired. In a gathering of pastors, it was

agreed that laymen sometimes had difficulty reading a scriptural passage
lianded to them cold and that persons selected for readings,at an upcoming
occasion'should be given the passages in time to practice reading so
that the event would progress smoothly and no one would suffer embarrass-

ment. Church announcements were always read from the pulpit by a layman
although the material appeared on the mimeographed order of the service

that each person The reading acknowledged that many might neglect
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to read the material and served as well to support the performance uses
of reading, as will be discussed in the Summary. From the pulpit the
pastor announced one Sunday that a certain member.had become a deacon,
having passed the training courses as well as the written and oral exams.
"We all knew him," said the pastor, "when he could hardly read the
Decalogue.p"

At the assembly following the meeting of Sunday-school classes,
the pastor cOmplimented the children on having found the Books of the
Bible quickly as he had called them out, then complimented the children
on their "good ability to read."

The pastor used multi-syllabic words, along with synonyms--"reiterate,
repeat, say again"--or a definition, "You don't need to editorialize--
you don't need to say anything." Also, he used slang expressions or
Black English at times to undercut his own knowledge and/or use of words,
sometimes betraying a self-consciousness not so much helpful to listeners
as demonstrating his anxiety about seeming learned: "...biologipally,
anthropologically--all them things," or "You may not have studied Greek
and all that stuff--those of us who studied it have forgotten it..." Or

in a sermon he might preface a reference by saying, "There was a fellow
named Bonhoeffer

The conclusions of his sermons were done in the repetitious,
elaborate, half-chanting style that is a trademark of the Black preacher.
In view of the pastor's comments about becoming practical and concrete
at the conclusion of the sermon, it seems reasonable to question whe.ner
the intention behind repetition, ia the minds of those who engage in it,
is not so much to be poetic as to establish or ensure clarity.

Summer Bible school was taught by a member/teacher from the public

,schools, though not from Harriet Tubman. Children were divided into
classes based on age groupings, as in Sunday schbol, and the teacher
presented a lesson to be read aloud by the children or by herself,
depending on the age of the children, followed by qUestions and comments.
Afterwards there was a period for songs and instruments--bells and sticks
and tambourines--and for artpand special projects. The attitude towards
and handling of children's behavior was much the same as traditioaally
in public schools: "I called on you to receive an instrument because you're
sitting quietly" with perhaps an adaptation, as in the following: "You
are the light of the world--what that means is that the way you behave
shows what kind of person you are."

More of the children were from the immediate neighborhood than the

usual Sunday-school population. Teachers were more likely to be non-
residents of the community than were counselors, who were residents.

Young children performed set writing tasks, as in a take-home
letter to mothers: "God loves you and so does (child's name)." Teachers

or counselors did the writing for children who were having difficulty.

Closing day activities consisted mainly of readings (roughly 85 percent)--

Bible passages and materials from church literature. The pre-teens told
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Bible stories and gave interpretations of the stories. Children held
posters with Written messages and illustrations--presentations, except
for content, much like many of the presentations made on assembly days
by children at Harriet Tubman.

The devotional segment of the church-school convention, whiCh was
attended by representatives of churches in the district, featured songs
and reading aloud of Scriptures by children. When volunteers to "speak
for the Lord" were requested, young and old recited Bible verses from
memory. In other church assemblies, a call for such a witness typically
drew a like response: the recitation of Bible verses.

A significant feature of the convention was the selection of a
Youth of the Year from among the churches present. There were two
contestants, both teen-aged girls. Selection was based on the follow-
ing: (1) answers to questions about the church (writ am)--50 percent
weight; (2) resume written by contestant, providing evidence of contribu-
tions to church, school and community--25 percent; and (3) talent
presentation--25 percent. As talent presentation, one contestant sang
a capella, and the other read a paper she had written. The young woman
who read the paper was the contest winner.

Constituents of varying bodies--religious, civic and recreational--
valued written accounts, whether letters or other documents, for
substantiation, clarification and validation of procedures. Minutes of
the meeting were essential routinely. Other examples include the
following:

The constitution of an organized body had been revised by a
committee, which then presented the changes before the full assembly -

for approval. The designated committee member began reading the suggested
changes and was interrupted by a member who.objected that there were no
copiee available for members to have in hand during the reading. The
comment was that the revision was "too important to be read rote as if
we re in school." After somewhat heated discussion, the decision was
made that,the matter should be set aside until the committee could
provide copies of both the original and revised.versions for considera-
tion.

A written proposal for funds was a factor of contention in another
setting. Regardless as to assurances of the content of the proposal by
members who, had submitted it years earlier, much suspicion was engendered
among a segment of the membership because the actual papers were not
available for examination. The nonavailability of the papers was inter-
preted as aVoidance by the newer members whereas the others felt that a
verbal presentation should have been sufficient. The withholding of the
document as well as the insistence upon seeing it were evidence of the
significance of the written materials for both factions.

A civic organization sent out flyers to announce date and location
of meetings. On two occasions the information on the flyers was in
contradiction to the verbal announcements made at the prior meetings.
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Although, on both occasions, persons who tried to attend had missed the
meetings or nearly missed them becauie no notice had been posted on the
door of the old location and those persons had neglected to read the
flyer, the officers defended themselves by insisting that the flyers
represented sufficient notice, whether read or not.

An organization's membership voted whether to send a letter or
make a telephone call to an elected official. The majority voted in
favor of the letter. Letters sent out from the body were read to the
membership by officers, as well as letters received. Regarding the
appropriateness of calls and letters, when the issue arose, consensus
among members in the meetings I attended was that the most thOrough way
to proceed was to do both: call and write. Calling was a last-minute
reminder or a warm-up act for the official act (the letter) which was
to follow. Residents produced letters as proof regarding matters con-
sidered too important to be without written yerification: e.g., a
request for improvements to be made on the grounds of a recreation
center as well as the official response; a series of letters retained
over the years as proof of official city responses during changing
administrations to a proposal for h using rehabilitation; the text of
an open letter, read aloud at a mee ing because the contents were
considered too sensitive to be acco nted for extemporaneously, announcing
a membership split.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE SCHOOL

We accept the challenge that because of many
things, we are referred to as an "innércity
school." But we-take this as a,challenge.
We invite anyone to visit our school, because
we can prove to you that it doesn't matter
where you live---that with the proper en-
couragement either at home or at school,
and with the materials which we strive so
hard to get from the Board of Education or
from our Home and School, that we can teach
children - that whatever you conceive in your
brainand believe in pur heart, you can
achieve. Our favorite quotes are "Believe
in Yourself" and "You are Somebody." We are
very proud of our school---at least I am a.4
a teacher." --- Mrs. Gray

Harriet Tubman began under another name in 1846 as a predominantly
White school in an integrated neighborhood in West Metropolis. There
were so few Blacks attending the school at that time that they com-
prised no more than one or two students in a classroom.

In subsequent decades, the percentage of Blacks in the neighbor-
hood and school increased to such a great extent that the Metropolis
School District decided to experiment with having segregated classrooms

within the school. The rationale for segregating the school was that
(1) Black students, having recently arrived in Metropolis from inferlor
all-Black schools in the South, were unable to "keep up" with the White
students who had been educated in Metropolis schotas; (2) White parents
would object to having their children attend class with large numbers
of Black students; (3) Black parents, in fact, preferred that their
-children attend school with "their own"; and (4) since Black teachers
were permitted to teach only Black students, the Black community
appreciated the employment opportunities that opened up for Black
teachers-When an entire school became Black.

The experiment of having segregated Black classrooms within the
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Harriet Tubman School --- rather than going to the trouble of making
the entire school Black --- did not "work out," and in 1920 Harriet
Tubman became a segregated Black schbp1 with Miss Sylvia Chapin, a
Blackwokan, as its principal. The faculty changed from all White to
all Black. The neighborhood of the schoOl remained White lower-middle
class integrated with upper-middle-class Blacks. But when the school
became-Harriet Tubman, a *segregated Black school, the White students
who still remained in the school were transferred to the predominantly
White schools in the area, and Black students w re transferred in
from Arrounding integrated schools.

Most of the existing teaching practices anditraditions of the
schOol began with Miss Chapin. She exerted a heavy influence on the
Harriet Tubman School during the decades that she served as its

principal. A curriculum leader as well as a disciplinarian---she ran

a tight ship. She spent long days in the school; she arrived before
anyone else, and was always the last leave. She never married,

and many say that she made the Harriet bman School her entire life.

Since Black teachers were unofficial y "not permitted" to teach
White students, until 1955 there were tmY separate lists of teachers

eligible for employment: one White and one Black. The teachers at
the Harriet Tubman School say that until 1955, the faculty was
entirely Black; there "was never even a White substitute teacher in the

school."

Miss Chapin was in constant contact with her teaching staff, making
rounds to all the classrooms daily, often taking'over lessons and
demonstrating alternate ways of teaching. In those days, the teachers'
union was not a source of contention for an authoritarian curriculum
leader, and Harriet Tubman,teachers had no recourse other than to
quietly accept Miss Chapin's sometimes heavy-handed methods for
correcting teaching techniques.

Harriet Tubman teachers soon learned to value rather than resent
Miss Chapin's spells of over-exuberance, however, when they realized
that she asked of them nothing that she was not already contributing
herself---and twofold. In addition to formally sharing and rein-
forcing effective teaching techniques in regular inservice meetings,
Miss Chapin routinely collected and commented on teachers' weekly

lesson plans. She kept abreast of the research and theory communicated
in the leading educational journals of her time, and shared and dis-
cussed these ideas with teachera on an individual basis. "You knew

she had read and thought about these articles herself," teachers who
knew her volunteered, because she always discussed them with you."

Miss Chapin, those who worked with her say, "left nothing to

chance." There was unity in the way everything was done in the school:
what textbooks would be used, what the criteria would be for giving
grades, how records would be kept. Teacher committees worked together

on establishing these procedures. There was an established curriculum
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and a traditional daily routine that was followed in every classroom.
Each day began,with morning assembly, followed by oral sharing, spelling,

and reading. Compositions were written daily and homework was copious

and routinely assigned.

Miss Chapin encouraged a "pal sys-em" among teachers. A senior

teacher usually took a new teacher under her wing and "showed her the
ropes," indoctrinating her to how things were done in the Harriet Tub-

man School. Throughout the school year they would share successful
teaching,techniques and provide mutual support.

Sylvia Chapin also believed in homogeneous grouping, and in,a tea-
cher's keeping the same class for two years, unless the teacher was
not strong enough to command this kind of structure. In her day, the

vast majority of the teachers were, indeed, strong enough, however.

Many believe the teachers in Miss Chapin's (lay were carefully screened

before being selected to work at the Harriet Tubman School. Because

of Miss Chapin's reputation for excellence, a teaching position in

her school was highly sought after.

The teaching staff under the leadership of Sylvia Chapin was
composed primarily of middle-class women who had been educated

in the best Black colleges and normal schools. They were strict,

proper, conservative women, who like Hiss Chapin, were single and

often dedicated their entire lives to the students in the Harriet

Tubman School. And also, like Miss Chapin, they lived within the
Harriet Tubman triangle and thus had close ties with their students'

parents. Many believe these close ties kept discipline problems to a

minimum, since students knew that if they misbehaved, their parents---
indeed, the entire Black cdmmunitywould be told and be horrified.

A good education wg:1 highly valued in the Black conpunity, and

children were taught that they had better not "act out" in school.

The teachers at the Harriet Tubman School, with'Sylvia:Chapin at their

helm, we e respected domos of)the community. Miss ChaPin inspired

steadfas dedication in.the teachers who worked with her. She was a

strong, ank authoritarian leader who was able to "mdke people'do

what she kft4w they could.",

1

Under Miss Chapin's guidance, instruction was rigorousstudents
became proficient scholars of Black history and the classics in

literature, they became eloquent and poised speakers, and model
students who followed a dress_code and exhibited such impeccabl2 middle-

class manners that, the legend says, it was easy to recognize that they

were products of the Harriet Tubman School.

At Harriet Tubman, students were taught to treasure the opportuni-

ties they were given to stretch their minds. Miss Chapin gave books -

as rewards, and instilled in the student body a geal for learning4

From the 1920's through the 1950's, in city-wide competition with all

schools, both White and Black, Harriet Tubman students won numerous
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awards in academic endeavors, in debate, and in the creative arts.
Over the four decades that Miss Chapin worked as principal of the
school, Harriet Tubman became known as a school with a "tradition of
excellence," and she became a living legend as its leader.

In 1957, Miss Chapin retired. A third of the faculty that still
taught at the Harriet Tubman School in 1980 were present at her
emotional retirement dinner. Mrs. Gray was there, and a young, Black

gym teacher named Howard Best, who had attended the school as a child,
gave the appreciation speech and retiremdnt gifts to Miss Chapin. It

was at that time that Miss Chapin whispered to Mr. Best that he would
one day be principal of the Harriet Tubman School. He had always

been her "favorite" and she had seen Something in him that he had not
yet recognized in himself. One year later, Mr. Best went on to
become the administrative assistant at a school three blocks away.

Mrs. Viola Grant followed Miss Chapin as the principal of the

Harriet Tubman School. She had been the principal of the Jamison
School, an integrated elementary school in North Metropolis, and had'

been a colleague of Miss Chapin's. For two years, Mrs. Grant struggled
to maintain the high standards that had been set by her predecessor.
Then in 1960, Mrs. Grant's husband was tragically killed in an

automobile accident. This severe blow, coupled with drastic changes
in the population of the school and its community, kept Mrs. Grant from
having the strong will and energy necessary to continue the tradition
of excellence over the next ten years.

There 7.8 a large underground creek that runs through the Harriet

TUbman triangle. In 1955, the city goVernment forced the'residents
living immediately over this underground creek to leave their homes
so that the land under them could be secured. In order to secure this

land, blocks and blocks of neatly-kept houses had to be torn down. kV

great aunt and great uncle, then over seventy years old, were among those

who were fbrced to leave their homes. The City offered them poor al-

ternative housing and the ordeal left them bitter and depressed. They

both died less than two years later, brokenhearted from having to leave
what had been their home fbr over fbrty-five years.

The City tore down their pride and joy and by 1981 - 26 years later -

had build nothing in its place. The huge, fbur-block-square vacant lot
remains a dump, an appalling reminder of the blatant injustice many

have suffered.

In 1960, the Hillside Public Rousing Ptojects were built in the

center of the triangle. With them came'a different breed of-Harriet

Tubman student --- much less genteel and indoctrinated to middle-class

values. Their parents were younger, and usually there was only the

mother present in the home.
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These parents had much Zess reverence fbr teachers and frequently

confronted them defending their children, saying that they had been

unjustly disciplined. Mrs. Grant often committed the lethal faux pas
of siding with the parents during these encounters, since it took
Zess energy and the parents were often fierce adversaries.

Following her husband's death, Mrs. Giant began spending limited
time in the school, frequently arriving after school was in session
and departing before the end of the school day. Inservice meetings
ceased, as wtll as the frequent contact with the principal to which
Harriet Tubman teachers had become accustomed. The principal now
spent most of the day cloistered in her office.

The feeling of being a part of a team subsided under the principal-;
ship of Mrs. Grant. Teachers complain that, when she was their
principal, there was,no distribution of power, that all decisions, MD
matter how small, Had to be made by her. She had to feel that she was
"the bopp," they say, and oftentimes problems remained unsolved, since
the task of running everything, rather than decentralizing the decision-
making, became an overwhelming one. As a consequence, distcipline

problems became rampant.

Under Miss Chapin's guidan, Harriet Tubman had been very much'a
community-based school, with 4 strong PTA. Consistently, parentsAad
participated heavily in school activities such as May Day, the animal
Christmas Party, and graduation. But in the years following Miss
Chapin's departure, this parent participation dwindled.

The dress code and other decades-old traditions were eventually
abandoned. Parents who were older residents of the triangle were
appalled at the changes that were occurring in the school. Traditional-

ly, they had looked to the school to be a never-Changing rock of con-
sistency:and excellence. Now it,was letting them down. In their
opinion,lehe end of the dress code symbolized the idecline of the

Harriet,Tubman tradition of excellence.

In spite of the changes in the school's administration and student
population, the excellent teaching staff, that Miss Chapin had per-
sonally trained, struggled to maintain the status quo within their
individual classrooms. In the four years subsequent to Miss Chapin's
retirement, however, one-third of the faculty, having grown old along
with her, followed her into retirement. Many good teachers took their
place, but the faculty, lacking the strong leadership-of a Miss Chapin,
quickly lost ground, and student achievement declined.

In 1970 Mrp. Grant retired, and Howard Best was appointed principal

of the Harriet Tubman School. He had grown up in the Harriet Tubman
triangle and had attended the school when Miss Chapin was its

principal. Some of the faculty members still present in the school in

1970 had been his teachers. Miss Chapin and the teachers he encountered
at Harriet Tubman,when he was a student there had made a deep and
lasting impression 'on him and he had grown up feeling great pride in
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having had the opportunity to matriculate at the Harriet Tubman
School.

His first teaching assignment was at Harriet Tubman, where he spent
six years as a physical education teacher under the principalships of
both Miss Chapin and Mrs. Grant. He left his assignment at Harriet
Tubman to become administrative assistant in charge of discipline at
another elementary school which is adjacent to the Harriet Taman
triangle.

After gix yeara in this position, he was appointed Director of
Federal Programs for the Metropolis School District. This fortuitous
position allowed him to gain the inside track on all federal programs
for.Mlich schools,could qualify. It also provided him with the
opportunity to form lasting relationships with those who headed most,
of the departments in the school system.

Howard Best felt he had three obstacles to overcome in accepting
his new role as principal pf the Harriet Tubman School:

1. A third of the faculty had been present in the
school when he was a student there. Indeed, some

of them had been his teachers.

2. Many of the faculty members were his peers; they
had been his co-workers when he was a physical
education teacher.

3. The faculty was no longer working as a team as it
had when, Miss Chapin was its, principal, and now had
several factions within it: the old versus the
young, the many Blacks in the school versus the few
WhiteiTT567IA-d-lbltial-a-tight clique. In addition
the formatibn of the teachere-,union was being dis-
cussed and teachers were divided-in their sentiments
regarding this.

He met first with the faculty, reminding them of his close ties
with the,school and underlining his commitment to helping the school
regain its tradition of excellence. He told them he believed the
teachers, students, and Parents of the Harriet Tubman School were
members of a family. And he told them he believed that restoring its
tradition of excellence was as important to them as it was to him. He
received their overwhelming support in mapping out a. plan that would
make their school a source of pride once again. He invited retired,
teachers to help with the planning, and they, equally inspired by the
school's rich history, welcomed this call for assistance.

The same year that Mr. Best became principal of Harriet Tubman a
system-wide mandate charged all principals with the mission of boosting
reading achievement within each of their schools. Howard Best
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communicated this mandate to his staff and together they decided that
they would work towards this goal by concentrating on restoring
discipline and teaching the basics: reading and mathematics.

Best drew heavily on his background as administrative assistant in
charge of discipline and his military training in re-establishing
student discipline in the school. Rules were established in meetings

with teachers and conveyed to studeits both verbally and in writing
to their parents. Thege structures set down in his continuing
communications with parents and the student body quickly re-established
order. A measure that secured the re-establishtent of order was the
steady presence Best maintained in the school, assuring teachers that
students who presented discipline problems should be sent to him.
After one such visit, only the most severe discipline problems felt
like "acting out" again.

Mrs. Gray, primary teEcher:

"kir. Best is a strong disciplinarian...and Imight say that part of
this may éome ftom his-military training. He has been in the Army,

with the National Guard. Some people may feel that we have a strict

discipline.code. put in the innercity, many children Zack discipline.
Mdny of them come ftom homes where they have to fend for themselves
all.day long. And, since life is an alternative, you must get a
little of both, so you.can make a choice". So, ifyou have the freedom
at home and come to school with a certain amount of discipline, you
can evaluate which is better for you to perform. So I'm all in fdvor

of the discipline."

Mrs. Randolph, primary teacher:

. When Mr. Best came on board as our principal, he was aZZ over the place,

you could not hear a sound in any classroom. He's always been a strong

disciplinarian. I've always felt as though if I had a problem with a
student about discipline, that I could take the student to him and the

problem would be alleviated. When Mr. Best came, the entire school fell

in line. He.had total control. All / have to do to alleviate discipline
problems in my classroom is tell them they'll have to go to Mr. Best's

office and they would calm down.

Best set up weekly assemblies for students which were run by his
teachers. In a move to reinstate the old dress code begun by Miss
Chapin --- a move that was agreed upon by both teachers and parents
alike --- the elementary students were required to come to school
"dressed" on the days when they would be attending these assemblies.
Girls were to wear skirts or dresses, and boys were to wear shirts and
ties. During these agsemblies students performed plays, often in
elaborate costume, gaVe,recitations, and frequently sang the Black
National Anthem. Mr. Best always came forward and thanked the
teachers and children at the end of these assemblies for their efforts
and invariably offergd some words with the purpose of further mocivating
the students.
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Parents figured heavily in the resuscitation of the Harriet Tubman

School. When Howard Best became principal, there were no parents
involved in the school in any capacity. In his initial meetings with
teachers, he discovered that they 'shared his conviction that parents
working in and with the school would serve as a stabilizing force for the

student body.

As one of his first tasks, he sent out letters to all parents
requesting their attendance at a general meeting. In this leiter

entitled, "We're In Trouble, We Need Your Help," he introduced himself
as a returning member of the Harriet Tubman family and asked for their
support in helping their children achieve. He enlisted the help of

his faculty in rifling through student information cards to find out
which students had parents who had attended Harriet Tubman. At least

60% of the parents fit this description and special letters were sent to
them, in which Mr. Best dwelled more heavily olithetschool's rich

. history.

The auditorium was filled at this initial meeting with parents.
The .present'faculty, retired teachers, and droves of parents attended.
Mr. Best reminded his audience of the tradition of excellence that had.
become associated with the school when Miss Chapin was its reader.
He told them.of his intention to return the school to those golden
days when the Harriet Tubman student was literate, polished, and excelled

in academic endeavors. He told them that, with their help, all of

this was possible.

With these statements, Howard Best pushed a.button that released a

flood of emotion throughout the audience. Students would again

achieve. Discipline would be restored. Harriet Tubman would regain

its reputation for excellence. He received a standing ovation.

At that initial meeting, and thereafter, Best made parents Ieel

that the school could not work without their assistance. He established

the role of "Class Mother" and set out to fill that slot with a parent

volunteer in every classroom. The Parents' Advisory Board was formed

to serve as a liason between the school and the community, and the

Home and School Association became a burgeoning force. After that

initial meeting, parentg became heavily involved in the school as
both volunteer and paid aides, and they began to enthusiastically

participate in pare-t-school activities.

Best believes he was able to win the active support of parents by

'making them realize how ihiportant their role was, by making them feel

welcome in the school at all times, and by making them realize that he

respected them each as individuals. As parents began working in the

school and coming in contact with Mr. Best, they.told others the good

news, and more parents followed. As Mr. Best says:
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Parents have been pushed down for so long; they've
been made to feel like they're zeros. I include

parents in planning. There are now some 25-30
_parents-who-work-in this school-everyday on either

a paid or volunteer basis. They get the true
picture oA what we're about here, and they spread

the word.

.Even more important than the fact that parents were once again
partiCipating in school activities and working in the.school, was
the re-establishment.of a bond between the home and school, further
melded by the common', emotionally-laden goal of returning Hhrriet
Tubman*to its "goldenldays." To keep everyone on the track of achieving

thii goal, Mr. Best Cimmunicated continually with parents. At the-_

beginning of each school year, he sent a letter to parents explaining
the general guidelines of the school:
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HARRIET TURMAN SCHOOL

Dear Parents:

We are taking this opportunity to weZcome you and your child to the
beginning of a new schooZ year. Morder for this year to be a complete
success, your understanding and cooperation with the foZZowing important

:-guidelines is of great importance:

GUIDELINES FOR THE 1971 - 19Q2 SCHOOL YEAR

1. All chiZdren must be in the yard before the ringing of the beZZ

at 8:45 A.M. and 12:45 P.M.

2. A note must be sent to the teacher after each absence.

3. Lost textbooks and library books must be paid fbr.

4. Students in grades 1 through 4 are required to have a hard-back
stitched copy book.

Loose leaf books are required fbr students in
grades 5 through 8.

5. All students shouZd bring sharpened.pencils everyday.

6. Parents are requested to review and sign aZZ homework assign-

ments.

7. Plea-Se make every effbrt to visit your chiZd's teacher earZy in

the schooZ year. Parent-teacher conferencas are by appointment
onZy, and aZZ visitors are asked to stop in the school office

befbre visiting the ;Zaesrooms.

8., Good grooming is important. PZease aee that your chiZd is

neat and cZean each day.

9. PhysicaZ Education (dress requirements)

,Girls: sneakers, socks, gym suits or shorts and blouse

Boys: sneakers, socks, gym shorts and T-shirt

10. Lunch: Students who eat Zunch in schooZ are required to

remain in the schooZ yard at Zunchtime.

SPECIAL GUIDELINES FOR GRADES 7 AND 8

1. DaiZy homewoA in every subject must be reviewed and signed by

the parent each day.

2. Supplies: Loose leaf, ruler, pen, penciZ, textbooks -
All must be brought to schooZ daily.
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3. Any student fcaling three or more major subjects at the end

of the school year will be retained in his present grade.

This policy will be adhered to.

We do Zook forward to a year of close relationship between the

Rome and School. Information concerninje membership in our Rome and

School Association will be sent to you shortly.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Roward Best
Pxincipal

PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN BY TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1971

TO the niimipal:

I have read and understand the aboi;e stated guidelines.

Twill make every effort to see that they are strictly adhered to.

(Pupil's Name) (Room No.) (Parent's Signature)

* * *

Periodically, parents were sent leiters explaining how they could help

their children achieve:
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HARRIET TOMAN SCHOOL

A Message to Parents and Guardians:

You can join in partnership with us here at the Harriet Tubman
School by heZping your chitd to deveZop fine habits of:

Good Health

1. Proper eating habits
A All breakfast of fruit, cereaZ and milk
PZenty of sunshine and fresh air

2. PZenty of rest - Getting to bed on time

3. Proper care of hair, teeth and eyes

CZeanZiness

1. CZean bodies and clothing

2. Dressed properZy fbr aZZ types of weather

Courtesy

1. Fine manners

2. _Practice at home, in schooZ and in the community

Cooperation

1. Is willing to work at worthwhiZe tasks in schooZ and out

2. Sticks to a task untiZ it is done

Promptness

1. Arrive on time at 8:45 and 1:10 ready fbr work

2. Complete assigned work on time

3. Be in the proper place at the proper time.

Friendliness

1. Looks upon his pZaymate or neighbor as a friend

2. Learns to settZe his differences without fighting

3. Seeks the heZp of'an aduZt in solving personaZ problems

Respect fbr authority

1. Follows rules set up by the group in schooZ, at home and in

the community
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Thrift

1. Saves a part of his earnings or aZZowance

2. Conserves matirials, cZothing, food and equipment

Volunteer Services

Feel free to visit at any time, pZan to give at Zeast a day's

service to us. There are many ways that you can heZp.
Training is fUrnished through the school system for many of

these services. We need you.

Let us together, by teaching in schooZ and through example in the home,

make our children see that our aims are the same.

97
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Whenever a problem with a student arose, Mr. Best's first, knee-
jerk reaction was to contact the home.

"Mr. Best, Conrad Baines and William Brown are in your office,"

Mrs. Haines, his secretary would tell him. "They were fighting in the

schoolyard."

"Get their parents on the phone," Mr. Best would invariably say.
"They'll be really interested to hear about this."

Usually, within minutes after receiving the call, the parent of
each of the children would arrive in the school to discuss the problem.

As you will see in How Parents View the School, parents did not always
agree with Mr. Best's strictness, but they share.' his goals intensely.
They also appreciated the fact that their children were achieving at
Harriet Tubman, and they wanted them to continue to do so.

Each morning in the schoolyard parents gathered around Mt. Best
for short conferences while he supervised the students' entrance into
the building. These brief conferences were accompanied by familiar

exchanges and laughter. Howard Best had an easy rapport with the
parents of his students. ,His easy "way with people," coupled with the

fact that he had attendect Harriet Tubman and had grown up in the
triangle, made this an easy matter.

Mrs. Mercer, kindergarten teacher:

"I don't think I've ever seen a Parent that he hasn't been able to

calm down or talk with. Most of the time, he just has a way with

people that helps when parents come in upset. Re's very diplomatic

and charming, which is what you need to be when dealing with a parent."

With Mr. Rest at their helm restoring discipline, with parents in
the school serving as a stabilizing force, and with this new concen-
tration on improving reading, student achievement at Harriet Tubman

gradually progressed. By 1980, the majority-of students in grades

one through four were reading at or above the national norm, according

to standardized reading tests. According to informal reading inventories

administered in the same year under the supervision of the Metropolis

School District's reading staff, the majority of students in the entire

elementary school were reading on grade-level.
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Academic Begianings at the Harriet Tubman School

Serious teaching of the basic subjects begins in kindergarten.
Students are homogeneously grouped before entering kindergarten,
then grouped within each kindergarten class based on their skills in
reading and math. Throughout the school year, as their achievement
changes, student's are regrouped.

Kindergarten children work on developmental puzzles and other
manipulatives that have the objective of developing their thinking
skills. They build intricate structures with blocks of varying shapes
and sizes, with the warning to challenge their skills and not
build "baby" structureS; such as a three-car train.

Mrs. Mercer walks around, giving individual attention to the
children: "That's too easy for you to do," she may say to one
student) "That's not something that makes your brain work."

To another student she may say, "That's a great structure! And do

you know why it stays up? Because it has a good foundation. A good

foundation." About another student she would say, "Look what he

did. He wrote these sentences all by himself and he didn't have to
do it; he just wanted to do it!"

Children are expected to speak in clear, camplete sentences
beginning in kindergarten. Mrs. Mercer would often tell a reticent
child to say the words and not motion --- or to extend a one-word
answer into a complete sentence. Simple modelling on the teacher's

part of what a sentence is and helpful hints such as "don't begin with
'because" and "If Mr. Best came in her right now and heard you just
say 'wagon', he wouldn't know what you were talking about, would he?"

were usually steps ',Mrs. Mercer took to eet the children to speak
rather consistently in sentences. This behavior was consistently
encouraged and rewarded. The children earned dots in kindergarten
add points later on in some of the primary-grade classrooms for
using sentences and for being able to clearly and concisely
summarize ideas. Kindergarten children in Mrs. Mercer's class wear

'Jce-:cream cones around theie necks covered with circles which are
colored-in when points are earned.

The students at Harriet Tubman begin receiving daily homework
assignments in kindergarten and are often asked to campose sentences.
Teachers expect parents to help with this. In parent workshops
federally-funded through the Follow-Through Program, kindergarten
teachers at Harriet Tubman work with parents in helping them laarn
how to assist their children with these home assignments. Homework

assignments must be completed regularly and signed by a parent even
if this is difficult to accomplish. Students learn early that this

is their responsibility..
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Mts. Mercer the kindergarten teacher whose class parents clamor
to get their children enrolled'in, has two.parent meetings a year
that she deems important enough for parents to take off work, if
necessary, td attend. She gets almost perfect attendance at this
meeting---31 out of 33 parents attended the September, 1980 meeting,
and this was typical. How does she get parents to come? She cairies
their phone numbers home with her and calls them between 7 and 9 oclock
at night. She tells them how important the meeting ia, that someone
muSt be there to represent their child, and that she putposely limits
her meetings to only two a year to make it possible for all parents
to attend. Mrs. Mercer keeps in constant contact with parents
throughout the school year, reminding them of special services that
are provided by the government that will improve their children's health
and acquisition of.literacy. So, when she takes parentsy names and
telephone numbers home to call them about this special meeting, some
of them are already on her list to call to, perhaps, remind them that-
their children have to get mumps shots, and to explain where the shots
can be obtained.

Communication with the home is-an on-going phenomenon in kinder-
garten at Harriet Tubman, as it is in.succeeding grades but with less
intensity. Outside of Mrs. Mercer's kindergarten classroom doors are
newspaper clippings that parents'can read while they wait to take their
children home. Mothers sit on the long, brown, wooden bench, read the
clippings, and chat with each other. Sometimes mothers share their
responses to Mrs. Mercer's teaching, talking of how well their children
are doing, some perhaps defending or criticizing her strictness. Having -

to pick up their children forces continuous contact between parent's and
the kindergarten teachers. And the fact that they are depended,upon
to help with homework assignments serves to unify the parents, the
majority of whom live within che triangle, even if slightly across
the school's boundaries, Often the parents will call each other and
then call the parent volunteer who wotks in Mrs. Mercer's classroom,
to find out how to help their children do the assignment.

An excerpt from one of the newsletters Mrs. Mercer sends home
about six times during the school year, sums up her philosophy regarding
parental help:
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HARRIET TURMAN SCHOOL

Kindergarten NewsZetter

Dear Parents:

Mrs. Mercer
Rm. 101

I was so proud of your children at the Academy ofNatural Sciences.
They Zistened well, followed directions, and thought about the questions
before raising their hands. Mr. Martinez, the museum teacher, said
that it was a pleasure to teach them! We Zearned many interesting
things about Animal Families. See how many your child can tell you.
They wiZZ bring home the experience story we wrote. See how many words
they know. PZease try to keep aZZ the experience stories we do in a
fbldr at home untiZ June. This encourages reading.

TESiING

During the whole mona of February there wiZZ be oity wide testing
in the schooZs. The kindergarten children will be given the Stanford
Early Achievement Test, PZease do not pressure the children about this
testing. We have toZd them that we are going to do some Zearning games.
Yhey will do much better if they are relaxed. If you have any questions
about the testing please come in to see me. It is very imvortant that
thecl_riildrenhearereeve unless they are sick 7,n bed. If they do
not fini.sh all the test, 1,t wal pull down their scores.

VOLUNTEERS

WE NEED YOUR HELP! We rmed at Zeast one parent a al to heZp work
in our class during the testing. This will enable us to carry on the
regular routine of our day. I cannot teach Reading, Math and Handwriting
in 3 groups unZiss I have a parent to heZp. Anytime you can give, even 1
or 2 hours. a week, will be appreciated.

WOODWORK

The children have begun to use the woodwork bench. OnZy two
chiZdren can work at a time and it usuaZZy takes 2 to 3 days to complete
their projects. They use wood, saws, hammers, and naiZs with my supei-
vision. When your child brings home his work, please praise him.

COOKING

We will try to have a cooking experience about every two weeks.
On February 12th, we wiZZ make red jell() for our vaZentines party. If
ypu would Zike to send a box to schooZ that day we will apprediate it.
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SHOW & TELL DAY

Every Tuesday the children may bring something of interest to
schooZ to show the cZass. This encourages speaking in front of the
groupand speaking in sentences.

PRESIDENTS DAY

SchooZ wiZZ be cZosed on Mbnday, February 16th to honor George
Washington and Abraham LincoZn.

THINGS TO DO AT HOME

1. Geometrical Shapes - Point out shapes in buiZdings, houses,
etc. Every time you go for a waZk or ride be on the Zookout fbr
different shapes. Some of the shapes that we have learned are:

sphere square circle
cylinder prism triangZe
cube rectangZe ovaZ
diamond

2. Rave the children explain to you just what they did on their
thinking worksheets co2d Math worksheets when they bring them home.

3. New,T.V. Show - What Do You Do? Wednesday, 7:30 to 8:00 p.m.
on ChanneZ 3.

4. Tdke your child to the library. If they can prin* both names,
they can have a Library card. The nearest Library is at 40th and Logan
Streets.

5. Take him to the Academy ciNdtural Sciences on Saturdays at
2:30 p.m. from September to ApriZ fbr free Nature films. Use the
107th Street entrance for free adMission. The fiZms are of interest
to both children and adults. For a detailed Zisting of dates and
titZes, caZZ X09-7200, ext. 22 or write to the SpeciaZ Programs
Department, The Academy of Natural Sciences of Metropolis, 107th
and Summit Drive, Metropolis, CW 00010.

6. Try to find time over the weekend to read to your chiZd the
book that he brings home from my Zibrary. He has chosen the book
.because he likes it and he Zooks fbrward to speneing this time with
you.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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Mrs,. Mercer tells parents at her initial meeting with rhem that
she wants them to concentrate on helping the school develop in their
children listening skills and a sense of responsibility while they
are in kindergarten. A persistent theme at Harriet Tubman is that
"school is children's work," and that with a job coteeresponsibility.
Children_have the responsibility to come to school regularly, even,
if it is difficult to do so. They are expected tosCompletehomework
assignments and get their parent'ssignature, and to bring in a note
if eaey have been absent.

Teadhers at Harriet Tubman foster independence.atld responsibility
in their students early in their school careers. Mri. Mercer explained
how a child, whose mother was an alcoholic, made sure on his own that
he was properly dressed for assembly each'week: He,made sure he had a
clean shirt with a collar to wear on Wednesday, assembly day. If, his .

mother wanted him to wear his last clean shirt with a collar on Tuesday,
he would maneuver to wear something else. He knew that if he wore a
shirt lath a collar that the school would supply him with a tie; so
every Wednesday he appeared in aclean shirt with a collar and'his

: kindergirten teacher, Mrs. Mercer,-helped him put on the tie she
always had for him. He knew what his responsibility was. A typical .

remark of Mys. Mercer's is: "If Mother doesn't remember to put on
yOur'booti, you put them on.. They/re your feet and your, boots.

That's your responsibility."

At Harriet Tubman, kindergarten childrenore
a sense of responsibility in many ways':

T.

asSisted in developing

The Choice Board. Everyday each child in Mrs..Mercer's classroom
.

chooses one of his or her activities frdi those which'are "open" on
c

the Choice Board. This selectpn reinforces the teed to take resPon-
sibility for their lives, as 4ell as helps the children develop
reading skills.
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The children do the activity of their choice after participating in
the basid skills lessons (reading, handwriting, math) designated for

. .

their particular group.

The "Are.you here?" Chart. Upon their arrival at school, the
Children are to turn over the card located above their last names
on the "Are you here?" chart. When the children arrive in the
morning, this card is turned to the side which shows the child's address.
Thus the act of locating the card and then turning it over entails
being able to recognize ones address and last name. When the card
is turned over, it shows the child's.first name. Before'leaving.for
home at the end of the day, each child turns this card over to the
side which shows hia or her address,

B Gays Are you he t-e ? Girls

1

Clyde. HO, Thomconstl I ja,rnal I I Lave,tte Pa.u.le,fitel A4 arsior;e

Witt . cms c14; les Westsinston Ha.rris li Ill Sa roes

Lynette Robe.rla.DeNed La. Melt' . CO.V.tiSon

i ,70.ict I IMPI21221111 i Phi I i i Ps i ICNECIMLESN Ho.wit,K1 I 1 '4 o rf,S I

Di na.ri Ma.u.rice. $1- e,vev, 1-co lila. Sa.Aro.. !Dorothy

j Porter 1 ivii1e3tell( Rou.nd..rrte 1 I C. o ti:ro ( Ea wa.re. 5 [410[711

1
EirtAce Robert I Thovia1 I Andrea_ /Vico le I

r iavie
.

I tv; I K,-Ks 1 i c...u...OY 1
I Pa-v-AGII I 1 Ham k..tt I L elrowv, I &nano

i it 3 (fohnSon St 1,
1 (.7 ye8Ory I 164.cie 1 I s-aa . t5re Ada. I 1 Marsuija.

1 Da-vis 1 f &-vo.ns I I R.ley I 1 Fearsoo I f Hlvtes 1 I 7ckc Kson i

---moil
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The necessity of carrying out their responsibilities and following
the established routine of turning over their cards on the "Are you
here?" Chart is reinforced daily by Mrs. Mercer. She makes her students
believe that she takes attendance based on the status of the "Are you
here?" Chart. As far as the children know, they willbe marked absent
if they.do not fulfill their responsibilities by turning over the
appropriate card on the Chart.

*I

The "Are you here." 'Chart also reinforces ehe necessity for the
children to learn tukread, their names, and recog41ze their addresses.
Turning over their name and address cards on the "Are you here?" Chatt
helps the childreu learn to, recognize their names and addresses almost
immediately because they need tn be able to do this. In addition,
the children's names'were printed on strips attached to their desks,
as well as on place mats which are put'on the children's desks at
lunchtime. The children whosejob it is to distribute the place mats
have to place each mat in its propet place while children are away

from their desks completing their group work. Since the children are
away fkomrtheir desks while the place mats are being distributed,
theemat helpers have to be able to either read the name on the mat
or at least match the name on the mat to the printed name on each
desk in ordei to do'their jobs.

jobs Chart. Each week every child in Mrs. Mercer's class is
given an assigned job to carry out. These jobs are listed on the Jobs
Chart. Every child has a different job to do each week and each child
eventually gets to do every job several times.. The children look at the
Jobs Chart each Monday to read where their names are listed and after
'patient daily reinforcement of the need to fulfill this responsibility,
they eventually complete their tasks in a smooth, routine fashion.
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Additional Glimpses of the School

Since the days of Miss Chapin, parents have traditionally received
their children's.report carcfs at the end of each marking period during
a-fifteen-minute parent-teacher conference scheduled by thejschool.
These conferences, under the leadership of Howard Best,'run like clock-
work --- as they did in Miss- Chapin's day --- and, on the average, 95
percent of the parents attend.. The week before-the conferences are to
134'lleld,:letters are sent home suggesting a time for the personal
fifteen-minute conference. If this time is not,convenient, parents may
call the,school to arrange anotheritime that is, convenient for them.
The Friday before the confeience 44ek, notes are again sent home reminding
parents of the conference time. The Monday of the conference week, notes ,

are sent home reminding parents that their children will be dismissed
after lunch on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. In order to assure
that all teachers axe free by ohe o'clock, the lunch schedule is revised.
Each day of the conference week, Mr. Best gets on the public address
system and announces the altered lunch schedule to the school.

Each parent receives his or her child's report card during this
conference and has the opportunity to discuss it with the teacher.
The teacher ban take advantage of this time to share each:individual
child's strengths and weaknesses-and to tell how the parehL ...n help.
Many teachers also use this time to enlist volunteers to assist in
the classroom. Parents also have the opportunity during this conference
time to talk with those teachers who meet with their children once a
week to teach them art, music, science, mathematics, and language arts.

;
Consistency is a prevalent theme at the Harriet Tubman School, a

theme that is apparent in the individual classrooms as well as the
school in general. The following descriptiOn of what occurred the
day the annual Christmas assembly was to be held illustrates what was
typical in the school.

The Christmas Assembly

Heavy snow and ice in the morning caused many people.living in
Metrcpolis and the outlying suburbs to take from two to three hours to
get to work. It took two hours for me to go from my apartment to
Harriet TUbman, a distance of less than'three miles. As my car inched
aZong in heavy traffic, I figured the Christmas Assembly at Tubman would
begin a ZittZe later than expected---or, most likely, be postponed untiZ
tomorrow. That's what r was hoping. Because it was after nine already
and I had promised to deliver film and flashcubes to Mrs. Wingate---one,
of the teachers whose cZass was performing in the intermediate grades'
Christmas Assembly at ten o'clock. I had Zeft my apartment at 8 o'cZock;
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it had taken an hour to get to a Place that was onZy fbur bZocks away.

I got out of my car, Zeaving it in the spot where it had been
gZued fbr the past fifteen minutes and joined the throngs of people
waiting to use the pUblic teZephones behind Gino's. The wait in the
frigid ice and snow surrounded by so many people calling in to say
they'd be Zate made me more sure than ever that the 'Christmas Assembly
wouZd either be postPoned or begl:n Zate.

I was wrong. When I finaZZy got the schooZ secretary, Mrs. Baines,
on the teZephone, she toZd me that not onZy had the assembly not been
postponed, the primary grades' assembly had been in progress fbr some
time. By then, it was 930. I continued on to Harriet Tubman,
flabbergasted that in spite of the chaos the weather had caused the
assembly had not been postponed; it had begun on time.

I finaZZy arrived half-an-hour Later and the primary tzssembly,
was still in progress; they were "running Zate." Eater, I fbund
that Mrs. Randblph, a third grade teacher who Zived in another state
and was in the midst of a pregnancV, was the onZy teacher in the entire
school who was absent.

Mrs. Gray heZped Mrs. Coombs with her class and Randolph's, who
were to perfbrm together. Mrs.'Cbombs' cZass was a ZittZe restZess,
due to the weather conditions, having to perform, etc., and Mrs. Coombs
was irritated with them. Mrs. Gray toZd her to relax, "Children wiZZ
db this," when the.chilchien fbrgot a cue or appeared distracted.
Then Mrs. Grgy's cZass perfbrmed and she stood in frbnt, saying the
worde with them. When the presentations were over, Mr. Best came fbrward
to compliment the classes on their work and to thank parents for attending.
'"We couZd not db this without your support," he toZd them, as he teZZs
them virtually every time he addresses them.

I went upstairs to deliver the fiZm and flashcubes and fbund that
Mrs. Wingate had just arrived. She wc4 bustZing about, trying to get
her students' costumes on, etc. She jczid she'd been stuck in traffic
on Seminole drive fbr three hours. was relieved to find the traffic
-jams and ice weren't,figments o imagination.

Every student in the Harriet Tubman graduating class contributed a
personal message t6 the yearbook. Near the back of the book under the
title "The Graduates," were listed the names of the eleven schools the
graduates would be attending, what they wanted to be (artist, clerk,
teacher, fireman, principal, singer, doctor, mechanic, pilot, actor,
skater, lawyer, policeman, dancer, farmer) and thenames of their
teachers 4nd administrators. Then, Under the words "Ain't No Stoppin'
US Now!" were listed the first nameslof every student in the graduattng
class. This was followed by the graduating classes' "Last Will and
Testament."
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'The yearbook was developed, w#h the help Of the students, by
the schoort Language,Arts teacher, Mrs. Golden. The cover was off-set
printed. (thanks to the funding of the Home School Association) and
designed by a teacher who is also an artist. The yearbook theme was
"Knowledge is Power" and this was written within a circle in the middle
of the yearbook'sicover along with the name of the school and class of
1980, and the words: '

Believe in yourself
and you can really make it
if you try.
Believe ia yourself
with self-respect,
and self-reliance
your guide,
Believe in yourself.

Graduation is the ultimate goal within the Harriet Tubman School,
but throughout their matriculation at the school, achievement and
progress are rewarded daily in classrooms, on report cards,.1.nd in
awards assemblies held for both primary- and intermediate-grade students
in the spring of each, year. Programs are professionally printed up with
funds from Home and School for these awards assemblies, as well as for
graduation. Many teachers have their own awards-presentation_assemblies
within their classrooms, enabling them to give official recognition for
achievE ent or progress in more areas than time allows in the larger
school-wide assemblies.

Graduation

At graduation, the theme, appropriate to the Harriet Tubman
philosophy, was "Believe in Yourself." Preparations were elaborate:
Home and School financed professionally-printed programs for the
occasion and students rehearsed a full week before the event. The
graduating class of eighth graders, their family, friends, and teachers
were invited to attend. The auditorium, beautifully decorated by Home
and School, was jam-packed, and numerous teachers of the other classes
in the school maneuvered to get away from their rooms to peer through
the crowded doorways of the auditorium for a look at the handsome
graduates in their suits and dresses.

On the stage at the front of the auditorium sat,the three people
who would speak to the audience: Mr. Best, the president of the student
council, and the keynote speaker, Dr. Walden, a professor from the
school where Mr. Best is attaining a doctorate. The theme of all the
brief speeches reinforced the Believe-in-Yourself theme: the speakers
told of people, Black and White, whO were able to succeed against
seemingly overwhelming hardships. Walden spoke, and then the class
valedictorian, who built up a rhythmic Cadence, saying, "believe in
yourself, know you can do it if you try." The graduates sang "America
the Beautiful," then the student valedictorian ineroduced Mr. Best.
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"I am very proud to introduce a man who comes from this
neigborhood. He went to Harriet Tubman, then went to school long

,* enough to become a principal. We were fortunate 'that he chose to
come back to Harriet Tubman. Even now he is improving himself by
continuing school. Soon he will be Dr. Best. I am very proud to
introduce our principal, Mr. Bestl" The people in the audience
aPplauded loudly and emotionally at the end of this introduction.
Some stood up and said, "Yesi"

Mr. Best smiled broadly and thanked everyone for coming. He
told the many parents attending that the children could not have gotten
to this point without their help. He admonished them, as he always
does, to take good care of their children and then proceeded to present
the awards for student achievement. The first was named after Miss
Chapin, and was given for student achievement. Others includedan
award contributed by Home and School, and one given by Omega Psi Phi,
a national black fraternity.

Mr. Best congratulated the sixth grade teachers and students
for worklig so hard to boost achievement, and for putting on such a
good graduation. He lavished even more praise on the teacher who took
charge of the preperations for graduation. As praise was given, he
asked each person receiving it to stand and receive a thunderous
applause.

1

Mr. Best joked about how hard it was to get'some of the boys
and girls to behave properly, as well as come dressed as nicely as
they were today. "Some of the boys and girls still aren't speaking
to me," he laughed.

He then went into the history of excellence at Harriet Tubman
(as he often does) and anecdotes about Miss Chapin. He told how she
believed in excellen6e and that every student could achieNre, and that
she always gave a book for a gift or an award. He asked how many in
the audience had attended Harriet Tubman; and about a quarter of them
raised-their hands.

! He then introduced Miss Barrett, a retired teacher who had earned
a reputation for excellent teaching long before any of the older teachers
who presently taught at Harriet Tubman had. In fact, Mrs. Gray had
spoken of Miss Barrett as a legend, and my father in his numerous fond
reminiscences about Harriet Tubman and the "fabulous" teachers there,
often singled her out as the best teacher he had ever had. At Mr. Best's
insistence, Miss Barrett, who used to be Mr. Best's fourth grade teacher,
went up to the stage to speak to the audience. She told us some more
about Miss Chapin- -what a gracious and loving woman she was and how Mr.
Best had been Miss Chapin's"favorite."

The school counselor then cane forward to call the names of the
high echoo1s the graduates would be attending and to have the students
stand when their name and future school was called. The audience
applauded loudly when each group of students and the school they would
be attending was called. They would be going to eleven different high
schools.across the city, many of which had highly competitive entrance
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requirements. A very big deal was made of all of this: letting the
gradqates know that they had succeeded in achieving an important
mileStone, and that they should "believe in themselves" and their
abilities to achieve excellence. Then the class sang "Lift Every
Voice," the Black National Anthem.

"Remember, this is a school for children; they are our greatest
concern," said Mr. Best,as he returned to the stage: "Parents,
without your help, they would not have made it. The key is working
together." He then went on to give the charge to the graduates; he
told them that ifthey were graduating from senior high school, they
would be turning over their tassels at this moment.

Mr. Best had the Severely physicallg Impaired (SPI) graduates
wheeled forward first to be 'congratulated and receive their applause.
Harriet Tubman is the.only school in District 13 to have three full
SPX classes. This was a highly emotional moment and many in the
iuditorium had tears in their eyes. After the SPI graduates left,
Mr, Best told us that.these students had now completed their
educational careers since the government provides no further
education for them.

He charged the parents to help their children realize how
fortunate they are, and to believe in theMselves. "Without your
help," he told theth again, "they could never have made it....
-Remember, this is 4 school for children; they are our first concern!'

"Now, I put you against any kids in this city," Mr. Best said,
turning to the graduates, whose faces reflected the significance of
this event in ,their lives--living in a.society wherein a Majority
of people like themselves drop out of high school.

"You have now earhed the right td go out the front door of this
school," Mr. Best told the graduates, who were beaming broadly now,
"because that is'the door you will come back in." The pianist played
"Pomp end Circumstance" while the graduates filed out through the
front door of the school in well-rehearsed fashion.

* * *

One is in danger of magnifying_the uniqueness of any situation
when describing it in depth. There is a danger of the'reader's
believing, .after reading this in-depth account, that'the success
experienced at Harriet Tubman was due to circumstances unique to it,
factors that could not be duplicated. In fact, most of the factors
that appear to account for the success of the school are not unique
to it at all, but factors that were common in the vast majority of
the successful schools described in the review of the literature
in chapter two:(1) strong leadership, (2) high expectations, (3)
strong emphasis on reading and writing, (4) strong emphasis on phonics
and the teaching of spelling patterns, (5) careful evaluation of
progress, and (6) parental involvement.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

INTERLOCKING PROFILEa

The observer undertook the following interlocking profiles to trace
interactions among individuals whose lives touch becailse of some relation

to the school and/or community. It is hoped that the profiles or
II networks" of interaction illuminate features of the school-community-home
experience that might go unreMarked otherwise. The profiles are not

/' intended to provide cordpreheneive information about the individuals in
their relation to any aipect of their lives or to one another. Rather,

they represent the observer's experience of the individuals in the
contextsnoted over a period of several months. The pattern of the
observations was initial concentration on the subject, lasting from a few
days to no more than a week's time, followed by periodic re-establishment
of contact over the period of months. As a result, contact was both
planned and incidental.

Mrs. Porter, Sara, and Mrs. Mercer. Mrs. POrter is a divorced

woman in her early thirties. She has been living in the government
housing project for a year and is a welfare recipient. She has several
children who do not live with her and two who do. She resides in a
two-bedroom apartment on an upper floor in one of the high-rises,
considered by residents to be the least desirable of the housing units,
competing unfavorably with the single-unit, row house dwellings that
surround the taller buildings. She states, as do other parents I inter-
viewed in the high-rise, that she has put in an application to be trans-
ferred to a house (one of the low-rise units) but that no action ;has
been taken. She complains, as do other parents, that it seems one needs
ft connections" in order to be transferred.

The apartment itself is sparsely furnished. The general impression

is one of lack of material comforts, although.there is a stereo set and
a television as well as a set of encyclopdia,-in this instance,
Encyclopedia Brittanica. There are also magazines: Good Housekeeping,
,Sports Illustrated, Newsweek, and Psychology Today. Mrs. Portei apologies

for her housekeeping. Over the telephone when we are setting up times
for visits and when I enter the apartment, she mentions the housekeeping--
that she is having difficulty getting to it, that she is going to spend
all day the next day on it, and the like. The laundry is often mentioned
in the same way. She seems burdened in the early visits by necessities
that she wants to deal with and just doesn't seem ttiget to;_the impression
becomes noteworthy in light of later developments.



She is burdened also by the fact that she has enrolled in two
courses at the local extension of the community college-courses in

accounting and in Spanishr-and has not attended for several sessions;
she wonders if she will be able to catch up. Mrs. Porter is talkative

and appears open but distracted. She wants to become involved politically
in the neighborhood and mentions that in the recent election, she had to
go to some lengths to find out how to place her ballot when the voting
machine broke down in her district. She knows the names of the local
party officials and representatives. She has already hosted a meeting of
parents of Harriet Tubman--parents who reside in the high rise--and is
disappointed that the school representative did not take steps to
encourage further meetings.

Mrs. Porter works part=time as a parent-scholar in one of the
classrooms at Harriet Tubman. She states that she enjoys learning and
re-learning with the children. She wants her children to get a good
educatica and believes she will find a way to make that wish a reality.
The words and"the mannerisms project vitality of mind and epirit. Mrs.

Porter seems to be a doer, even possibly an activist. There is for the
observer an impression of dissonance in experiencing the woman against
the background of the roam, with its "functional" starkness--its cinder-
block walls and drab paint and dark tile floOrs. Mrs. Porter's smile
is bright but distant. She does not, for all her talkativeness and
apparent confidences, appear to be an easy person to get to know.

Sara, the kindergartener, is an energetic child at home. Also, she
likes doing her homework and never has to be forced to do it. In

particular, she likes "writing"--printing letters of the alphabet. On

.one occasion, after having read a storybook aloud to me--a performance
that was half word-recognition and half memorizationshe painstakingly
copies the information on the book's cover, then picks up an empty raisins
box from the table and copies everything on the box. It is evident that
shelikes the "performance" aspects of copying, and then presenting the
product for comments. In my first eXperience of Sara, she is seated on
the floor in front of the telelision, which she is ignoring for the moment,
and is printing letters randomly remembered from her school work.
Typically, Sara's range.of activity in any afternoon can be broad,
considering the confinement of the apartment. She may choose to read one-

moment, skate across the tile floor the next--on real skates--and then
use the back of a stuffed reclining chair as a sliding board. Or again,

she may turn on the record player and dance, mimicking the steps popular
among older children. .

Sara's reading and writing activities at present are closely related
to her need to be noticed and praised. She wants me to put a star on her
paper to indicate I have liked what she has written and insists that the
star cover the face of the paper, to the extent of being what I feel is a
defacement of the work. Mrs. Porter says that her daughter often asks
after doing her homework, "Do you think Mrs. Mercer will like it? Do you
think she'll be pleased?" .

The performance aspect of Sara's reading and writing skills is
encouraged by her mother. La a casual taping session with Sara and
neighbor-children, in which the children are being "interviewed" by me



and otherwise saying whatever they want, Mrs. Porter says, "Sara, go
get your book and read it into the machine." Sara brings in the same
book, half-memorized, that she has read aloud for me on a previous
occasion. Another child, who is telling a story at the time is
interrupted. Sara reads, while the other children, as well as the
three adults in the room, listen. Whenever the other children try
to interject comments about the book or anything else, they are
quieted by the adults although the reading takes as long as ten minutes.
Then, Sara wants everybody to be quiet again while the tape plays back
the full reading. At one point she covers her ears with her-hands and
tries to shut everybody else out. A neighbor-child (in whose parents'
apartment the taping has occurred) Sara's age picks up the book and
begins "reading" the pictures. Sara angrily tries to tak e! the book
away, saying several times, "She can't even read." Mrs. Porter asks
that they not tear the book, then asks the neighbor-child, "Don't you
have a book like this?" to which the response is a shake of the head.
The book is'ane Mrs4 Porter has gotten through a kree service at the
school.

Later, Sara performs an improtptu dance to a popular tune while
the adults and other children watch. Mrs. Porter laughs appreciatively.

Sara is encouraged to talk. She often interrupts the conversations
of adults to tell about something on T.V. or ask a question or make a
comment, sometimes prefacing her request or statement with the words,
"Excuse me." Mrs. Porter listens with apparent interest until the
matter is expressed and then responds in some way, either through
smiling or laughter, if appropriate, or a comment. If the interruption
becomes Irequent,, she will say, "Now go look at T.V. or read your
book while I talk to

At home, Sara will pick up adult reading materials, an encyclopedia
volume or an advertisement or one of her brother's sports magazines and
try to read them, fastening on words here and there she recognizes.

I learn first from Mrs. Porter that Sara is.'bright." She says
of her daughter: "Sara knows I expect her to bring home good grades."
On one occasion, when I say that I wish I could see Bare five or six
years hence, Mrs. Porter says, "It-really would be interesting to
follow one child a numlier of years--one gifted child." Then she mentions,
as example, an article in PsycholOgy Today about the Terman study of
gifted children. Mrs. Porter also states that pediatricians and
psychiatrists who write about children often use their own children as
subjects. Whatever the reason for the comments, it is clear that she
considers her own daughter gifted and has interpreted my comment in
that light, although I was expressing interest in a more generalized
fashion in the shaping of Sara as a person.

Sara did not have regular bedtime hours. She would at times stay
up late playing musicaccording to her mather, brother and friends--if
the adults were also up; and on two occasions when I picked her up for
school, she was obviously still in need of sleep. Because of lateness,
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on thoe days she went to school without breakfast or with. a limited
breakfast--i.e., a piece of fruit.

At home, Sara was not timid in the company of adults--her mother or
other* She might ask "Why?" when told by her mother to do something she

didn4t want to do. In the neighbor's apartmentl, she went into a Back
room And came out, to the neighbor's dismay, wibh a towel from the fresh
laundry wrapped around her body. On my second visit, she said to me,
"YoU,came here to see hoW we live."

The Sara I encountered in her home was aggressive, talkative,
confident, and a bit flamboyant.

I was, therefore, unprepared for the teacher's and assistant's
comments that Sara's problem was that she was "babyish" and "immature:"
Certainly I nad seen iirankishness, but the descriptions didn't sound
like the child who had insisted one afternoon on leading me several
blocks through the neighborhood to find her mother who, Sara was
convinced, was at the laundromat.

The following notes illustrate what was typically Sara's experience
in class:

The assistant teacher asks Sara to bring her workbook to
the table to be checked. That done, Sara is told to put

the book away. Sara takes the wrong "route" to the storage
shelf, and Mrs. MerFer (the teacher) calls her back, tells
another child to show her the right route to take. Mrs.

Mercer says, "After seven months of kindergarten--" and

shakes her, head. "You may be Mommy's baby, but you're not
my baby. Take your finger out of your mouth."

At circle time, the children are volunteering to give the
full name of one other child in the classroom. Sara
volunteers and stands up but doesn't give the full name.
Mrs. Mercer has to ask her several times to "speak up."

Sara is called upon tolread, and she begins reading in
the wrong place. Joyce, the child seated next to her,
tries to help, but Mrs. Mercer says, "Don't show her.
She should be paying attention." Joyce dzaws her hand
away. Another child is called upon; then Mrs. Mercer
calls on Sara again. Sara still hasn't found the right

place on the page. Joyce tries again to help and is
caught the second time. Joyce tries once more, but Sara
doesn't get it right. Finally, Joyce has to indicate the
right place with Mrs. Mercer's permission. The reading
done, children are asked to open their homework books.
Sara begins turning pages at the front of her book. 'Mrs.
Mercer says, "Sara, that's the silly way to do it; we're

at the back,of the book." Joyce tries to show Sara where



to turn. Sara still can't find the right page. Joyce
shakes her head solicitously and smiles. She shows Sara

again. When called upon, Sara does not know the answer.

Sara is attentive during library story hg.ir hut not
overtly responsive; she does not laugh or smile. Back
in class, she is last to open her workbook and write
her name on the page. She yawns frequently. When she
finishes the page, she waits rather than going on to tbe
next page--seems to be waiting for instructions, although
instructions have been given. She gets up to go blow
her nose and returrtto the wrong seat. Boy says angrily,

"That's my seat." e gets up and goes to her seat,
says softly, "I'm sorry," and yawns.

She waits in lirie to have her workbook checked; she
has not torn the pages out of her workbook, as Mrs.
Mercer has instructed. When it's her turn, Sara is told
to go back and tear the pages out. She does not approach
the creasing-and-tearing process correctly (Mrs. Mercer
has previously told the children how to go about it), and
therefore cannot tear the pages out. Frustrated, she
puts thumb in her mouth and holds her ear. Suddenly she

yanks the pages hard, and they come out. She receives

three dots for her work. Mrs. Mercer says, "This is
good, but you should have gotten four dots (the maximum)."

Mrs. Mercer says that Sara doesn't pay attention, that Sara wants
to do just what she wants to do. She says that it will be a "liability
if Sara gets a teacher (in first grade) who treats her as if she's
cute. She is cute, but I wbuld never let'her know."

The,accounts given above might suggest that Sara does below-average

work. However, the opposite is the case. The children in Mrs. Mercer's
class are grouped homogeneously,according to the level of work done in
class, considered in conjunction with standardized test scores, and
Sara is in the top-performance group. In spite of the fact that Sara
was often late to class or absent (19 times in one semester), she
scored consistently in the top five percent of the class on exams--
teacher-made as well as standardized. "She's so bright," Mrs. Mercer
says, "it's a shame she's late and absent so much." 4:

In general, Sara's behavior in class is subdued, carefully polite,
and at times distracted. She watches what other children are doing.

On one occasion, when Sara had made "100" on a teacher-made exam in
spite of having been absent three days in the previous week, the teacher
said, "Sara is all right as long as she is working by herself. If ofher
children are present, she is so busy lookine, at them, she can't do her

own work."

I did observe Sara trying to shut other children out. On one
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' occasion, she was annoyed with other children at the table who were
counting aloud during a math. exercise. She said repeatedly, "Don't
count out loud," frowned angrily and wouldn't work. Finally, she asked
the assistant for diyiders (two pieces of cardboard fashioned to stand
on-end to form a makeshift study carrel).. The assistant moved her to
an individual seat. On another occasion, she was late getting started
with her reading exercise because she had spent excessive time adjusting
her "carrel" so that she would have as much.privacy as possible. As

in the example above, she might start out at the table with other child-
ren and then have to be moved to an individual seat, for reasohs that
were work-related and not disciplinary.

At Odd moments, I glimpsed the personality I had seen at home.
Sara sometimes "danced" at her seat while she was waiting for her work
to be checked or at other moments in-between activities. The dancing

consisted mainly of movements from the waist up--swaying and finger-
popping motions. At times she would skip to the bathroom and back.

It was apparent to me that Sara's babyishness and ineptness ware
often just sleepiness, a poasibilit at the teacher was sensitive to,

although she had no way of A,. pr atini to what extent the likelihood

existed. On one occasion, Mrs. Mercer shook her finger, not unkindly,
at Sara. "You need to go to bed early, so you won't be tireci in the

morning."

Mrs. Mercer says to Sara, "I wish Mother would spend a day in the
classroom; then Mother would know what I mean." At the moment, Sara
is attempting to find the proper shelf on which to place her finished
work, a task Irrs. Mercer feels could have been simply accomplished if

Sara had been "paying attention."

Sara's mother says, in speaking about the classroom, "I can't
bear to stand there and watch. Mrs. Mercer gives Sara such a hard

time. It's all I can do to keep from interfering." The comment is

not made in relation to any prompting on my part, and significantly,
Mrs. Porter is smiling as she speaks. She has deferred to Mrs. Mercer's

judgment in the matter, and she speaks again of how "hard Sara tries"
to please the teacher.

4,

Mrs. Mercer admits readilr that she wears a stern, unsmiling face

much of the time. The reason, she says, is that she doesn't want the
children to feel they can "get away" with behavior that disrupts
classroom proceedings, and she wants to keep their minds focused in

seriousness. Mrs. Mercer believes that the purpose of kindergarten is
to prepare children academically for first grade; the purpose is not

"play."

In her orientation for parents of children who are entering her
kindergarten class, Mrs. Mercer stresses that she emphasizes language
and comprehension in her teaching--and she defines corrcrehension for the

sarents as "thinking." On two days of the week, for one hour each day,
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Mrs. Mercer's kindergarteners have arts an crafts. The heart of each.

day of the week, however, tarring trip day , is devoted-to reading,

writing and arithmetic in some form.
,

The 'classroom is ordered in such a way that all the materials
children use--workbooks, cut-out letters, games, etc.--have a storage
place which children must learn to honor. For example, in the mornings

children take turns in "writing" on the flannel board, using letters
that are kepe in alphabetical stacks in a_box. The letters must be

returned io the stacks in such a-Fay that every letter fits exactly over
its counterparts, so that the letters will be immediately recognizable.

- In that way, children receive visual reinforcement of alphabetical
sequence each time they open the box. Regardless as to hew long it

takes a child to put the letters away so that every "e, for iustance,
. fits perfectly over every other."a"--the stems all turned in the same

direction--Mrs. Mercer will insist that the job not be abandoned until
it is completed correctly, even 'if the other.children have beguh another

activity. In the same vein, the children are taught to use certain
n routes" through the classroom to get from one point to the other--
trash can, bathroom, etc.--and they will be stopped and made to return
to the original point to start all over againwhen the proper route
has been ignored. The routes have all been pre-determined by Mrs.
Mercer for obtaining maximum efficiency of movement of children about
the classrom, so that they are least likely to interfere with the
activities of others.

These examples are pointed out to illustrate the tone of the

classroom. The same concern for exactness and order and for efficiency
of use of time is evidenced in every activity of the day--whether
children,are removing their coats in the motning or preparing for lunch

or engaging in an academic exercise. A lesson that occurred one
morning following a trip the students had taken earlier in the week to

the zoo, illustrates the latter:

Before the class started, Mrs. Mercer had placed the names of zoo

animals at the back of the Classroom, on the.wall. She did not call
attention to those words while the children were engaged in playing seat
kames (puzzles, constructions, and the like), always the first activity_

of the day; but at circle time, she asked the children to tell her,
without looking around, what was new at the back of the classroom. Then,

again without looking back at the wall, children were asked to identify
from memory animals,they had seen at the zoo; the child who raised his
or her hand to answer could not name an animal another child had already

ntheed. If a child .said, "lion," then he or she had to go to the back
of Nhe classroom, study the word, then return and spell it correctly

on a large pad set up in front of the circle so that everyone-could

see. If the child misspelled the word, he or she had tb return to the

wall; study it again, and re,-attempt-the spelling. Zif course, "elephant"

and "monkey" presented greater problems than "lion"and "tiger." And

children who were not swift in raising their hands were left to remember
aninials least easily recalled. The rules were followed to the letter,
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hOwever, although several children had to return again and again to the
wall while the eiercise was continuing with the other children. Such.

am activity, which, 1..f pursued to the extent that every child had a
turn, would potentially conlume much of the day, might be cut short
by scheduling (timirt for lundh, time for group work, etc.) although
children who had bebun the process--i.e., named aa animal no one else
had named.and then gone to the wall to study the spelling--had to
complete the assignment either then or at some stated time before the
day was over (as "before lunch").

Mrs. Mercer readily points out, whether to child or to observer
or parent, that she is teachiag survival skills for "first grade"
interpreted generously to include all of her students' academic
careersas well as readiag, writing and arithmetic. Those skills
include the ability to follow directions and to concentrate on a task
to- its completion as well as the ability to be observant ofind attentive
to whatever the ,teacher presents. She says repeatedly to the children,
"I don't know what you're going to do ia first grade. In first grade,

the teacher isn't going to tell you but once, and if you're not listen-
ing, you'll be in trouble."

The classroom is ordered so that children work ia groups during
the hour or more devoted to the heaviest concentration of basics
development. The three groups, representing children's performance on
tests (teacher-made and standardized) rotate--i.e., while group one
is reading, group two is writing, and group three is doing math. At
Mrs. Mercer's direction, the groups change places ia the classroom.

t

During the time of my observations, Mr. . Mercer always conducted the
reading lessOns,, whereas classroom ass stants conducted writing and

math for the groups. Circle times are scheduled after group time and
before lunch, an arrangement which allows children to leave their
group work at staggered paces and to have some station immediately to
ap to; the strategy minimized the amount of time children spend that
is undefined for them.

A product of a Black, middle-class background, Mrs. Mercer attended
predominantly White public schools, as a child (her parents sent her
across school boundaries, having argued successfully that if a White
child of their neighborhood could do so, then their child was eligible),
then matriculated.at the state university. She was an achiever in
school, and her parents had expectations of her teaching in some school,
White or integrated, far removed from the type of school that Harriet
Tubmanwhich serves the children of low-iacome Black familiesis.
Mrs. Mercer taught ia a suburban school her first years out of college,
then transferred into the city and to Harriet Tubman, which was one
IILL=LaAsIgnmemts,, tothia schools with Black populations, offered

her. She selected Harriet Tubman because she knew someone who had
attended there add had recommended it as the better choice.



Mrs. Mercer admits that she "fell in love" with the children she
had been warned to avoid. She found them attractive ind bright and
eager to learn, as much so as children she had encountered in the
suburban setting. She says she asked harself why the children in her
classroom at Harriet'Tubman shouldn't receiye as good instruction as
children of families more privileged economically4 Then she cammitted
herself to providing what she believed to be quality instruction for
her pupils; quality instruction, as she understood it, meant academic
challenge in reading, writing and arithmetic.

As a consequence; in. her classroom, Mrs. Mercer disallows the kind
of atmosphere that would make school "fun" for children--extension of
the play life,of the earlier years--carrying what she would consider
to be minimal 'responsibilities and providing entertaining distractions
through a curriculum stressing games, sand play, constructions, arts
and crafts, and "the like. She tells the parents and she tells the
children and she tells whoever else is interested that her instructional
style is chosen deliberately to keep the children focused upon the work
at hand, which,is-to learn "as much as they can" of the basics vaile

they're in kindergarten". "I-nan't do anything about what happels
when they leave my classroom (graduate from kindergarten and encounter
other teachers), but I can.see to it that they've had a good foundation,"
says Mrs. Mercer.

Her teaching stYle is traditional. Children are discouraged from
talking to one another or,assistini one another in their work (unless
requested to'do so by the teacher). They are expected to sit up
straight whether at their desks or at circle time. There is no "free
play" as such scheduled for any time of day. However, children who have
been particularly conscientious may be awarded special privileges--e.g.,
a "basketball game" played with cloth ball and net in the hallway.
(In that particulir practice, Mts. Mercer may be said to be less strict
than others at the school; the game, which she played along with the
children, recetved &me frowns from passing personnel because of the
unaccustomed level of noise.)

Although Mrs. Mercer says, "I want them .(the children) to think .

I'm mean," she eioes not present a consistently stern, forbidding mask.

Often she will scold first, then soften her tone, as, below: -

Mrs. Mercer (harshly): "I didn't tell you to open your book,

Sara." Then softly, as if to aid Sara in the task: "You should have
your paper on top of your book." Then, "You're going to.read to me

first." She also uses affectionate terms at times to sàften the

. cammand, as in the following example, which also demonstrates harshness
followed by gentleness:

Mrs. Mercer: "You're holding us up, Sara. More softly:. "Hurry

up, Sweetie. Just write your name. You have to go back later and do

the date. You should be finished. Everybody else is finished." Now
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and then as a reward for performance, she will also hug a child.

Sara's behavior might differ in a group conducted by one of the .
teacher-assistants. Toe following notes illustrate:

The group work is writing, conducted by a mild-mannered
teaching assistant. Children arecopying lesters., Sara
is behind the others in page work because of absenteeism,
but quickly catches up.

Sara says, "I'm finished, I'm finished," then yawns
hard. Yawns again. She looks up and sees a girl from
the math group (middle group) standing near her chair
and says, "What you doing over here?" While other chi1dren's
work is being checked by the assistant, Sara "dances" at
seat, stamping her feet fn time,, then gets up and wriggles
her body. She looks over another child's shoulder, then
sits and begins exploring pages further along in the book.
Continues "dancing" in seat, gets up and says, "I'm
finished," then says to the assistant, "Hurry up and do
that" (checking work of other children). She examines
books on a shelf but does not open one, stands and leans
oVer,the table, slides tack into the chair (other children
are all seated), gets up and dances again, catches observer
looking at her and sits down, starts bouncing in her chair
as soon as the observer looks away. She examines the books
again, opens one briefly, then puts it back, picks up her
workbook and says, "I'm after her." Assistant tells her

' to sit down and wait. She begins looking at pictures in
he7 workkook, says, "Eagle. Eagle," then gets up, starts
t6 sif\d6wn again, misses chair and falls. Gets up,
whirls, dances, takes her book to the assistant as all
the children rise to get in line to move to the next section
for group work.

Sara would never say "Hurry up and do that" to Mrs. Mercer. The
Sara who emerges in the foregoing notes is more nearly like the Sara
I observed at home--playful, aggressive verbally, and unafraid of the
adults at hand--than the Sara who appears in the previous notes.

Mrs. Porter says frankly that her attitude towards discipline is
far more lax than that of Mrs. Mercer's and that projected by the school's
administration. She smiles and shrugs, conveying by her manner that
nhe has no fixed opinions in either direction. She says, "I watch them
(school personnel), and I can go along with it as long as it (strictness
of discipline) doesn't get out of hand." At the same time, her manner
suggests that she isn't convinced that her own approach is the last word.
She is well aware of kkhe adjustment Sara must make from the home environ-

.

ment to that of school. Of Mrs. Mercer, she says,,"She teaches the way
she was taught, and I ,guess she figures that, since she learned, that
(approach) must be the best way."
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MrS. Mercer has no sympathy-for teachers who say, "How much can
I do? Their mothers have them for twenty hours; I have xbem for only
four hours." She says that the school hours are sufficient if the time
is used wisely. .At tbe same time, she does not minimizOlilthe impact

of Om home. Inthe orientation session wita parents,'S e says,
"Parents are the best teachers. If you read, your children will read.
Let them see you read." She advises parents to make use of available
aids such as the "Back to School" section of the city's,black-lOriented
newspaper as well as sections of other city'papers that proyide tips
on teaching afia on activities that can be undertaken at home--e.g.,
puppetry. She asks.parents to read to their children. She advises them
with regards to homework ("Take ten minutes and read the directions,
then ask if she/he understands....The homework has to be signed, but
don't correct it"). She tells parents ways they can assist the child
in practicing 'aspects of school work without correcting specific
lessons.

In addition the parent-orientation provides safety information
and an overview of the daily classroom schedule; provides information
about trips;,gives-parents the routine for requesting conferences

,..("call the office and say you want one"); gives tips on helping children,
'assume responsibility ("Don't put homework book and,library book in
the-bag for the child")l-provides information-about library-cards
("Children can get one as soon a they can print their names"); and the
like. The orientation'is held in the "classroom--parents.sit in chairs
brought in for the occasion; Mts. Mercer stands near her desk. The
tone she assumes is teachery but approachable.

Mrs. Mercer grew up in a neighborhood that was "over the top"--
one that was economically aad socially for Blacks advanced over other
neighborhoods represented in the "bottom to top" continuum. She

lives in an apartment near the neighborhood she grew up in aad attends
church on a street that marks a dividing line between the "top" and
"over the topv" Her personal lifestyle is a quiet one that revolves
essentially 'frounci home, her children, a few friends, relatives--many
oi who are professionals--church aad women's social aad educational

a"
organizations.

Mrs. Porter's early life was spent in various residenCies in
several sections of the city; including some years spent in the neigh-
bbrhood in which she now lives. She does not consider her present
residence and circumstances to be permanent. She believes that much
better.is in store for her even though she does not know exactly.what
form the improvement will take or just how it will come about. Improve-

ment has to do with getting out of the projects aad getting more education
and having a good job with salary enough that she doesn't have to worry
so much about making ends meet. Improvement also hal to do with
perscipal associations--having neighbors and friends whose aspirations

and activities will provide a "push" for herself. As she says it:
II...a communityi..on the move, that wduld motivate you to go out and
get a job and.to upgrade your income so that you could realize some
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of the better things in life, you know, sort of like to build up your
morale. Inas immediate community that I live in, I mean, you don't
have to prove anything here.':

Mrs. Porter does not show up foi her job as a parent-sch,3lar for
a week. During that week Sara also is absent several days from school.
Mrs. Porter tells me finally that she is having some emotional difgi-
culties and mentions matters she just can't seem to get together,
matters having to do with housekeeping, laundry, getting the.children
to school, and the like. She says she has not gotten hack to her
college classes and.has had to drop them. She says that she has been
staying in the touse all day everyday and not caring to go outside.
We disouss emotions, my own and hers, and how difficult it is sometimes
to keep oneself going. tell her about a psychiatrist I have visited,
and I offer to melte an appointment for her.

Mrs. Porter tells me that she prefers to go to a neighborhood
health centet. She also tells me that she has made'an appointment to
talk to a pastor in a church nearthe projects, a church located inside
the triangle. She tells me that if those moves prove not to be helpful,
she will See the psychiatrist I have recommended.

Is-------hame-visits-end-shortly thereafter. hrs: Porter goes to the
health center aad receives assistance that helps her begin functioning
hetter. The children begin attending school more regularly. She
makes a new friend and begins looking for a job. She also begins to
become seriously involved with community politics.

Discussion

A number of issues are raised by the foregoing profiles. One has
to do with the impact of the observer. To what extent was the behavior
of the three individuals--mother, child and teachera response to the
presence of an outsider? ,Certainly there,were instances in wIlich Mrs.
Porter was impatient with Sara and raistd her voice, occasionally in
the presence of the observer. The general tone of Mrs. Porter's manner
with Sara, howevet, was conciliatory. She appeared to some extent to
be apologetic about her "laxness" (her own word) and said on one
occasion that it was difficult to'be "strict" in the projects; the
apartments were small, the elevators were often broken, and there was
np play area on the floors outside the apartments--all of which meant
that children:suffered a/sense of confinement because of the physical
,environment. In addition e equated strictness with the holding of
one's children apart-fram 44her children, which she felt under the
circumstances-was.unrealist c.

___ThereAs-_,theassup-of "-performance f_..r th.e_sake of the observer-____

Clearly, Mrs. Porter wanted to impress others with Sara's reading ability.
The presense of the observer simply provided opportunity for occurrences
that were already considered desirable by all concerned, including, in
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the example given of Sara's taped performance,1 Mrs. Porter's neighbors.

Mrs. Porter is an astute observer herself and was certainly aware
that the outsider, given the nature of the observationaVfocus, would
make note of such a comment as that concerning the Terman study and the
use of psychologists' children for purposes of study. The significant

factors: however, are that she had read the article (she had a subscrip-
'tion to the magazine) and that the comment was appropriate to the moment
and would probably not have been made otherwise. Mts. Porter was not .

one to miss seizing upon such an opportunity for display of her own
gifts; she was a perfOrmer herself in the sense.of being able to
appreciate what behavior would be most likely noticed as well as when
and for what purpose, and then being-able to rise to the occasion.
When I mentioned, in the course of.preparing this report, that I was
ever aware of her complexity and that the profile of her was proving
somewhat difficult, she responded by reading to me a letter that had
been. written some years. earlier, by an nssociate_as a_persdnal reference
for schodl enrollment and pointed oilt to me that she felt the character-

ization was accurate. She was trying to be helpful and at the same

time was "cueing" me. Mrs. Porter admitted that she had many "faces"
and. that she believed it was necessary in the urban environment to be
able to "toll with the punches" and to have a "self" ready to cope with
every occasion,while maintaining personal reserve-1-in common terms to

be able to "tell tem everything and nothing." She prolected more self-

assureace in telling me about the latest happening in the state capitol

affecting the economic well-being of local residents, than in talking
about theevery-daydemands of domesticity. Her comments and speculations

regarding community matters always ptoved to be provocative.

The possibility of modification because of the observer of Mrs.
Mercer's response to the children in affectionate displays is worthy of

comment. Were the instances of harshness of reprimand followed by
softness affected by the observer's presence? Mrs. Mercer's stated

preference of approach was one.of sternness. She was more consistent

with her official "mask" in the first days of observations than the

latter. She had periods of being more or less stern. There is more

reason to .believe that the harsh-soft behavior was an expression showing

through of the conflict in official and unofficial self than that she
was responding,to the observer's presence. When Mrs. Mercer first said

to me that she was most pleased with the children's performance over-
all, I was surprised. In observing, thad imagined she would be
privately as critical of the level of the children's response as she

was openly with them. Her "I would never let them know" 'posture

was designed to keep the children striving always to perform better.

Also implied, of course, was that they hadn't yet pleased the teacher--

that for the reward of stars or dots or "C" sprawled across the face
of the page or at times a hug or a lollipop, they had to do better
work (Rote Sara's "Do you think Mrs. Mercer will like it?" as well as

her insistence that I cover tE4. page at-Wome with a star, as later

observed Mrs. Mercer to do' in the classroom).
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The relation of performance to authority (type and quality of
yerformance in response to the form authority takes) is one that.will
be referred to in other contexts within this report. It is noteWorthy,
that Sara, in her perfortance and behavior, distinguished between the
central authority figure in the classroom and intermediate adult figures.'

had far less impression that, during group-work conducted by assis-
tante, she was performing immediately for approval of the assistants.
In one,instance, in math group, she sat and "played" with the counters,
lining them up in 'various ways and stacking them, instead of carrying'
out the task at hand--a behavior I could not imagine of her in close
range of Mrs. Mercer. And the particular assistant was one who,
unlike the milder-mannered assistant reported in the profile (p1110120),
employed intimidation in voice and-manner--berating the children
constantly and loudly--in order to force them to remain attentive to
their work.

A 'recurrent theme within the ichool is that-of "vork"-as-opposed-:

to "play." Mrs. Mercer distinguished between "brain work" and "play.".
In the first activity of the day, for approximately,thirty minutes,
children were allowed to select games for peat play. Games included
puzzles, lotto, peg bOardi, parquetry, number games, and the like.
These activities allowed individual choice to children, but represented
"brain work" activity as opposed to, for instance, play with large
blocks or with dolls or sand, which ripresented for Mrs. Mercer "play."
Pasting and painting were also considered "play." The child who
approached the block corner or play room would be quickly reminded
that "Play" was afternoon activity and that he/she should choose a
game that required thinking.

The following are teacher comments maae during the first activity
period:

- If you can't play without teacher, I'll,have to put
that game away. (A. few children w4re playing a group
game and having disagreements.)

-- Put that [group] game-away, because Doris isn't
plaYing it correctly.

-- No coloring; get something to make your brains
work: spelling or number line games.

-- That's too easy; get something that will make
your brain work.

Note that "play",waa used, in the first comment above, to mean
"play- or game-work" (solitary or group brain-work through individual

used_generally to mean agtivity that did not
involve "thinking" as oppoOed to activity that required thinking
("work" or "brain work"). Certain activities might fit either category,

depending on the circumstance. Coloring, as in the third comment above,
might ba permissable to a child in the lowest group during free-choice
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"brain work" period but not to a child in the highest group.

Arts and crafts in general fell towards the "play" end of the
cqppinuum, not in the sense of,being devalued in themselves, but as
cc:Intenders for priority status the curriculum. When Mrs. Mercer says
that she is opposed to play as major fare for kindergarteners, she is
referring to a "cutting and pasting" curriculum that would elevate
creative arts expression as a learning tool above traditional skills
exercises.

Mrs. Mercer allows tithe for creative arts expression at least
once a week but appears less comfortable and less sure of herself in
that area than the more directly academic. The following notes were
taken on an arts and crafts day. My goal that day Was simply to write
down everything tile teacher Said:

4

- Where are-the-tops-to-your-flowers, -Calvinl

-- Are you helping him build? Don't get anyi more blocks
until you use the ones that are out here already.

-- Why are you waihing your hands? You don't have to wash
your hands. You're just going ,to do something else
messy.

-- Look at all those blocks you didn't use. They're still
on the floor.

-- Your picture's beautiful, but you didn't paint over the
whole page. Why did you leave the white spaces?

On the other hand, Mts. Mercer is comfortable with expression in
children as required in "work" activities. On my days of observation,
I never heard her use "creativity" in the latter context. The preferred

.woUld be."thinking." .The following is the prOduct of a group essay
effort based on a trip the children had taken to the city's art museum.
Such an essay was routinely produced following field trips. Children
contributed sentences voluntarily,vhich Mrs. Mercer then printed on a
large pad so that all could see the product taking shape.

Our Trip to the Metropolis Museum of Art

We rode on the elevator to the second floor. We looked
at different shapes on the ceiling. We saw a marble with
white triangle. We saw a sculpture of Diana standing on a

ball.

We went into another room where we saw more sculpture.
We saw-furniture with sculptures., We rode the elevator
to the first floor to look at paintings. We saw Indians

and a bear and Noah's Ark. On-our way out, we saw a
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painting with a grandfather'and a boy blessing the
table. We saw a beautiful bedroom. We enjoyed'our
trip.

Mrs. Mercer and Mrs. Porter met face to face regularly; Mrs. Porter
brought Sara to school in the mornings and picked her up after school.
In addition, Mrs. Porter had a conference with Mrs. Mercer each time
reports were issued. In an initial interview, when 1 asked Mrs. Porter
whether anyone from the school ever called or visited, he answered,
"Oh yes, Mrs. Mercer calls me all the time.' She's crazy about my little
girl." The fact is that, regardless of the motivation behind the comment,
Mrs. Porter respected Mrs. Mercer as a person and a teacher. And Mrs.

Mercer often expressed that Mrs. Porter was an "intelligent, well-
informed, person." Hrs. Mercer's argument with Mrs. Porter was that
Sara didn't get to school regularly and on time.

The question to be answered is What is the major factor in
accounting for Sara's academic performance? My observations in the home

did not reveal that concentrated, sustained activities to reinforce
reading and writing skills were taking place to an extent that would be

noteworthy. The atmosphere was stimulatinCin that Mrs. Porter was
literate and took a lively interest in'school and community. The one

factor that stands out is that Mrs. Porter expects Sara to achieve--
absenteeism, home disorganization or sleepiness notwithstanding. She

believes that Sara is'intelligent and communicates,that belief to the
child and to anyone else who is around. Whatever may be wanting in
terms of regularity gf mealtimes and bedtimes, at home Sara is learning
to be independent, assertive and confident of her abilities. In the

environments of home and school, she hears no other message except that
she can perform well academically and that she must in order to (1)
please the adults who are significant in her life and (2) maintain status
in the "performing" sense. Whether or not she is internalizing whatever

.she will need to sustain the present level of performance will probably
not be apparent for some time.
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CHAPTER NINE

HOW PARENTS VIEW THE SCHOOL

Interviews were conducted with sixteen parents. Parents were
selected:wdomly, from among those wbo responded favorably to a letter
sent from the principal, asking permission for the interviewer to go
into the 'hoies. All interviews were conducted in parents' homes.
Although a qUestionnaire was devised-for the interviewer's
use, the questionnaire was not used extensively. By the third interview,
the researcher hr.& abandoned use of the questionnaire, except for periodic
referral in order to remind herself of key areas that might not have
been touched upon in the unstructured interview. The process of-the
interView tended to be questions put by the interviewe, and answers
to those questions given by the parents. Questioning; however, was
tempered according to the flow of the conversation aethe moment. Most
parents addressed several potential questions in the course of answer-

ing one. In addition, information Vas often offered that was additional
to the substance of the original questionnaire and yet useful in
contributing to the interviewer's understanding. For instance, one
parent talked at length of the role her religious faith had played in
influencing her to improve her own reading 4na writing habits'it well
as the practices of her children. Another, after requesting that the
tape be turned off temporarily, went itto a back room and brought out
materials that had been illegally contributed to the family's resources--
the materials were workbooks, readers and games--by a relative who worked
at a facility that producea such materia/s.

The Ijdstructured-interview also allowed interviewer and parent to
spend maximum time on matters that occupied the parent's attention as

opposed tO matters that, although they had been legitimately included
in the original instrument id an attempt to "cover".major issues accord-
ing to the researchers' judgment, were of peripheral concern to parents
or produced confusion in the asking.

Persons interviewed were mothers primarily, although in a third
of the interviews, a father or--in one instance--grandfather participated..
In those instances, the interview was begun with the mother or grandmother,
often with the man of the house disclaiming any interest in participating.
The interviewer would invite the man's participation at every opportunity.
For-instance, if the mother called into the other TOOM and asked, "Wasn't

at Harriet Tubman whet you were there?," tile interviewer might

ask, "Oh, did he grow up in this neighborhood?," then say, "You're the
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one I should be.talking'io." Because most of the interviews were con-
ducted within the housing projects and mothers, were welfare recipients,
it was understandable to the interviewer that fathers might be reluctant
about 4rticipating before they had ascertained the reason for the visit.
Once they .!lad joined in, their input was,invaluable. Fathers tehded to
be more certainly oriented than %others where the community was,concerned.
They "got around" more and claimed to know what was where; Mothers
almost invariably claimed that they stayed close to home, didn't go in
the bars, and didn't Seek recreational outlets within the community
except among family and close friends.

Of the sixteen,hbaseholds, eleven parents were born and raised
in the city, seven.in and around the triangle. Of the others, parents
came from nearby states--New York, Maryland--or the South: Only one
parent was born and.raised in the mid-West, none farther west.

MQSt parents (7) had been living in'themeighborhood ten or more
years. Five had been living in the neighborhood less than two years.
As small asIthe sample was, the length of residency, on tHe surface of
it, confirmed both the conviction, stated informally by school personnel,
that pupils are linked by kinship to long-term residents and that
transiency is widespread, with tanypatw families coming into the area,
diawn by the projects. In twelve households, there was some previous
link with the school, through attendance of parents or relatives of
parents.

The average number of children per household in the sample was 2.3.
The largest family had six children. Most families (11) interviewed
lived ixi the.housing projects. Two lived in houses in the triangle,
and two vere families who had moved away from the triangle within the
last two years but were still living in the section of the city of which
the triangle is part.

Homes and apartments repre,ented a great range-in style of furnish-

ings ind apparent comfort. Even within the high-rise buildings of the
projects, nothing could be taken for granted about the internal appearance

of san apartment. Some were depressingly stark and underdeveloped whereas
others were carefully put together with distinctive taste regarding
materials and design and color. :Me average household was somewhere in-
between, comfortable and well-cared-for but not showy.

Children were sometimes present during the interview. Occasionally

they chimed in with their own comments. They were seldom discouraged

from sitting and listening and commenting. Typically, children wore
curious ihftiallyand listened, then wandered away to play or wandered in

and out of the room at will.

12
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1

-Di.cipline and Instruction.. Parents without exception said that
they'"iiked" the school. The major reasons offered included the strict-
ness of discipline, the "back to basics" instructional approach, and
the "concernedness" of teachers. Diacipline and instruction were linked
necessarily in the minds of most parents. AS one stated, "How are you
going to teach them if they won't listen?" As a consequence, most
parents interviewed felt,that Harriet TISman was able to experience its
measure of sdccess with basics\instruction because teachers were able
to maintain order in the classroom. As one parent said, what she liked
about Harriet, Tub was the "strictness and the concernedness."
"Contetlfednese,imp d eachers would enforce discipline; disci-
plining children and caring for them were complementary factors in the
minds of parents. As one mother said, "It [strict discipline] kind of

(1)* protects them in a lot of wayi because, well, the neighborhood ain't
really that much different from other neighborhoods, but there's a lot
of--well, I guess it goes on everywhere."

(2)

Interviewer: "You think the discipline protects the kids-,
or *hat do you mean?"

Parent: "...to the extent. that they're not able to
just walk off whenever-they want to."

-
Another parent equated discipline with parenting, where principal

and teachersvere concerned:

Some children don't get discipline at-home so that's
why they have to get-it in school, because some parents
will tell [the principal] to give their child discipline
....I have seen where the'parents will tell the teacher
to give [Children] discipline, and I feel as thoUgh if
they are *right teachers, they're not going to hurt
that child. The only reason why they discipline them
is because the child has to mind [t-he teacher] as well
as the parents. But if they get that taught at home,
they won't have that problem in school, hut a lot of
parents will tell you that they're by themselves and
that they don't have no husband, no man, and they
appreciate them helping-to discipline their children.
Because this is what some of them need. In other words,
this school over here is more like a private school...
:bore like what I want for my children.

When parents.said "the school," most often their point of re:erence
was the teacher(s) of their child or children--teachers past as well as

present. Individuals of secondary importance in the relationship between
home and school were the principal, followed by the home-school coordinator,

* Parenthesized numerals indicate separate sections in field notes and

transcribed interviews.
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the vice-principal and the counselor. Even if they did not feel they
knew him Oersonally, parents had their own sense of what the principal
was like.and what he contributed to the effective functioning of the
school. The principal at Harriet Tubman was spoken of as a disciplinarian.
_Parents applauded his emphasis on discipline although some were concerned
that the punishment, as meted out? be justly applied: that is, that a
child pdt.13,..punished-for something he or she did not do, and that the
punishieht not be overly severe in relation to the infringement.

'bisdigine and the dress code were often linked in parents' con-
versaticp4' dialdren are required to "dress up" at least once every two
weeks; oka'assembly days. Upper.grade boys, sevehth and eighth graders,
are expected to wear ties to school everyday. Jeans are not acceptable
as school attire, and girls are not allowed to wear pants.

The history of the dress Code is that it was in force through the
middle fifties and was abolished during 'the late fifties, under the
tenure of a principal considered by many--teachers and parents--to have
been lenient to the extent of permissiveness--i.e:, relaxation of

(3), standards. Mhen asked by the interviewer, "How do you feel about
discipline in the school'?" one parent answered: "Oh) I love it. I'm

all for it. Because as far as I'm concerned; when they let that dress_
code go at the school, that was the worst thing they could have done."

.(4)

(5)

Other comments on the dress code included the following:

Parent: ...When [child's name] went to [nearby public
school],theywore whatever they waated to wear to
school. It was hard 'cause I used to buy him dress
slacks and all that, and all he wanted to wear was
sneaks and Wranglers, because that's what'they were
allowed to wear. Over at Harriet Tubman they can't
dress like that, and this is really teaching him
'cause he's a teenager; he's thirteen, and I feel
much better because he's picked up over here [at
Harriet Tubman]. When he was going to school at
[nearby school}, my daughter was four. She knew
how to tie her shoes and he didn't. When he came

up here to Harriet Tubman, he learned everything.
He's good in thath. The only thing that he has a
problem with is spelling. He hates to study."

The above quote-shows linkage in the mind of the parent between
the dress code and the child's "picking up" or improvement in maturity
and school performance.

Parent: ...One thing they do that I admire, this dress-
up thing, every other week.

InterviewertYdu like_ that,
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, 4

Parent:

Inqrviewer:

Parent:

Interviewer:

I do. It teaches them how to be men and
women, have manners. They don't have to be
bummy all the time.

[The dress code] is kind of different.

Yeah, and'(the jtinior high students) have to
be dressed [every day]. I like that part.

It looksmice. I've come ia there and seen
[the elementaiy students) all going et,
assembly.

Parent:, And the boys have to have ties; if you don't
havt on a tie, you can't go ia. And the girls
have to be dressed up. I like that. Teaching
them manners.

_

Interviewer: A lot of people say if they dress up, they
might act a little better.

Maybe. I don't know if it's true, Ahough.

How do you feel about the dress code there?
Does it bother,you?

Parent: I'm,for it. The only time ii bothers me is when
I really cantt afford it because the children
really have a limited'amount of clothes. And I
don't have a washiag machine and a dryer, so it's
rike Arhassle keeping up with their things. But

I understand the purpose. When you're dreised
properly, you do feel better. You know, your
whole image is uplifted. And so you react better.

Parent: I say I..might wear pants all the time...but girls
don't look right with pants constantly....With
the dress code, they're into wearing skirts more.

Parent:

(6) Interviewer:

(7)

Parents expressed approval of the dress code in _spite of the hard.
ship on them financially. The impression was that partnts could say,
"I'm doing right by my child" or "I'm giving my child the benefits of
a proper upbringing11 even though the material advantages they would have

- liked to offer the child were not available.
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(8)

(9)

(10)

A Gool School.

Interviewer: What do you think is the main thing that makes
a good school? Say, for instance, the reading
and writing skills or parent involvement or
dedication of teachers?

Parent: Discipline first, becduse if you don't have
discipline, you really dOn't have anything.
You have to get that out of the way before you
can teach anything.

Parents' responses as to what makes a good school have to be
understood in light of the blend they assumed where the factors of
discipline and instruction are concerried. Without exception, the
parents interviewed did not believe teachers could do an effective

job unlasa-tha-feacherir had a -"good hold" -on the class. However, parents

did not believe that teaFhers bore total responsibility for the results_
'obtainable: that is, for the success with which teachers were able to.
mainlain order. As one parent expressed it, "...the teachers cannot do

it alone. The basics have to start at home. I mean, you can't send

your child there and expect the teachers to work miracles. You have

to dothat yourself. At home, if you've got one or two or three
[children], you can do it. You've got thirty or forty kids to deal

with...you can't d6 it."

The atmosphere in which instruction takes place is as much a
focus of concern for parents as the content of instruction. When

asked directly about the "Three R's" and discipline ("How important do
you think it is what they teach?") one parent answered, "It's not so

much what they teach, it's how they go about it." Amore extended
comment along the same lines demonstrates the blend that is conceived
of where instruction and the environment of instruction are concerned:

Interviewer: What do you think mostly makes a good school?

Parent: Well, I feel as though what makes for a good
school is the teachers and the principal and the
way they're teaching children. If they start off
letting fhe children know that they are not there
to play, then that's what makes their school
disCiplinedwhat they teach themand the way that
they care for the school. Because, Iike I said,

Harriet Tubman so far is the.best [school] that my
children have went to. I' have been in there and

I have never seen that building dirty, I have
never seen no teachers walking around there looking
like students or don't oare what the children-do
in the- classroom. -1Very-classroom I have been: in,

all the children are sitting down doing what they
know they're supposed to do. I have never been in
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there where the kids are just all around the
room doing what they want to do. And I have been
in plenty of schols like that, but not over Harriet

_Taman.

In expressing why she preferred her son's previous teacher to, the
current (and why she believed her son. preferred him, also), one parent"
said, "...As soon as they walked in the door, he would tell them, 'If
you're notsoing to do your work, don't even'bother to come id the room.'
He- don't -tike-no-stuff -off--of-them, -He-would-hit them-but-not to-hurt

them, but to let them know that they are there for a reason, not to
play...."

Teachers who "don't take any stuff" are admired. It is assumed
that teachers whose disciplinary control is lax or ineffective will not
be able to be good teachers no matter what their preparation. And

teachers are identified along. those_lines raore_readily_th __are

identified according to the scores the children have received on
standardized tests: Teachers are remembered, also, historicallyoaccord-
,ing to their talents as disciplinarians. When asked about a teacher who
had gone on-to becone a political figure in the community, a parent
answered, "She was a good teacher. She didn't take nothing off of you.
She mould crack your fingers with a ruler in a minute."

The extended comment (#10) in the preceding quotation reflects the
rule the school had for staff and faculty where dress was coqc9rned:
women teachers were expected to wear dresses and men teacherOrsuits and
ties. A few renegades existed.among the teachers, but-the principal
(and teachers who strongly supported his stand) made:410 secret of t e
fact that their attitude was that to ignore the dress code was to lfehave
with insubordination. In the opinion of the principal, it was hyp
critical to demand that students adhere to a dress code-and not edpect
the same of teachers and staff. For him, it was a matter of example.
He referred to an instance in the past wherein a new teacher had worn
jeans and "se6 through".blouses to school, and soon thereafter the
style had been adopted by ane or more girl students.

his advocacy of-strictly enforced rules and regulations of
behavior--that children were quiet in the classroom, that they were
unfailingly polite in speakingto adults, and that they did not "play"
in the hallwaysior classrooms nor make unnecessary noise, the principal

was self-consciously continuing what he--and others in the school and
community--saw as being a,tradition begun by,Miss Chapin, the original

,Black princi.pal of the school. Parents, many of whom--twelve of the

sixteen.housiholds represented in the interviews included pareits
or ciose relatives of parents who had attended Harriet Tubman--had
longstanding ties with the school, generally believed (because of their
own remembrances or those communicated by others) that ihe school was

better iq the days of the original principal and that the effort of
_ the current priacipal_to uphold the traditional values was commendable.

As stated above, the linkage of the present with the past was deliberate.
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One parent stated, "One time we had a meeting over there [at Harriet

(12) Tubman] concerning...the public schools..:%[and] discipline. I can't

remember exactly what it was about. Anyway [the principal] decided to
Fringi up tEe-Eistory of the schddl and go ihto all:about-what-Harriet

Tubman is really about. And we sat there really listening to how we
were [once] young and how our parents raised us and all the things that

were involved in discipline. I underttand what they're doing. Until

it gets way out of proportion, then I gdess it's all right. Because,

really,,I'm pretty lax with the children, you know. Another said,

_llItellyouif I was still in [the dity] with my grandkids, if
Harriet Tubman was ttill standing, I would send them. I really would.

'Cause Oven people I have heard that went to Harriet Tubman [who are] '

grown, they say Harriet Tubman has always been a good, strict schnol,

you know."

The original principal "was a legend, still ,[is] a legend in the
neighborhood," according to one grandparent, a sentiment that was

(13) expressed by everyone in thd-tdhdbl.Cteadhers;Jtaff,prinCipaa) -and-

community (store ()liners, parents, residents,) who responded to the

mentioli of the name or-dh6se to bring it up. When asked, "What made

Miss Chapin so unusual," comments usually included the followilig:

"She was a strict persoli." "She didn't take too much." "She was a

person of her word." "She did what she said she was going to do.9

Although "good and,strice and "strictness and concernedness"
were usually mentioned in the same breath, parents often had ambivalent

feelings about the manner, occasion and extent of discipline "given"

in any one instance. Comment 1/12 above reflects the watchfulness that

was often expressed by parefits at the same time they commended in

general the seriousness with which the school addressed-the issue of

discipline.

Given the umbrella approval of "strictness," areas of ambivalence
included corporal punishment; misapplied punishment (wrong child);

oba-7,rved incidents that may or may not have involved the parent's

own child; and punishment considered too severe for the deed.

One parent complained that'her daughter, an earnest student,
,anxiods to please the teachers by maintaining both good grades and'

good behavior, was shouted at mistakenly and yanked out of line; as

a result,: the child became withdrawn and unhappy for some days after-

wards The'parent expressed that she feared such an incident, if it

recurred,, would sour her daughter on school. Anothet parent complained

that her-son was forced to write "2,000 times--q must bring my ruler

to schooV" because he had leftAthe ruler ..at home by mistake. She

felt the punishment waa severe under the circumstances.' ,

Other comments, falling in one or more of the categories above,

included the following:
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(14) I had went to the school when people were being examined
that day. A lot of kids were getting examined. I was
coming down the hall and hollered at this boy.

--asked-the-boy-what-was-he-doinuout-of-the-anditoriu5r.-
And [the boy] told he had to go to the bathroot.
And .bollered at him; I mean, the whole hallway-you
could hear . told [the boy] to get against the
wall...and all this time, I thought that wasn't even
rtecessary.

6
(15) What I have seen ('of the discipline practices) so far is

half-half. I can't say how it could be, because I have
never saw what a child have done, but I have saw sometime
how he got punished for it. So I say it's in-between...
Now if a child curpe at a teacher or the principal, yeah;1
he should be disciplined for that, but not overly extremei
'cause kids has feelings, too....They do haVe some very
rade-kids...but-thace 1ff-3t111 a ritht way tb-4-6-tt.

would give any teacher permission to correct my child,
but don't over-correct my child if I don't correct aim.

(16) I hear-a'lot of parents say, "better not hit my child"...
but I told my children just like this: I have never gave

permission to hit them, but I know that if he hit-
them, he hit them for a reason....And they've been in there
three years and he has never hit them or...sent for me....
So they 1aior what I'm saying, that if he has to chastize

12them, I'm go a chastize them, plus I'm going to tell him
that I .never'gave him permission because he has never asked
....for permission; but I have worked...around children,
and I know that some children will cause you to hit them.

As stated above, the teacher is the most diredt link to the school
for parents. If liarents liked the teacher(s) their children had at the
time of the interview, they were more favorably disposed towards the
school than otherwise. In effect, a parent might say, "Last year, when
[name of child] had Miss X, I wasn't too happy, but the year before,
she had Mr. W., and.she &tide a lot of progress. Now she has Miss C.,
and I'm just waiting to see whether she'll pick up again."

Occasionally, the success of the school experience, in the parent's

(17) view, could depend on the sex of the teacher: "He had a me teacher over
there last year, and [the teacher] taught them...to do their homework...
like a game...So. now he's having problems with .this woman teacher, which
he'don't like [woman teachers]. I never could figure this out; as long
as he's got a man teacher, I don't have no bad results. And just as soon
as they give him a woman teacher, I get all.these problems."

Understandably then, answers to the question, "What don't you like

(18) aLout the school?" often included a reference to a teacher or teachers--
e.g., "Every now and then some of the teachers...I don't care for the
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teachers--some of them." o owing-such-an answer,, the patent wouill

recount some specific incident volving her own child and a teacher--
a disciplinary action or ohe th t indicated for thejoarent a personality
conflict"--i.e., some treatment of the child considered to have been
unfair. .

A

Certain teachers' names were mentioned far more freqently than
others, and those teachers were amongtthe ones who had taught at the
-school-for-twenty-years-or-taove,Those-fsw-teachers-seemed,-tn.carry-the
weight of much of the image the school had in the minds of parents;
considering this fact in light of the above--that parents characterized
the school according to their experiences,with individual teachers--it
can be appreciated that those few teachers,over the years had impressed
themselves and their style Upon more individuals--parents and, in some
instances, grandparents--than teachers more recently employed. It is
significant, also, that those teachers were mentioned4most frequently
among the,"top" teachers by school personnel.

Where bOth discipline and instruction are concerned, parents place
considerable responsibility on the influence of the home and support
of parents for what the school was able to do. The general attitude can
be summed up in one parent's statement that "You can't teach a child in
school if you don't have the cooperation at home."

AMong suggestions for improving the school, parents offered most
frequently strict discipline and more extracurricular activities--i.e.,
activities of a social or athletic nature that children might particfPate'
in after school.

Parents believed they had adequate opportunities to become involved
in school matters, bdt pie question, "Dz you feel you have had an impact
on school policies and kractices?" did not strike a chord-for several
reasons: 0.) parenEs conceived of their input into the school in an

whether or not they kelt they were
welcomed inside the classrooms where their children were learning and
whether or not Ehe teachers were receptive to them in discussing their
childpn's progress; (-2) parents, for the most part, did not envision
themselves as 'having the expertise or the power to determine the direction
of the school in an ongoing sense. The ichool and what it was about wa,s
a "given" that they responded to either positively or negatively but
nonethelessppassively except in the circumstance nfa crisis--and the
crises were individual ones: what had been done or not been done where
a.particular child was concerned.

Oft the:whole, parents were generous in their assessments of the
dedication and capabilities of'school personnel. Where they could identify

failings in specific situations, they looked to specific factors ii those
situations for placing .blame: inability of the teacher to enforce diacipline;
"listenine Dr not_listening ou_tbg,g4rt of_the_child; the child's attitude
in wanting or not wanting to learn. They were grateful, for the most part,
that their children were attending a scho4 wherein personael had a "hold"
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(19)

on children's behavior--i.e., cared enough about the children and their
education to provide an environment conducive to learning. One parent
expressed her opportunities for involvement in these terms:

I remember years back that you couldn't go to school and
[have teachers] show you what the children were doing--
you couldn't volunteer to do it...but that's when the
parents complained. But-now you can Wthere if you want
to and stay from nine in the morning till three o'clock,
until, the _children .get_outk_yolunteer,± ..S_o _that xgA11y_
up to you when your children come home with- work you don't
know anything about, and you don't care or try to find out;
that's on you,-not on the teachers. Because I feel as
though they're doing their job, the majority of them, any
time they are willing to teach the Nrents and the children,
too. I feel as though they're doing'more than their job.
But what I caret stand is.to find a teacher that don't
really have a-time to teach nobody. But over there so fir,
rhaven't met a teacher like that.

Hone and Community. Parents considered themselves to be less
strict at home with children than school personnel were, at school.
They experienced considerable conflict within themselves Tegarding the
mobility of children--how much freedom children were allowed to have
in moving about the teighborhood. On,the one hand, pa s recognized
that chIldren had to learn to cope-with their environ=t-that becoming
independently mobile (including fighting, at times) was a part,of growing
up.7-and on the other hand, there was the desire to protect childrefi from

harm. Often parents accused themselves of being "over-protective,"
although the tone of voice said, "I'm trying to be a good parent under

the circumstances." The circumstances in their view included the
.prevalence of fighting and bullying among youngst*rs; exposure to
addicts (drugs afiti alcohol); intimidation and/or_abuse by older yquth
and sometimes adults; "cussin" and arguing; and exposure of children
to attitudes and behaviors that were "too grown."

Parents expressed the conflict in many ways:

(20) I don't know; it seems like when you're strict on them
and try to keep them too tight or too close to you, those
are the onea that seem to really go wild once they.get
mit-there, get loose. But, to me,"I try to--I don't
know--relate to them. I don't want to be bossy--you know
"You look up to me." I started young, so I guess we got_

to do it together.

(21) Interviewer: You don't consider yourself to be strict?

Parent: No. I don't think I'm strict.

Interviewer: But you don't have any problems?
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Parent: No more than usual.

Interviewer: Do you feel you're less strict than your
parents were with_you?

Parent: Yes,

(22) Parent: I don't...in the summer let them go around like
that [to mearby recreational center] because.,.

wham thWre-going-swimmingl-the kids have IL
tendency to try to pull them under the water and
all that kind of stuff, and there's a lot of
people say I'm overprotective with my kids, but
I just can't help.

Parent: My mother was very_atrict_on_usshe_dic _give_
us too much headway. Sometimes you don't know
if they're good or bad, so you have to give
them a try. If you don't give them a try, you'll'
never know about these kids these days, because

,

they're so fast...you have to. You can't hold
them so tight. I trust her pretty well.

(24)

Parents were saying, "I:m.not as strict on my children as my
parents were on me." At the same time, they were saying, "I'm

^ overprotective:" Most claimed that they held, their children close to
home as much as possible, and that younger ones did not have access
to neighborhood recreational facilities unless accompanied by an
adult or older sibling. They did not feel, however, that their children
were being denied play and recreation; the consensus was that "We have
a lot of fun at home, just among ourselves." The "ourselves" often
included family and close friends. Accorgpg to mothers, male children,
in particular, weren't always acquiescent to restrictions imposed on
them:

Tic-tac-toe, checkers, they,try to get everything through
the house.- Basketball--they get a hoop, a hanger, and put
[the] hoop on my door, and they take a sock and play
basketball. 'Cause, see, I don't have them going outside,
up and down the street....My son who's twelve, that's the
one...I told him. .,."I'm tired of whiloping your behind.

Aren't you tired of getting whipped?" I said, "I'll try
to sit down and reason with you--you gonna do what's asked
of you." I mean, we have rules and regulations in this
house....But that's the only one. Because...he wants to
get in this little clique around here. And that's the
very one he was scared to death of when we moved here....
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(25)

(26) '

That same patent,said of her seventeen-year-old:

Barbara will be eighteen [but] she still don't haVe
no male company! (Laughs and laughs.) She still don't
have no male company! I said, when she come out of
school, then she can have male company. I said, she
ganna finish schoal,,I said, she ain't missing
nothing) I said, why does she need heartache and
paim Why should she be thrown into a situation
that she have no control over?

Parents' expectations of .children generally
out of trouble--acts committed upon them as well
do their hathework, complete their chores at home
cleaning room,'putting oui trash, and the like),
orders. Children's time and activities,were nqt
whole, -beyond those basic requirements: fhat-is,

were ttot they stay
as cammitted by them--
(washing dishes,

and obey parental
structured, on the
parents diU not7-.

attempt to keep children "busy" perpetually and definitively. The
significant factor is that parents felt that they had to hold children
close to them and close ta hame--that, in their minds, because of the
environment outside the home, restrictions of children's mobility
indicated good parenting. Whether they succeeded or .ftot is not so

important an issue in understanding parents' conception of responsible
parenting as the fact that they needed to believe that they succeeded.

One parent summed up the preliailing attitudes about outside-and-

inside the home. '

Well, what can I say? You know, it's a place, to live.

I live,inside the house. I don't live outside_the house.

. Axid this is how I was raised. Long as you have a unit---
live in a unit and pay your gas, electric and heat, yau-
can't worry about the surroundings. You don't live
outside. I mcan, personally I don't like livin own

here but...it's a place, and this is all I canAford
tight now.

Of course, parents did "worry" about the outside where their
safety and the safety of their children were concerned,. However, the
statement above expresses the fact,that families in the projects--
high-rise and low-rise buildings--as well:as families on surrounding
stieets did see their lames aa havens and did believe--ne6ded to
believe--that once they had closed-their daors, they could create an
environment that fostered.traditiqpal kindsoof values for themselves

and their children.
o

Responses regarding the neighborhood itself were varied. Parents

who liked the neighborhood pointed to familiarity with the environment
and people--the fact that friends and family were there and that memory

associations were strong. Some parents expressed that most neighborhoods
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they would have access to in the city, according to theirspresent
income, would be about the same. ConsideriGg the bottom to top
geographical designations (see discussion of boundaries), parents never
expressed a desire to move towards the bottom, though several revealed
that they would welcome a chance to move in.the direction of the top.
Dissatisfactioni with the neighborhood centered around fighting,
rimarily-among children;_disapproval.of_meighbors! lifestylea and
behaVior--cussin', swearing, permitting too much "running in and out"j
disapprovatlof other parents' disciplining of children--own children
as well as the children of others; conviction that residents were
passive about their lifecircumstances ("People have accepted their

condition. They can't get out unless guided," complained one Parent.)
Parents without exception identified Harriet Tubman as being a factor
that contributed favorably to their remaining in the neighborhood.
The consensus was"that the school, in ita attempts to uphold the
traditions--"manners," instruction in the "basics," proper dress and
behavior--was making a stand in the face of continuing urban decay and

transiency.

Parents usually said, "I keep to myself." OroiVI don't get involved

with people around here." That attitude prevailed even in the high rises

where it was evident that parents knew one another; at least as acquain
tances, knew who was on what floor, who the children were, and what

other apartments were like. The sentiment of solitariness was expresse&

also.by parents living in houses or low rises. Parents needed to believe

both that they were set apart from neighbors with respect to aspirations

or lifestyle and that they were ,enough known ind accepted to be protected

(27) from.harm. The parent who said, "I stay by myself" and "I'm overprotective

with my children" could also say, "Living-in this neighborhood...if I

leave out of here at night I have a'sense of seturity...because most of

the boys arourid here are my son's friend and they know [me]...and really

[I] don't be worrying about stuff Ake that. )3ut it's the ones that

come in the neighborhood [from outside]."

The ideal relaaon to the neighbors for parents was one of apartness
tempered by the warmth and protectiveness that was afforded by having a

few Close friends and some family nearby.

A thorny issue for all parents was that of the disciplining of the

children of others in the neighborhood. Neighborhood friendships and

even family relations had at times been strained or severed because of

the conflicting opinions of parents about who should discipline their

children and how. The following quotes reflect the lack of consensus
regarding the disciplining of the children of others:

(28) And with all [my children's] friends, if they doing
something wrong, I'm gonna get on them; whether they

like it or'not. And if I see [my children's friends]
some place during school hours they know they not

supposed to be, I'll fuss at them, ten them, "Look,

get your behind back to school. You know, that's
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where you belong.", That's how it was,when we was
coming up....I hop on all of them. And a few of them
I have popped.. That's how we got to be friends, from

me popping them. Trying to, you know, show off--"You

ain't my mother. You don't tell.me what to do!" And
,I might laugh at the boys. I might punch them oh the

fat_part_of_their arm.I satd7,. "Look, let me,tell you,
something: I)hight not be your mother but I care, and
you need your education. Now get your behind up there."
And give them a little shove....,

(29) ...I am a parent, and I don't want no other parent
hitting my child,"so I'm not foing to hit no other
parent's child.

Regarding a relative:
I

(30) She had wanted me to let her little boy jump down [the
steps], and I would say, "John, don't jump down like
that because you gonna hurt yourself." One day...I

was sitting down here doing something, and I said, "If

you jump_down those steps, I'm going to paddle your

little behind." So he came flying down, the steps...

so I paddled his little butt,and his mother was up
there. And he started crying; so I said, "Why don't
you stop ctying, wipe Your face," and she came down
and said, "Well, I don't appreciate you hitting my soh
because I'm his mother. If you have anything to say,

you should tell me about it--tight?"...She caught me
off guard, so-1 looked at her, and she went back

upstairs. So I went on ,and got my shopping done, and
I went back upstairs, and I said, "I don't appreciate
you approaching me about that because kids are out
there...you know...he's just like a child of mine;
he ain't nothing but a little boy to M2--E1 baby." And

she said, "You're a mother, and you know you're not
supposed to be hitting my child." I said, "If I had

took down his pants and hit.his butt the firs'time,
then he wouldn't have been doing it the second time..."
So she went on about it....

Although the quotes above reflect the parents' attitudes about
hitting the children of other parents, the same lack of consensus was
apparent regarding verbal disciplining, interference with children's
fighting, and even the approaching of other parenti about a child's

behavior. Parents might say, "Come and tell me when my child does

something wrong." Or parents might complain that other parents "don't
want to hear" about their children's behavior and "don't want you to say

anything to them [parents or children] about it."
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It is noteworthy that much of the same lack of consensus eXisted
in parents' attitudes about corporal punishment in the school. (See

#16.) Although parents perceived themselyes to be reasonable in their
own attitudes towards and monitoring of the disciplining of their
children by others, mast believed that,many other parents were not so
reasonable. As a consequence, parents expressed much dismay about
other parents who "let their children do anything they want" and who
"doet believe their children ever do anything wrong:". Pervasive Was-
parents' conviction about the existence of a permissive and destructive
family (or,families) down the block of around the corner or on the next
floor on the high rise:

(31) Intervieyer:

Parent:

Interviewer:

Parent:

Over the last ten years, what would you say about
the ntighborhood--the major kinds of things that
have happened?

You know, the worst thing that I can say in this
neighborhood is these little children down the
street right here....

What do they do?

Uh-uh, not what do they do, what don't they do?
I mean, the mother sits on the steps looking at
them--they're throwing bottles, breaking windows,
throwing rocks. I was sitting on the porch one
day, and the little boy threw a rock in my lap.
And they got a little girl--she's about eight or
nine years old; and for the past three or four
years you could look out your window in the
summertime at two or three o'clock in the morning
and she might be coming from around the corner--
little old thing. I think they got put out of

school, because they would never go to
school, and when they go in the house ai night,
they come out first thing in the morning, and
they look just like they did when they went in
at night....They just terrorize the neighborhood.
And you can sit your trash on the outside, and
they get sticks and beat it up and...their mother
hits down and watches them and won't say nothing
at

(32) Then there's one down the block--her mother lets
her do what she wants to do or go around the corner
and stay out till dark.

(33) The only problem_I really have in here is the
children [fromA different floor]. There's a
little box out there ia the hallway--a little
closet-way--and they goes out there and they
cuts out all the lights on the floor. And we
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stayed up here a whole week. They cut All
these peoples' wires to the telephones up over
top of everybody's door. And I don't know who's
bothering these children....

The desire for self-improvement educationally and vocationally
was expressed by parents,interviewed; howeveri the siecific goal of
improvement and the means of getting there--that IS, the yhere and the
how--were usually stated indecisively, often with references to the
past and to what were conceived of as having been missed opportunities,
and with references to.the,frustrations of the present:

(34) I have tried to go back fto school], but the
problems of my marriage...the tension....And I
said i was going to go back,-but T still would
have to wait, because it's just,too much. Because
I'm working two days,'then I have to help each
one of (6) kids when they come home from school.
I be tired. Not just because, you know, the.two'
days; but I have to run errands...taking them to,
the dentist, shopping...And trying to keep this
house up and keep them in order and buying them
-things, trying to get bargains. And that'sAust
too muCh. And then I have to deal with their
personalities when they come in here.

Interviewer: You mentioned going back to school. What would you
take?

Parent: Just for reading and math. 'And, you know,
equivalency. I never wit my diploma....At one
time I was thinking about nursing, but they be
phasing [funding] out, bumping this...I said,
I'm late for that, too..;.When I was in ninth
grade....(my] teacher told me...you should o to
modeling school. Because I never was this : fat....

I always was thin, bony....She said, "I'm onna
set everything up for you." I...got hooked up
with this tlusband of mine and just blew ply mind,
right....And it just destroyed everything.

Most parents were taking or had recdntly taken a course or courses,
usually at a university extension or a technical/pr9fessional academy.
Favored areas were cosmetology, Spanish, psychology, sewing, medical
and social para-wprofessions, accounting and typing. One parent who had
gone to school on a government grant to become a hairdresser stated that
she later "started getting into some kind of social work...but didn't
follow up on it." She said, "I think I might go back and continue my
education. I don't mind working with kids...small children.._.maybe
something like an aide...." Courses from differing disciplines often
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were taken at the same time--e.g., Spanish and accounting or psychology
and typing, Only one parent interviewed seemed to have launched herself -

educationally in a specific direction in a specific ptogram. That
parent was, by observable indications, better placed economically,
because of the apparent stability of the husband's'income, than other
parents interviewed.

All the parents expressed hopes that their children would go "all
the way" in school. "All the way" might mean high-school graduation or
college, depending on the parent's perception of the child's abilities
and inclinations as well as depending upon the parent's perception of
his/her own abilities. Parents who considered themselves to have been
above-average students.tended to expect that their children also would
be above average: On the whole, parents had a wait-and-see attitude
towards their children's school success. They often used
the word "slow" in describing c ren who were bringing home low
grades although the designation was not intended necessarily to be fixed
and unchangeable: "Bill could do better if he really gets started." "If
and when Jane gets herself together, she'll be above average." "Tom is
slow, but, you know, it takes a'while for boys to settle down." "Barbara
is pot catching on, because her attention span is like that (snaps
fingers)." One parent demonstrated her coping with the term "slow" in
the following manner:,"Well, my son in the sixth grade, he's like slow
and well--he's not slow, he's slow to catch on to things, but once he
catches on to it, you know he's good at it." Flexibility in interpreta-

tion of the word "slolii" is demonstrated in the following parent's
account of her son's reading difficulties: "He did have a reading
problem before, and [the teacher] says over the summer he has improved.
He was like slow, on his level." Another parent (See quote #4.) 3,inked

dress and achievement: "He's not retatded or anything, but he's slow,
and he never did any work or anything [in a previous school] and...
they wore whatever they.wanted to wear to school."

In one instance, parents disagreed with each other about the
designation of their child's ability.

Father:

Mother:

Delores is about a "C" student, anyway. Sue can

be an "A" student: But Delores gonna be about
average. 'Cause it just ain't there, you know.

You always saying that! "It's not there"--You
should tell her.she's just as smart as Sue.
Maybe she can do as well.

Father: ' Well, I don't think *I should lie to her.

Mother: It's all who applies themselves..,.She only does
certain things (indicating interest). She works

with the hands and likes the housecleaning.

The foregoing accounts indicate that parents, although they were
affected by school performance and school terminology in assessing their
childrenJa-abilities, were not bound by those. There was always, at the
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3

least, a dialogue that continued with,themselves and their children
regarding the possibilities of significantly improved school performance..

Parents of children making high grades claimed that they assisted
children with homework when asked io do sO, but that such assistance was
rarely necessary, as the children worked ell independently. They did
not feel that they, as parints, had to push the achievers towards
accomplishment. All parents insisted that they kept books in the home--
purchastd from stores and/or borrowed from the public library--although
parents of achievers tended to be mdre specific about what they ton-
sidered to be aids to the child's intellectual development, as in the
following:

Before Janice got into school, the baby sitter that
xel.t her [had a daughter] about five or six years older
than Janice. And the babysitter would...have school
with them. Janice kneW a lot before she got into school
that most kids don't know. She could write her name and
she could count to a hundred, and write her spell

words--cat, dog, and all that. Even before Andergarten.
Plus I had a tablet I had bought for her and sometimes
let het write things down, and bought her educational
toys and stuff. It helps a lot...-

Howevii, no generalization can safely be madeabout parents'
perceptions regar#ing why a children was an achiever. Certain parents

felt that one child just "had it" and another didn't; others believed
that their own input in some way was responsible.

-ft 3lack English. In the initial nine interviews, parents were
asked whetner they had heard the expression "Black English" and how
they felt about the use of Black English in the schools. There was some
confusion about the exact meaning of the expression. Several parents

were of the understanding Black English was slang--"You cool, man";

"I dig that"; "You far out"; "solid"; and the like. One response .

indicated the parent had confused "Black,English" with "Black History."
Mat parents had heard the expression even though they weren't all
certain of its meaning; exposure to the expression had occurred through
its use on an occasional television print:Iv-and in newspaper commen-
taries addressing the subject. Whethet they understood "Black English"
to.be sl.ang or dialect, pa ents were in agreement that standard English
should be.taught in the t assroom. There was ambivalence regarding
Black English use outsid6 the classroom; parents believed that Black
people should talk like Black people--"every group has its own language."
On the other hand, the following quotes are indicative of parents'

-.attitudes about Black English in the classroom:

(37) I don't see no sense in why we can't use [Black English] on
ourselves, but you can use it so much our childten can have
a twelve-year education and go to college and use it too much--

, he's not going to get a job over the White man. It would be



a long time. No, a Black man couldn't havea job he
could apply for. It doesn't sound right.

(38) You know I've never really given it a thought....Well, the
way I feel iS that the teachers should teach what they Are
taught to teach because a chila istgoing to pick up [Black
English] anyway; donit.need teachers to teach.them that;
they need teachers to teach them what they don't know....
/ think that the teacher should correct the child...,If a
child goes for a job interview...now I don't care if it's
a Black or White that's interviewing that child, he ain't
gonna get no job. Because, see, mine will pick [Bladk
English] up around Me, anyhow. And they'll correct me,
and I know [my talk] is wrong, and I.know the correct way
of'talking.

(89) I think it's [teachers speaking Black English] stupid...
When [teachers] ttach them that, when they get out of
school, they still have to talk to everybody else. And

when they go 6 get a job and [fill out an application]
you can't aake that in Black English.

(40) To a degree I think [Black English] should be respected,
but by the same token...the kids are not always going
to be in the classroom. They're going. to broaden--
they're going further, and the school that they may go
into [later] may not understand the language that they
are speaking, sa I feel [their talk] should be respected
to a degree, but by the same token, they should be taught
that there is a way to express themselves other than
Black English.

Parents had no problem with Black English from an aesthetic or
ethnie point of view; they liked the fact that Blacks had their own

way of speaking. At the same time, as the previous quotes demonstrate,
they believed that use of standard English was necessary for getting
jobs and advancing in the 'wider society.

Reading and Writing. Magazines favored by parents were such home-
improvement magazines as Apartment Life and Good Housekeeping as well as
Black publications: E122m, Jet, Essence. Other magazines mentioned by
parents included Newsweek, Time, Cosmopolitan, Playboy, Sports Illustrated,
Psychology Today, Ladies Home Journal, and Jther popular publications.

Publications most obvious to the eye were (in order of their
prevalence) the home-improvement organs, the Blackzoriented publications
.and sports Publicationsthe latter the favored material of boys in the

home. Other reading materials on display were encyclopedias, usually
',World Book or Brittanica, sometimes dhildcraft or other children's

.editions. The above-mentioned materials were commonplace. Several homes
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of the sixteen or more visited *contained bookshelves with a range of
reading materials.: novels, histories, short story collections, collec-
tions of plays, religious materials. Also common, in addition to ,

the set of encyclopedias, was a book or two lying about the.living
room--sometimes a children's book, a romantic novel, or a collection
of plays. The latter seemed to be favored by girls in upper primary
grades who enjoyed reading. More magazines than daily newspapers were
in evidence. Magazines were not necessarily current, but looked as
if they Ad been well-handled. My impression was that magazines, once
purchased, were not read from cover to cover and put aside, but were
"lived with" for a time--picked up and thumbed through at odd moments.

Reading materials for parents and children had been obtained
through the following: supermarkets; bargain stores and other general
shopping outlets; mail order--popular book clubs or books advertised in
a magazine;.publid,and/or school libraries; relatives; hand-me-downs
from older children; and trading (books for books). Bookstores as
such werenot routinely mentioned. Obviously, die expense of purchasing
books and magazines was a factor. As one parent said:

I don't buy magazines any more because they're too expensive
for what you get out of them. I used to buy a lot. I remember
when you could get ladies' magazines for thircy-five cents.
Now, they're a dollar and a half.

She said that she told her children to set their own priorities,
based on the allowance they received:

Like I say, if you want something, it's 'for your convenience
and your pleasure. I feel as though if you want it, you can
get it. -You can walk right down there to Acme, because they ,

have [books] in there sometimes. And then around here, like
the store here on the cdrner, sometimes they might have books.
Then there's,a newsstand on the avenue....

. Other than expense, the other reason that bookstores were not
routinely mentioned was probably that parents tended to select books
and magazines on the way to doing something else (including flipping
through a television guide) or as part of the experience of general
shopping as opposed to "shopping for books." Although there were not
bookstores as such in the triangle, there were used books on sale in
thrift shops and odds-and-ends shops. The nearest retail bookstore
was as close as the nearest public library.

P.erents often read materials
The Weekly Reader, for instance.
avid reader and top student--said
signed out of the library "to_ser

their children brought from school--
One parent of a fourth-grader--an
she read all the books her daughter
what she's reading."

As many parents said they didn't read well or much at all as said
they did. All, however, wanted their children to read well and, to read

a great deal. With few exceptions, parents said they themselves had
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been disinterested in school due,to "distraCtions" and'had been
II average" students4.these who had droOped out of school had.done so

usually to,gedt married and/or to have a child; but all wanted their
children to finish high school at the least. PriMaryamong the reasons
they gave for wishing they had receivel more and better education was
that they could then have assisted their own children with homework
more than they felt'they Were-able. The quote below eloquently illus-

trates thia:

(42) Interviewer: How about yourself--do you like to read?

Parent: No. I use me for an exaimple because I'm not
a good reader. And I tell them, "Look, you
see, I can't help you when you need help with
your homework. Is that how you want to be when
you have kids? I mean, you all sit around and
call me... 'w, mama, you dumh', and all this
and that. I said, "Holi would you feel if
your child told you that?" I say, "So now
you know you got to do better if you want-to
improve your child." See, I got plans of
_going back to school myself.

In many instances, then, parents, believing they had short-changed
their own academic development, tried to interest their children in
doing what they admitted they rarely did--a quantity of reading and
writing and study. "Go get a book"--as well-meaning as the intention
might be-rvas often a filler suggestion, used when children wanted to
go outside or, when-they were too much underfoot or had brought home
no school wOrk. Parents who had not grown up as readers themselves and
had not developed the interest often fell back on the notion that they
had to force children to read, a strategy which, according to their
recounts of'experiences with, their own parents, had not worked with
them either, when they ,were'childx...n. More fruStration was expressed
regarding boys and reading than girls.

-apo.
The majority of parents had attended inner-city public schools and,

had graduated from high school. Several had taken snme college courses.
One father was a college graduate. Reasons given for wanting children
to be capable readers and writers.included: (1) good readers had increased
job opportunities as adults; (2) everyone needs to be able to read
instructions and directions; (3) being able to read increased facility .
in "getting around the city"; and (4) the ability to read signs and

notices. It must be understood that the foregoing reasons are based
on parents' focusing on the current ages of their children. Parents

tended not to speculate about what their children's lives would be like
as adults in specific terms--type of job, place of residence, lifestyle.
Their attitude was that they wanted the "best," whatever that might be
according to the child's eventual definition for him/herself and the
opportunities society offered. They were not saying that all they
wanted ultimately was that their offspring should be able to "get around

the city," etc. Except for wanting good employment opportunities for
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their children, they tended to focus on the advantages of literacy in
terms of immediate or soon-to-be-immediate applications.

Few parents 'Said that they did much wrieing. Writing, for those
who did write, consisted primarily of business and personal letters
or, occasionally, diaries. Otherwise, writing wds used for notes to
teachers, grocery listssand ia-assisting children with homework.

Parents valued knowing how to write in being able to (1) fill
out job applications and other essential forms and applications;
(2) communicate in, a situation of crisis, when speech wasn't possible
(as in illness); (1) communicate when calling on the telephone was not
possible or did not-produce results; and (4) express oneself. The
latter reason was the least-mentioned. A couple of parents expressed
that they believed writing well could come naturally if one was a good
reader.

Children, according to parents and to the children who were present
at the time of the interviews or were present on other occasions (in the
homes I visited several times) had varied uses for writing. They used
writing in play, particularly in "playing school," whether the partici-
pants were other children or makeshift playmates, such as dolls who
were given assignments. Playing school was widely done, at home as
well as in transition moments in school--e.g., after recess before
the teacher returned to the room. Types of writing mentioned included
poems; short stories; plays; "little notes about myself"; notes to
parents (anger or affection notes); letters to relatives; diaries.
Children often enjoyed making cartoons--drawings with writing under-
neath. The samples that were proudly shown were usually the cartoons.

My impression was that voluntary writing was periodic rather than
daily.

Some parents claimed that they rarely received notes from school
but were called. Others claimed that they received notes. Contents
of notes dealt with behavior problems or conferences with the teacher
or upcoming meetings or health warnings (measles epidemic, etc.) or
special occasions such as trips.

A

One way parents often became involved with school affairs--
volunteering for trips and/or classroom assistance or working as a
parent-scholar or working with the parents' advisory group--was that
they were summoned by a teacher to discuss a misbehaving child and in
the process became interested in observing the classroom and eventually
interested in further participation.

Children's homework provided occasion for significant literacy events
in the home. Homework was responsible for much of parents' perceptions
of the quality and content of the education their children were receiving
as well as of their children's abilities to cope with school work.
Comments about children's homework were usually specific:
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(43) She wrote six book reports this year....She has to write
just about every day, especially science.

(44) iln the heginning of the year, they put him (in the high
achievere! section), and I knew he wasn't supposed to he
there, bui\the homework they save him, he seamed to do
better tha4 the work he does now. He's in a slower section
now; he was doing better when he was in the higher section
because he seemed to be more interested--he seemed to be
determined to do. In the higher section he had homework
every night, but he doesn't have it every.night now--just
stuff he hes to get together on Friday. His sister has
reports every day. I think they get enough homework--
like spelling words. I know Joyce gets fifteen spelling,
while Janice doesn't get any this year. They're supposed
to be doing boOk reports; they get their'spelling.words
on Monday. They have a spelling test on Friday.

(45) My older daughter is learning, how to write cursive in
school, and the others try to copy.

(46) The_only thing I have to help 'him with is his reading and
spelling. The spelling is very poor because he hates to
study. For one thing, he doesn't read when he's at home.
He's got all kinds of books, but it's hard to get him to
study. The only thing he really likes is math and gym;
that's all he likes; other than that, you have a problem
with him. But any kind of school work with math he'll do.

(47) _She loves to read; that's all she'll do, and write. Now
she's the type of child, when it comes down to her homework,
she does it. But she don't really want to do it. It'll
take her three or four hours to do her homework. If she
don't have any homework, she'll get into some kind of book--
or she'll write a whole story out of a book....If my children's
homework is something I don't know anything about, I'll write
'them a note--please give me an example.

(48) Billy's weak in math. He's i4 this fifth-grade class because
he can read out-of-sight...but his math is really weak.
#illy has missed one tt.ing, and that is multiplication, and
I think I'm going to 'use to be the one who really buckles
him down on his multiplication. I told him if you can't add,
,you can't multiply; if you can't multiply, you can't-divide....

(49) You can make Tommy sit and look at a paper two or three
1 hours, he's only going to learn so much. You can sit Walter

to the table a half hour, and he'll learn his spelling words
just like that....
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in addition, schools are compared ini6rmally according to the
homework a child is receiving--a former school or a school the child
of a relative or friend is attending.

(50) At the other school, the teacher let them do a little'
more handwriting'than giving themall this Iditto] paper
and putting it in the book. In the kindergarten they had

to really deal with. their handwriting.

Children had designated times to do their homework, usually
immediately after school. In some homes they were allowed a snack first
or were required to perform simple chores. As suggested in a quote
above, depending on the child, the doing of homework might become an
all-evening task or might consume only minutes' time.

Although this study can provide nothing conclusive about the home
environment and achievement or about the factors that caused one child
of a family to be an achiever academically and the other(s) not to be,
given apparently similar abilities, a complex of factors are suggested
by the interviews and observations, including a parent's manner of
dealing with one child as opposed to another--e.g., firstborn;
temperament of child; marital circumatances--as well as the parents'
abilities to assist children in substantive ways to translate a desire
that was mutually felt (parents wanted their children to read and write
well; children wanted to read and write well) into everyday practices.
Parents of achieving children tended to be more intarested than parents
of non-achieving children in trends and issues outside the home, whether

they read or not. They were more likely to be present at. neighborhood
meetings, to know who key persons were by name or acquaintance and to
be vocal about what they felt was amiss or not so in matters affecting
the home--management of projects, behavior of local politicians, quality
of merchant delivery on the avenue. They seemed more able than parents
of non-achieving children to Make the concerns of the world outside
the home felt within the home. A third factor is:that parents of
achieving children communicated to their children that they were capable
of achieving and were expected to do so.
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Rather than findings, I would suggest that the foregoing study has
identified certain themes prevalent in the community, as I encountered
it, concerning'home, school, community, education and literacy. These
themes includg the following:

(1) belief that formal education generally and attainment of
literacy specifically are essential preparations for economic or job
mnbility, in conjunction with uncertainty about specific measures in
home and community that would ensure realization of the goal;

(2) appreciation for a structured learning environment;

(3) instructional and organizational processes that feature a
dominant, often authoritarian, figure;

(4) reference to a code of behavior of some type as an enabling
factor in accomOlishing organizational and instructional goals;

(5) belief that community literacy levels are inadequate for
what is needed by people for economic well-being in the society;

(6) distrust for non-traditional instructional environments for
children, seen as being ploys to prevent people from achieving benefits
available to persons in the dominant society, in favor of emphasis on
the "basics"--traditional studies taught in a traditional manner in a
traditional environment;

(7) conviction that parents share responsibility for children's
education--in large.part a matter of enforcement of behavior attributes
so that instruction can proceed smoothly;

(8) perception by parents of involvement in school as being a
matter of maintaining communication with individuals, primarily teachers,
and.providing support for school activities--e.g., assistance in
classroom and accompanying children on trips--rather than as participa-
tion in groups 'organized for collective action;

(9) consciousness of and response to tradition;

(10) belief that there are forces within the community that, if
not kept under strict control, would act to prevent progress or disrupt
what has.been-achidved;

(11) skepticism at worst and a crossed-fingers-attitude at beit
about the.likelihood of improvement of the immediate community : 2

environment-7places'and peciple and processes--as an outcome to be
effected br the resident population;

(12) sense of insecurity regarding the survival of the community
in its present character, racial and otherwise, even granted initiatives
of the resident population;
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(13) anxiety about confrontation--avoiding it, meeting it, control-
ling it--together with the belief that the threat of confrontation is
ever-immediate;

(14) conviction that a better life is possible and will somehow
occur for oneself in time, in conjunction with lack of belief that one's
neighbors will improve their lot;

(15) perception by parents of children's time at home and in the
community in terms-of constraintpreventing them through. force of
parental authority and values traihing from causing harm to others or
being harmed--rather than through planned, specific activities.

Tarents look to school personnel to provide means for their
children to acquire the benefits of the "tradition of excellence," as
promoted by the school. That education, parents hope--combining social
and academic attributeswill lead the way for their young to enter
adult society armed with advantages they, as parents, did not have,
either for reason of lack of availability or their own negligence. As
such, parents do not focus upon the immediate community and its leader-
ship or residents as models in any collective sense for what they would
want their children prepared to inherit; in other words, schooling is
intended to lead the way to a differentand by implication, superior,
though not described in specific terms--community than that the children
are experiencing.

The school in its placement in the community--for those who relate
to it by virtue of having attended themselves or by virtue of having
children in attendance or by reason of employment, present or past, and
for those few individuals-who-maintain-involvement in school matters
because their children at one time attended--is intended to provide
a ticket to a life better than that represented by the surrounding
community, particularly that aspect represented by the projects, from
which at least half the children are drawn. Children then are urged;
in one way or the other, to turn their sights higher than the
environment-they and their parents inhabit while,.in fact, that
environment is the one which represents the reality they know.
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CHAPTER TEN

MRS. GRAY

Mrs. Gray is a terrific teacher, because she is
totally dedicated and she's very thorough. And

she sets her standards high, as I do. Now, she's

going to have a slow class next year and she will
take them far. She is totally interested in the

welfare of the-children. She does not let them
get away with anything; but yet the way she

handles thinga is beautiful.
---Mrs. Mercer

When I first explained to Harriet Tubman teachers my purpose for
studying their school, many of them urged me to make certain to observe
Mrs. Gray, a teacher who, I was to hear countless times, "had it all
together," "held het class in the palm of her hand," and "never raised

her voice." The students who completed a year or two under her tute-
lege could invariably read, write, and speak Standard American English
well, teachers told me. Over the thirty years tha't Mrs. Gray
has taught at Harriet Tubman she has enjoyed bringing low-achieving first
grade students up to their potential---a level that frequently exceeded
anyone's expectations. According to her peers, she was the best
teacher in the school, or, indeed, that they had every seen.

In 1975, Mr. Best surprised Mrs. Gray and assigned "her the top
first grade class to teach. Mrs. Mercer had been their kindergarten
teacher and their achievement was already noteworthy. Consistently,
Mrs. Mercer's kindergarten classes scorein the 90th percentile on the
Stanford Early Achievement Test. Mr. Best was curious to see what
heights these students could achieve if they continued their education
over the next two years with Mrs. Gray.

Over the next two years, Mrs. Gray and heK'students became the
positive-role models that Harriet Tubman teachers and students sought
to emulate. MrS. Gray's students were polite, poised, and articulate.
They became fluent, crackerjack readers and writers, and their compo-
sitions filled the alcove near the entrance to their room. When this

top.class completed second grade with Mrs. Gray, their test scores
were so high that Mr. Best was compelled to ask her to keep them for

another year.
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She was excited at the prospect of continuing to teach this class

Eo whom she had become attached, and of which she was, of course,
exceedingly proud; but she had misgivings for several reasons: (1)

she believed two years were long enough for students to be witfi one

teacher; (2).it had been a long time since she had taught third grade,

having been .on the first-second grade track for more than fifteen

years; and (3) she thought she might better serve the school and

community by taking another class of low-achieving first grade students

(as was her custom) and bring them up to their potential. In the end,'

Mrs. Gray agreed to continue to teach this class through third grade.

Then, when the third year came to a close and the children
realized they were going to another teacher for fourth grade, they
appealed to Mrs. Gray to keep them for still another year. Their

parents wrote letters to Mr. Best, requesting that their children

remain in her room. It was unprecedented that a teacher at Harriet

Tubman would have a class for four years. Others on the teaching

staff were beginning to grumble Nbout the fact'that She had been given

the enviable opportunity to teach a top class for three consecutive

years. Mrs. Gray was again torn for the reasons she had felt.the pre-

vious year, especially because she believed strongly that children

should have the chance to grow with a variety of teachers --- And there

were many good-teachers at Harriet Dtbman School.

Finally, Mrs. Gray succumbed to the pressures of Mr. Best, her
students, and their parents and agreed to teach this class "one mbre
year". I was able to observe this class in its fourth year
Mrs. Gray. Their writing achievement surpassed the average for students
in Grosse Pointe, Michigan, one of the richest communities in the
country; and surpassed that of the top fourth grade class at Harriet
Tubman -- (Mrs. Wingate's) in 1980 by .69 --- a difference which is
significant at the .95 level. (See Table 2)

Observations made in both Mrs. Wingate's and Mrs. Gray's classrooms
over the WC) year period that I spent studying the school revealed
that what happened in Mrs. Wingate's classroom was in atriking contrast
to what went on. in Mrs. Gray's. Students in Mrs. Gray's class experienced
ar"planned program that continued uninterrupted throughout the day,"
While in Mrs. Wingate's class there were frequent lags in the academic

program. The amount of time spent on both reading and writing
instruction and practice was significantly higher in Mrs. Gray's class-
room, where students' reading and writing were both competent, and
sometimes superior. (See Table 2.)

Excerpts from extensive field notes taken the first time I
observed this classroom in November, 1978 illustrate what it was like

.when Mrs. Gray taught this top group of students.
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FIELD NOTES-ON MRS. ,GRAY

November 27, 1978
90.0 A.M.

Among other items, these verses appear en the entrance to room 207:

MY AIM by Alexander Seymour

As I grow more and more each day
I'll try hard to live the friendly way.
I'll try hard to say and do
Only what is kind and true.

Always it shall be my aim
To play fair in any game.
Keep myself alert and cool.
Try to live the Golden Rule.

THE GOLDEN RULE f

Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you.
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It is a snowy day and Mr. Best is gathering all students in the

auditorium. About ten-of the chilaren have cote into room .207 so far.

Mrs. Gray has left to ,go to the auditorium (and collect the rest,of

the class). Students already in the classroom are either working or

talking quietly. 0

The walls are covered with things to read: North, South, East,

West. Lailelled shapes: circle, square, rectangle, triangle, octagon,

ellipse. A map with vords attached labelling bays, terrain, ocean,
plains, lakes, etc.- The words BLACK HISTORY and pictures of famous
Blacks attached to blurks on what they accomplished. Reading rules,

poems, creative writing the students have done, tips on "What a Good

Oral Reader Does." A large letter appears on one,bf the bulletin boards.

It was written by Mrs. Gray to the class at the beginning of.theyear .

welcoming them back, telling about her summer vacation, and asking

them to write letters to her in response. There is a rather large '

library of books Mrs. Gray' fias collected over the:years.

.

Mrs.. Gray arrives with some more of her students. No one talks .

now, she says:. "We are ten tinutes late: Who wilf be ready'to-lead

us?" Stlidents'rush to hang up their coats and clear 4eir degki.
P

1

"We're gqing to ask those who are latelto come.iv quietly, hang up

their coats, and join.us when-they're ready. Will yoU do that for us?"

Edward is chosen-tq be the Ilpader. He stands erectly in front of

the class.and distintly gives directions for the classroom assembly.

With Edward'g.direction, the children pledge allegiance to the flag,

sing,the Battle Hymn of the Republic, and recite "My Aim" and The Golden

Rule.

When they have completed their mass recitation Mrs. Gray asks,

"Is there anyone who would like to comment on Edward as a leader?

How did he condy..ct himself?"

A child softly offers some criticism which Mrs. Gray gently helps

the child see is invalid.

Then another child says, "Edward was a very good leader this

morning:"

"Yes he was," says Mrs. Gray. "If you're going to be a good

leader, you have to be something. Edward certainly was. Something

that begins with a !

"Proud?"

"Poised?"

n It begins with a blend. Say it in a sentence," says Mrs. Gray.

"Edward was prepared." One of the children has the correct answer.
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"Yes, EdWard was prepared."

Mrs. Gray goes on 'to say: "We have something new in our classroom

this morning." She says she wants to introduce Miss Dabney and begins

to tell them some of my background. She explains that I am Someone

they might want to be likelecause I am definitely qualified. She tells

the students I have finishedelementary schopl, junior high school,
high school, college, and several more years of school. She says I am

going as high as poisible and she hopes some of them might do the same.
1)Mrs. Gray tells the children I ai'studying Harriet Tubman because it

is a successful school. She then tells them she certainly believes

the children in room 207 are the best. The children agree.

Mts. Gray says she is sure Miss Dabney would like to know who
they are, too, so she gives out cards and has them makd name tags
The children are instructed to write with crayon.

"May I see your writing? I want Miss Dabney to see your hand-,
writing," Mks. Gray says, as she walks around, watching what the

children are doing. "What kind of writing do we do in this room?"

("Cursive.") "Theresa, that's beautiful!... This little girl put her
name on the bottomand Mrs. Gray said to put it in the ("middle").

Whan the children have finished making their name tags, Mrs. Gray

asks "What about the news?"

"On Saturday I saw the(local football team)." Darryl says. Dana ds

asked to help him. After the name of the team is supplied, Darryl
then reports in complete sentences that the local football team won but
the local basketball team lost, and gives the score in each case..

"Is there more news?" Mrs. Gray asks.

Celeste is called on, stands, and tells about a trip to North

Carolina and the treacherous-ride home last night in the snow. :

Mrs. Gray asks the students to tell where in North Carolina Celeste

usually goes. Many volunteer to answer end Jamal is called on to give

the answer. He responds correctly and Mrs. Gray continues.

"I know exactly where North Carolina is. How many know where to

find it on the map? Where would .you say it is?"

"It is ip the soutifeastern part of the United States," ,a child says.
-

Raymond has more news. He says that yesterday he used.the type-

writer and typed-a story for Mrs. Golden. He says it's entlEled "What

If." He proceeds to read the story to the class:
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what if

what if i were a movie star like cary grant or james cagney. i'd

make millions of dollars. mabey even billions or trillions mr, caryt.-

grant is in sespense movies: James cagney is in gangster movies, but
there is one pafticular movie star that is in all the good movies .this

year. bis name is burt rendylds. hes in stunt movies like white

lightning, if you like reading the fabulous funnies you will get a
kick out of broom hildg, nancy, moma, cathy, fred.basset, funky winker-
bean, and good old hagar ihe horrible. but if you really, really like

racing you will like speed racer and the mack 5. look Jhim up some

. time on chatinel 17. c.le play your favorites.'.bat the Only thing I

want to be is myself,,raymond.

author

raymond

grade 4

age 9 room 207

november 23,, 1978

Raymond thenireads a second selection he's written entitled

"School Rules."

school rules

1. no fighting
2: no chewinggun or oandy in school building

3. no running in halls
4. mo walking in halls without permission
5. ,Tespect all teachers

6. keep all.',hands to self

7. raise hand when want something

8. go to bathroom'or laboratory on lunch period and recess

9. no loud talUng or any talking

room rules

1. no talking
2. when go to. subject, respect that teacher

3. no talking back to teacher, your onp hurting yourself

4. rai8e hand when want something-

5. no calling out
6. no booing and ooing

and those are our rules.
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When Raymond finishes reading, Mrs. Gray says he deserves an

"'extra special" and the children applaud.

."This is Raymond's second experience with a typewriter this size,"

says Mrs. Gray. "I'd like to-put this up. .But what do we.have to do

before we put,it up?"

"Make correctionays RaYmorld. .

"What rnight'we correct here'?"

wt.".

"But my typewriter doesn't have tall letters,"'volunteers Raymond.

"Well, resee - Very good, Raymond."

Another student with uPws says: "I also' heard that 912 bodies 'were

found in Guyana." She goes on to relate in-three cokplete and clearly

pronounced sentences what happened.

"In what town in Guyana did it happen?" asks Mrs. Gray.

N,

"Jonestown," a student answers.

"Where is Guyana?" asks Mrs: Gray.

"I 'think Guyana is in Asia," says Tramel.

"You think. Let's hear from someohe.who knows;" says Mis. Gray.,

"Guyana is in South America," offers Paplette.

4..

"Yes, Guyana is in South America. What" happened .x.here was an awful

-think, but let's talk about it for a minute." Mrs. Gray calls

, attention to the map.

"You're doing 8th grade work now," she says after Ostudent
correctly locates South America.

"There are some people in this class who have something tbat would

keep them from killing,themselves because someone told them to.
Lincoln,said aJavery shall be forever abolished in these United

States." The children recite en mass a portion of the Emancipation

Proclamation.

"If you watch Guyana, it certainly is something to think about
that Someone could get all those people to take their own lives,"

says Mrs. Gray.

"Following the leader may not always be fun," says Raymond. "There

are good leaders and bad leaders."
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"You,have to use your own stnses," says' Allisa.

"Joseph," says Mks. GraY, "describe where Guyana is. Is it near

a,body of water? Describe exactly what bodies of water it is near."

He does.

They move on to Spelling now.

"Now let's sde how you did your Spelling over the weekend. What

elements were in the words we had?"

"Vowel digraphs, consonants digraphs, dipthongs, blends," the

students offer.

The tudents proceed to take a quiz on the spelllng words assigned.

Mks. Gray dictates each,word,.and puts it in a sentence often related

to Guyana and other news children have shared. The sentence she

gi'ves for bottle is "What might halipen to water in a bottle outside

today?"

Sandra rilses.her hand and says Mrs. Gray forgot to dictate the

bonus word.' The bonus word is cornucopia.

"How many found out what it is?" asks Mrs. Gray (no response),.

What is the point of spelling a bonus word if you don't know what

it meansl"
, A

"Cornucopia means horn' of plenty," says Darryl.

"How many brought in their math homewOrk?" asks Mrs. Gray. Most

of the students raise their hands. -''Better still," says Mrs. Gray,
1

"How many, did not bring in their math homework?" Ahout five children

raise thcir hands. Ohe child, who just rece#1yLbecame a student in

Mks. Gray's classroom, says her homework wa3 ,t1it0n,away. Mrs. Gray

asks why that'never happens to the studentsh%J.O6ill'207.

"I doh't do my homework all over," says one Allisa. "I do it in

one place. I make sure it's in a safe place:"

Getting ready to begin reading, now. Mrs. Gray writes, the creative

writing assignment on the thalkboard:

)

What If

What if you had heard on the radio or TV that there would not

be school today. How would you spend the day?

do creative writlng everyday," says Mrs. Gray. "There is no

/Point in learning to spell if you don't use the words to write.
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Raymond gave me the idea to ilame this "What If." She then goes on to

say:

"The most important reading we will do is silent reading. Every

direction has key wgrds. Look for the key words in these directions

and use them to understand what to do."

She tells Group A to begin working on the creative writing
assignment and Group B to take out their workbooks. The children

remain in their seats.

"Comprehension is something we seem to be having trouble with,"

says Mrs. Gray. She goes on to say co Group B: "This page is about

prefixes. But you really need to work on understanding what you read."
They go over the directions for the page together. -

"Who w uld like to -,:ad sentence #1 and tell what the answer is?

(A studen responds correctly.) OK, now I want you to work indepen-

dently." Mrs. Gray reviews with Group B their assignment: workbook

pages, creative writing, and a ditto ("that's too easy, but kind of

fun... loecause it's a snowy day")

Then she goes to Group A. They are working on the creative writing

assignment. She looks at some of the students' work, then reminds
them that capital letters begin on one line and stop on the other.

Mrs. Gray motions to twp boys and they begin,distributing the reading

books (Round/the Corner, Bank Street; Selection: "A Little Riddle

Play" pp 195-197, 270 pp in book). She begins talking about San Diego,

then asks a/student to find It on the map.

"If yot went to San Diego, what would you see out in the bay?"

("battleships") "Right! There are hundreds of them out in the bay.

.San Diego is the third largest city in.California... There are many

Spanish people in San Diego because itis so close to Mexico... We

used the legend on the map the other day to compare the size Of

'Metropolis and San Diego. Is SanklUego as large as Metropolis?"

"Nc," the students responds.

"But you broke my, 'heart when you forgot how to tecite "The City."

says Mks. Gray. -"Why is it Such an important pdemZ" A student says

it was written by Langston Hughes, a famous Black poet.

Mrs. Gray has students look in the table of contents to locate the

story they.will read today.

"How do we turn pages? All these things are important in reading."

She puts the word riddle on the chalkboard. "How many syllables are ixr

this word?" A child responds correctly, then Mrs. Gray elicits the

rule from the children.

"What skills do we have to unlock this word? (neck) We'rt- doing
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this for you Kalida because you have trouble sounding out. OK, let's

sound out: n e ck." The next word on the chalkboard is tongue.
Mrs. Gray says this word doesn't follow the two vowels together rule;

it's different. The students pronounce it. Mrs.. Gray then asks

Kalida where else you can find a tongue other than in your mouth.
Kalida cannot think of another meaning for tongue. Another child

"helps" her.

'The students turn to "A Little Riddle Play."

"This is a play we may be able to act out. Read it,silently."

While the children read silently, Mrs. Gray writes some figurative

phrases on the chalkboard. She then turns back to Group A: and asks
Kalida to name the characters in the play. Kalida responds correctly.

Then Mrs. Gray asks for volunteers to play each part. Children take

parts and read the play very smoothly. When the children have

finished, Mrs. Gray says: "I think they deserve aa 'extra special'."

The children applaud. Then Mrs. Gray asks, "Who can do even better--

read with even more expression?" More students take turns reading,

giving almost all the students an opportunity to read aloud.

Mrs. Gray corrects the children's pronunciation of ask (children

consistently prounounce it ax); she writes each letter of the word'on

the board and has students sound out a, as, ask. She says: "Think

of it slowly so you won't be chopping off people's heads all the time:"

The children_laugh. .

Mrs. ,Gray has the students close their books and asks them some

riddles from the teacher's manual. Some from the other group'are

listening and raising their- hands to give the solution to the riddle.

The Olildren are very enthubiastic.

Mrs. Gray calls attention to what is written on the chalkboard:

in hot water
as pretty as a picture
as neat as a pin

a fine kettle of fish
in apple pie order
knee deep in trouble

"What have I written?"$ she asks. Hands go up.

"Phrases," answer a child who has been called.

"VERY good! They're not sentences; they're phrases."

Mrs. Gray asks: "Roderick, will I ever be able to say your desk is.as

neat as a pin?" Rod shrugs his shoulders. (He looks displeased at

the obvious criticism.) Mrs. Gray has children tell the meaning for

each phrase.

"What are liquids?" Mrs. Gray asks.

"Objects that,pour," answers Roderick.
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"I like to talk to you! Liquids are objects that pour.... I left

Miss Dabney in the room because I knew it was in "apple pie order"....

If you fight in our school, you will be knee deep in trouble" are

examples of sentences used to help the students understand each phrase.

When this lesson is over, Mrs. Gray says: "We will have indoor

recess. Remember first impressions are lasting impressions." Mrs. Gray

goes on to comment on the conduct of the class in the corridor passing

to the restrooms. They are talking and runni4. She asks which

phrases would apply to the class in the. hall. The children respond with

I knee deep in trouble, a fine kettle of fish: in hot water.

"Can.you go eo the bathroom by yourselves? Remember, I'm a teacher,

not a policeman," Mrs. Gray tells them, as they quietly line up and

walk across the corridor to the restrooms.

During indoor recess Mks. Griy continues to ask the class riddles.

Many children from both groups voluntedr to answer each one. Many

from Group B are saying "ooh" and raising their hands.

Mks. Gray spontaneously recites part of "The Midnight Ride af Paul

Revere" to the class (as a take off from the riddle: What did

Paul Revere say at the end of.his ride? ("Whoa!")

"Now our recess is over -- unless, someone has a joke," says Mrs.

Gray. Allisa tells a joke. Rod also tells a joke. Then Mrs..Gray

,says: "We could go on forever with jokes. Maybe later this afternoon

we will have some more." Then she goes on to say: "Do you remember

our last assembly? Mrs. Morgan read a poem to us. (The children

remember the incident, but not the poem's title.) "I know you won't

remember the author, if you don't remember the title." She proceeds

to read another poem to the class by the same author: "Snow in the

City" by Rachel Field. Mrs. Gray reads the poem leaving out two words

in the last line for the children to supply. She reads the poem again,

this time the children.supply.the entire'last line. She then reviewt

the vocabulary from the poem:

-"When something is out of fashion, what does it mean?"

"What does it mean to dull the noise oftraffic?

She then goes on to talk about the snow: "I wanted to stop and let

you watch the snow come down. Every snowflake is different. Look

around at your classmates. We're alI different, too. Who is the

architect who can make every snowflake and person different?"

a child volunteers. -

,

"Yes, I like to call him God, too, I believe there's someone

greater than man..."

Mrs. Gray then asks who knows what they usually do now,. Rod is the

first to recall, so he gets to pass'out a "fun" paper on classifying.

The reading period continues.
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Mrs. Gray goes back to Group B. They discuss Guyana in relation to

something they have just read. Mrs. Gray asks: "What kind of airplane

was used there?" .."What do we need planes for in war?" (A child

responds: "To carry soldiers and equipment.") "What kind of equipment?"

("Guns, tanks, cannons..") Mrs. Gray: "Cannons?"

"If I had to go from Metropolis to Guyana, I wouldn't go in a heli-

coptet that travels only 75 mph. What would I go in? ("You would go

in a jet1")

"Excuse me. Leon is keeping you from learning," says Mrs. Gray

after observing that-Leon is talking to another child. "Leon, take

your paper and sit over there... What would they need the helicopter

for?" ("To search the jungle.") The story they just completed is

0 about helicopters.-

"I remember it said when a helicopter goes up," says Raymond, "it
ascends, and when it soes down, it descends."

"Listen to that vocabulary!" says Mrs. Gray. "We won't have to

say uo and down all our lives...What's a cockpit? (No response.)

Where am from? ("Dayton, Ohio") What do you know about Dayton,

Ohio?" ("Dayton is Where the Wright Brothers built the first air-

plane.") Yes, and the word cockpit was in that story. What's a

cockpit?" Raymond,finally comes up with the answer to what a cockpit

isd

"My problem with you is Tomprehension;'says Mrs. Gray to the

group. "You read the story about the Wright.Brothers a month ago and
can't remember what a cockpit is... You can read every word, but you

must understand. After each line, think 'Now just what does that

. mean?' Let me know when you're ready."

The students read silently "Cockpit in the Clouds," a poem that

appears on page 154 (out of 461) of Roads to Everywhere, Ginn Basic

Readers, 1966, 100 Edition. While the students.in Group B are

reading the poem, Mrs. Gray writes vocabulary from the poem on the

chalkboard:

spire amidst

soar pierce

droning tantrums

crystal nartow

Mrs. Gray commends one boy for using his dictionary while reading to

look up an unknown word. She then puts up a poster with several scenes

from New York City. The children recognize the city is New York, but

believe the large building is the Empire State Building. Mrs. Gray

tells them it is another building. The building has a spire.

"If you were 2000 feet above the city, how would everything look

to you?" asks Mrs. Gray. Mrs. 4olden, the reading teacher, comes
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in with a list of children who are to leave with her to get their

prizes for selling candy. About 15 children get up to leave. While

the children are gone, Mrs. Gray continues with Group B. A fire

alarm rings. Mrs. Gray unexcitedly asks a child to look in the hall

to see if anyone is out there. Then an announcement: "This is not a

firedrill." Bells continue to ring.for about a minute.

Mrs. Gray has the children read the poem orally -- line by line --

and explain its meaning. Another child is asked to read the first .

stanza of the poem. She'stumbles (mispronounces words) several times.

Mrs. Gray says the child will not be able to understand the meaning
of the poem since she missed so many words. She then asks Jill to

read. Jill reads with no errors and with expression. The first

child who read now raises her hand and says the reason she missed so

many words is that-her mother thinks she needs glasses. Mrs7 Gray

tells the child she must decide whether to pass the child on lier

actual performance. It is her mother's responsibility to see that she

gets glasses.

Robert reads aloud. Mrs. Gray says: "You're having trouble with

contractions." She reviews the pronunciation of several "students
read each word as it's written on the chalkboard.

It's now time for lunch. Mrs. Gray takes most of the children

downstairs to collect their free lunches. Four children remain in

the classroom and take out the bag lunches they have bought from

home. About ten minutes later, the children quietly return to the

room with the lunches they have picked up in the cafeteria. Mrs. Gray

has some business to take care of in the office and has sent the

children back.alone. She joins them in about ten minutes. While she

Is gone, the children eat their lunches and talk quietly.

When I-talked to Mrs. Gray later, .she offered: "I let them have

lunch in the room with-me. I don't think anyone else does this. In

the cafeteria, they're not allowed to talk. I think they should be

able to talk at lunchtime. I get to listen to how their-speech is

developing. They think they're getting a whole lot, but I'm observing.:.

(I'm not giving up so much.")

She also tells me she gives them homework every night. The

children hell:01er mark it now (since she has 38 children). She says

teaching is not always telling...she tries to be positive. She goes

on to say:

"I don't know if you know, but I've had these children for four

years. I was originally to have them two years, and at the end of the

-second year I prepared to send them on. But the test scores were

high and I was asked to keep them for a third year. I did, and at the

end of grade three, when they realized they were going to another

teacher, the children asked me to keep them; their parents wrote

letters. I told them with personalities...three years were enough. I

would get a headache. The children said, 'Oh, Mrs. Gray, we won't give
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you a headache. We promise.' Now all I have to do when they start
to misbehave'is say, 'Now, don't give me a headache.'" She sm4les.

. She also offers: "This is a very competitive class. You know,
Raymond caught it this morning because he shined so -- to bring a
typed story to class! There is a group of girls who were very jealous.
They pickec1 on him. He complained to me as they wereTeaving for lunch.
I said, 'Raymond, you know why they're picking an you.' Didn't you
See?" I hadn't.

After lunch, Mrs. Gray dictates the homework assignment to the
students. The students who are new to the classroom have trouble
keeping up and Mrs. Gray suggests that they take the responsibility
of getting a "buddy" to help them. Several of their classmates
raise their hands to volunteer.

Then the students have social studies. Mrs. Gray culminates
the lesson by having the students copy and complete this outline.

Social Studies

1. The head of ihe Police Department is called the

2. Many people serve under him. They are
(a)

\(b)

(c)

d)

(e)

(f)

3. How can a person qualify to be a policeperson? (man changed to
person later)
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At 2:45 the class goes to Language Arts. They go upstairs to
Mrs. Golden's room. Mrs. Gray leaves to go back to her room. The

children are more restless in here. They giggle and talk among them
selves. To quiet down the class, Mrs. Golden says: !tI'm very pleased
with the way Paulette is sitting." The children quiet down.

They have stories they have written\previously. Each child has a
folder. Mrs. Golden has written comment on each story. Stories she
likes very much she has taken home to type. She asks for volunteers
to read their stories. Several students read their stories, including
Raymond who reads the story he shared with the class this morning.

"It's going to be very hard for me to decide which ones to type.
They're all very, very good," says Mrs. Golden., (On the papers,
she has corrected the grammar.)

She now writes saw, seen, and see on the chalkhoard. She asks the
children to give a sentence for each word. She asks\what you are
talking about when you use each word. Children reviw the concept
that saw and seen are past tense and see is present tense.

"Seen and saw are used for past tense," says Mrs. Golden. "What's
the difference between saw and seen?"

"Seen needs a helping word," say Paulette. "Seen means the past."

"See is,when you are looking at it now," says Alicia. P-See-is

also used for the future."

After discussion, Mrs. Golden tells the class to write five
sentences for each word. She cautions them not to write first grade
sentences because she will just tell them they are too smart to be
writing that way. At the end of the period, she gives lollipops to the
row that has been most cooperative all month. Then the children put
on their coats and line up to go home.
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Notice that the bulk of the day in Mrs. Gray's classroom, with this
group of high-achieving students is filled with activities that develop:

oral composition skills,

fluency in Standard American English,

experiential background,

vocabulary,

written language,

spelling, and

reading skills.

In the afternoon, the language skills teacher also worked on writing
skills and the acquisition of Standard American English. When students
attended each of the five specialeclasses once a week, a large part o'f
Xheir time was, again, spent reading and writing, albeit on a much mdre
elementary level than they experienced in Mrs. Gray's classroom.

At the end of the 1978-79 school year, despite requests that Oe
students remain in her classroom for still another year, the class that

Gray-had-taught-for-four_yearz went on to another teacher.

Mrs. Gray's new assignment was a very low second-grade class that
had experienced a particularly unproductive first year. This second-
grade class presented Mrs. Gray with even more of a challenge than, she
had expected (or had even hoped for). It was much easier to begin
at the beginning with a first-grade class, to,start from scratch with
them, than it was to begin with a class in second grade after they had
experienced a turbulent first year with an assortment of inept teachers.

It was evident that Mrs. Gray was effective in teaching a top
class to read and write welf; her most recent success had made that
apparent. I was intrigued at the prospect of continuing to observe her
to zee how she would go about teaching this group of "very low" second
graders. How would she begin with them? Would she be effective?

The answer to the last question i affirmative. This class,

which in first grade achieved one of the lowest percentile ranks on the
California Achievement Test in Harriet Tubman history, scored above the
national norm on the same standardized test at the end of the second

grade. The bulk of these students were nonreaders when they entered
second grade and were reading a second-grade-level book the end of the
year.
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Their writing achievement grew by leaps and bounds as well.
There was'no significant difference between their writing abiliEies

and the mean score of writing samplea taken from the middle-ability
second-grade class at Harriet Tubman. (See Table 2.) It is

also interesting to note that, although the difference is not
statistically significant, their mean writing score exceeded the mean
writing score for the low-ability second grade in 1979 by .23 points.

4

What follows illustrates what happened when Mrs. Gray taught this

class of low-achieving second graders.

On an unseasonably warm, but rainy morning in February, 1980, Mrs.
Gray, a small, dark-brown woman with a silver afro, leaves the row-
house where she has lived for twenty-two years, and drives her battered,
red,1961 Chevrolet eleven blocks to the Harriet Tubman School.

Shp arrives at the scaool at 8:10 and begins preparing her class-
room for the day's activities: removing an old cellophane bag full
of peanuts frpm the supply closet, writing a note to remind the li-P
brarian that she wants her class to see the film on George Washington

, Carver this afternoon, marking comments on her students' compositions,

and checking phonics T4orkbooks.

LaTanya, one of her thirty-three students, drags in at 8:15 from
the breakfast she had been having down in the gym, AKA cafeteria.
She has a headache -- most likely, Mrs. Gray thinks, because she's
"forgotten" her eye glasses once again. She gives LaTanya some sym-
pathy, reminds her what the problem is, and advises her to relax and
put her head down for aWhile. If need be, she will send LaTanya to
the nurse when she arrives, Mrs. Gray thinks, as she continues
commenting on and marking her students' work.

LaTanya had an aversion to wearing her eye glasses. Mrs. Gray.

would often call to LaTanya's attention attractive children and adults
who wore glasses, in an effort to make LaTanya less self-conscious
(or recalcitrant) about wearing hers. But in the year I'knew her,

LaTanya never swallowed it; she was forever leaving her glasses inside

her desk or at home. On being reminded to put them on, however, she
always smiled with a twinkle in her eye and without hesitating,
went to get them (if they weren't at home). She competed with Jamal

as the class comedian, cratking clever jokes when the opportunity

presented itself.
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Mrs.,Gray exhibited a great deal of patience with LaTanya, as
she showed to others in her class who seemed to go out of their way
to get attention. As she says, "Knowledge of child psychology is
essential to a teacher." She combines strictness with sensitivity
and affection.

At 8:43, Mks. Gray puts on her coat and fur hat, leaves LaTanya,
and goes down two flights of stairs to the schoolyard to meet the rest
of her class: thirtytwo children that, I've been told, the other
teachers shuddered at the.prospect of having to teach.

Outside in the huge, barren schoolyard, Harriet Tubman students
scramble to get into their respective lines. Mr. Best and his
administrative assistant, Mr. Sloan, take notes, then compare them
to decide which classes will win the flags awarded for assembling
promptly and orderly. To win a flag, all of the members of a class
who are present that day must come to school on time and be among
the first who are orderly lined up aftei the bell rings. Classes
are to line up in the schoolyard each day at 8:45 and 12:45. Flags

are awarded about three times a week; students and teachers never
know when it will happen.

"The surprise element helps everyone do their jobs consistently,"
says Mr. Best. "Students arrive on time, and teachers halie to
arrive on time to meet their classes." Classes that win go into the
school first, proudly Waving the flag in front of them. The winning
classes display the flag in their rooms throughout the day, then return
them to the office. Competition for the flags is fierce and three
minutesafter the bell rings, the schoolyard is quiet and most classes
are standing in line, "straight and tall."

Mrs. Gray's class is standing proudly when she opens the door to
the schoolyard. She stands in,front of them and waits as Mr. Best
awards the flags. A muffled groan ripples through the class, and
Mrs. Gray realizes they will not win a' flag today as she squints
across the schoplyard and sees one of her students racing towards
them. Shawn, late and breathing heavily, sheepishly approaches the
line.

"These things happen," Mrs. Gray consoles him, putting her arm
around him. "But you must try to come on time," she gently scoldS.
These words seem to ease their distress at having lost and the
children'nod as Shawn takes his place at the front of the line. He
and'Tinika, the shortest male and female members of the class, lead
the two lines up the stairwell and through the corridor to room 207.
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Following what has become an established routine, the children
quietly put down their bookbags, wait for the closet-door helpers
to open the doors, put away their coats and hats, then stack their
homework books on a table at the front of the classroom. Settled in,
they take out their checkered phonics workb)oka and begin doing the
current assignment. Today they are aorking on a follow-up activity
on long-vowel spelling patterns, e.g. ai (rain, pain, Spain) a-e
(cake), and a (ray).

While this is going on, Frederick comes over to ask Mrs. Gray
if he can record the weather, Mrs. Gray tells him, "Yes. Whoever asks
first may do it." He goes over to look through jhe window at the huge
thermometer,that is leaning outside the window on the graystone sill.
The thermometer says 46.degrees. Frederick knows, but wants veri-
fication, since it is an odd sort of,number---neither 45 nor 50. "Is

it 46 degrees?" he asks me, probably because I am the only person
near the thermometer. (I'm amazed that it is so- warm.) I look to
check, but I have trouble reading-this huge thermometer.

"You have to look at where the mercury is," Frederick tells me,
pointing. It clearly measures 46 degrees, and with same more reas-
surance that'he is doing it right, Frederick colors in the bar graph
for Wednesday---next to Monday and Tuesday, which his classmates
filled in previously.

Dawn walks over to Mrs: Gray, who is beginning to look at the
homework books the children have stacked neatly on her small table
in front of the classroom. She wants to add today's date to the
large calendar on one of the front bulletin boards. Permission
granted, she takes a red paper heart from pe pocket labelled
"numerals" that's attached to the,bulletiti board. She,prints the
number "13" on it with black magic marker, and uses a thumb tack
to attach it to the calendar next to the 12 and under rThursday."
Neatly thumb-tacked to the bulletin board are calendars for the
months that have passed so far this year: September, October, November,
December, January. 1

In addition to fthe ritual of turning in their hdillework books

first thing in the thorning, thastudents mark the current date on the
individual calendars Mrs. Gray has duplicated for them and which
they keep in their desks. This fixation on calendars is to help the
children unddrstahd and master their use.

Mrs. Gray calls Victor and Beth over to the large round table
at the front of the room-to work with her in editing their compositions.
Theirs were the best of the compositions her class wrote yesterday
and'she wants to display them.
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This is what Victor wrote:

If I Were a Kite

If I was a kite I'll fly in the sky. If I was in
the sky I go whichever way the breeze blows. If I were
a kite I'll cly. I'll blow faraway.

After he.worked with Mrs. Gray in editing it, it looked like this:

If I Were a Kite

If I were a kite, I'd fly in the sky. If I were in
the sky, I'd go whichever way the breeze blows. If I
were a kite, I'd fly. I'd blow faraway.

Compositions that are routinely displayed are always first "proof-
read" by the student and Mrs. Gray.

The children in Mrs. Gray's class frankly admit that they "played"
all last year. 'They were some of the more severe casualties of the
"forced transfer" of teachers which occured in 1978 in the Metropolis
School District. Harriet Tubman had one of the most predominantly
Black teaching staffs in the Metropolis School District until 1978
and a staff that had accrued a large amount of seniority. Teachers
with.the least amount of seniority were most susceptible to being
transferred and received letters over the summer telling them where
they were to report in September. Seven White teachers were trans-
ferred into the Harriet Tubman School, and seven Black teachers were
transferred out to schools that had predominantly White teaching staffs.
In every case, the White teachers who came to Harriet Tubmah in
September had less seniority than the Black teachers who had been
foiced to,leave.

In December, the desegregation edict was mysteriously reversed
and the same teachers were given the option to return or stay in
their new schools. Five of the seven White teachers elected to remain
at Harriet Tubman and five of the Black teachers were unable to return
even thóugh^they had more seniority. There was an undercurrent of
ill feeling for some time oyer this, what some called, "bending of
the rules."

In spite of the tense circumstances surrounding their becoming
permanent members of the staff, three of the five White teachers who
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opted to remain at Hariiet Tubman following their "forced transfer"
assimilated easily into the school. Good teaching seems to be respected
above all else, and these teachers, like the vast majority of the
Harriet Tubman staff, are structured, no-nonsense teachers, who
challenge their students, expect excellence, and get results.

Unfortunately, the new White teacher Mrs. Grp's class had in
the first grade was not of this ilk. She could not "adjust" to her
charges. They did not take her seriously and "played" all day. She
became "ill" and was absent often; thus her class was subjected to one
substitute teacher after another. And they played. And they quickly
learned to terrorize one substitute teacher after another.

According to their standardized test scores, 767 of their counter
parts across the nation were able to read better than they could by
the time they came to Mrs. Gray for second grade. Moreover, they
mere unruly.

Mrs. Gray began the year by letting the children know what she
expected of them and by finding out what they expected of her.
'She had a headstart on most teachers since her reputation preceded her.
Members of dhe Harriet Tubman community invariably spoke of her with
respect. Children who were assigned to Mrs. Gray's classroom heard
stories about Mrs. Gray whenelzer they responded to someone who
inquired who their teacher would be in September. All summer long
siblings or parents of the children who were to enter Mrs. Gray's
classroom in September told them what they could expect of her: that she
was strict.and would give them a lot of work to do. Many of the older
children remembered affectionately how much they had learned in her
classroom. Mrs. Gray's students could always read and write better
than students in other classes. In the same conversation, they would

.1augh about the good times they expected to have fooling around in
another,teacher's classroom---a teacher who had a reputation for al-
lowing too much freedom or for giving them little to do.

The students who were to enter Mrs. Gray's classroom in
September had very definite expectations of her', and she matched
their expectations exactly:,

:The first day of school was filled with getting the thildren
acclimated to their new surroundings: establishing where the class-
room was located relative to* the bathroom, schoolyard, office,
exits; and then reviewing how they would line up each day: girls
in one line, boys in another, from shortest to tallest, because,
as Mrs. Gray says, "this is the most efficient way for everYone to
see the teacher and follow directions." Mrs. Gray never failed to
explain to the children the rationale behind every step they were taking.
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The -first day of school, chilaren were encouraged to sit where
they liked. Ajew days later, rhen seats were more permanently.
assigned (a bogus term in Mrs. Gray's classroom since she is con-,
stantiy evaluating how things are going and redesigning.the
curriculum and classroom environment as shesees the need), it
was on the basis of choice and efficiency. Children could sit where
they wanted, but a tall child, for exa4le, would not be allowed to
sit in a seat that would block a shortpr child's view of the chalk-
board; and two children who talked to each other constantly or
couldn't get along would not be permidted to sit together. Mrs.

Gray would ask the children why she might have:these caveats, and they
would tell hr. They knew; they were pretty logical themselves.

During the first week, Mrs. Gray discussed school with her
children and what they hoped to accomplish. "What are some of the
things you expect Mrs. Gray to help you with?" she asked ttlem.

She always uses the word "help."

They told her they wanted her to help them 'learn to read and

write.

Mrs. Gray asked them, "What did you do last year?"

They said, frankly, "We played."

"All year long?" she asked them.

"Yes," they said. 0

She confessed to them that when she passed their classroom last
year, she did hear quite a bit of noise, and that those times when
she looked ginate,--shenoticed_they weren't reading books and doing
those things they said they wanted-to do. They talked about why
they had played so much in first grade--,---and- they agreed it was
because they'dhad a series of substitute teacher's which gave them
the feeling that no teacher was going to stay long and follow up
on what she was doing.

"I know'you didn't play all year," Mrs. Gray told them, and .

proceeded to find out what they had learned. Among other evaluations,

she administered to the children the Metropolis School District's
Informal Reading Inventories, whiCh were compoied of selections of
the Bank Street Readers; and the Botel Phonics Inventory. These

evaluations told her that the children had been pretty honest in
their appraisal of the work they had done last year: they were non-

readers, Tor the most part.

Beginning by saying that she was a verl-honest teacher, Mrs. Gray
gave her students the bad news. She told them that she was going to
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help them learn as much as they could, but that she believed in
reminding them where therwere along dhe scale relative to most
second graders. She let them know that "right along the scale"
they were very r back in first grade, but had been promoted
to Second.

She showed thi the books they would have to master to reach
dhe second-grade level, and toil them she was willing to go "as
fast as they could take it." If they really wanted to read, she
to' them, she was going to teach them all they needed tO learn to

d well.

She asked them if they wanted to do that, and the children
nodded in affirmation. Then she asked them how they could go about
learning all the dhings they never got to in first grade, and also
go on to master their secOnd grade work.

"We canUot play," they suggested. They discussed when they
could play: in gym, at recess, after lunch, after school, and in,
school for the purpose of helping them-reach their goal.

They established the rules and kind of schedule they would
need to follow to make the most efficient use of their time.
What they came up with is reflected in Mrs. Gray's instructions
to the substitute teacher (for the rare occasions when she is
absent):

Rdrriet TUbman ,ZchooZ
GeneraZ Directions to Substitute Teachers

1. Check attendance carelKty each session and record on teacher's
monthly report sheet and tne individual roZZ sheets.

2. Follow the teacher's program, including; post of duty, unZess
oficially advised to do otherwise.

. Use all supplies wise4 and as directed by the teacher.
Only assigned chil n are to handle materials.

4. Do not remove from the room any equipmel#, supplies, or teacher's
personaZ belongings without permission.

5. Return keys to the office befbre you leave fbr the day.

6. Ifyou have any 4uestion or a problem consuZt the Achinistrative
Assistant, Mr. Sloan in room 216.
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September 10, 1979

To: The Sitbstitute Teacher fbr Room 207

From: Mildred Gray

Welcome to room 207, grade 2. You should find the
growing in self-discipline and the willingness to le
planned program that moves uninterrupted throughout the
encouragement, such as "We will do each activity the ri
or "You can do it," will help.

children
through a
day. Pbsitive
ht way,"

The point 'system encourages the children to try harder.

Our guidelines are:

1. Coming to school is children's work.
2. The little things I try myself I soon can do all by myself.

4:1"
'Faye a good stay!

The children in room 207 are encouraged to work fbr points by:
4

1. Talking in sentences.
2. Obeying rules.
3. Showing self-discipline in the classroom.
4. Completing work assigned.
5. Answering questions. This requires good listening skills,

good thinking, recall, and knowledge about what is being
asked.

Daily tally marks are made toircounted at the end of the day to
see how we are growing.

Helpers
-

There are classroom helpers. See the bulletin board in the
rear of the classroom to note pupil assignments.

Our Schedule

At the ringing of the school bell (8:45 A.M.) children will
fbrm lines in the school yard. They are to be escorted into the
room by the teacher.
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8:50 - 9;10

9:1 - 9:20

9:21 - 9:30

Phonics

CZassroom AssembZy:

Spelling activities:

choose pupiZ Zeader

see room chart

Students receive assignments to be completed independently.

9:30 - 10:15 , *Reading instruction: three groups

10:15 - Recess: teacher is to take children to the
schooZyard and also pick them up.

.10:30 - 10:55

12:00 - 12:,45

12:45 - 1:00

1:00 - 1:10

1:10 - 2:00

2:00 - 2:15

2:15 - 2:45

Reading continues

Lunch: children receive Zunch tickets Zocated
on the sheZf in the teacher's cZoset. They are
to be escorted to the lunchroom (in the'
gymnasium) by the teacher.

Teacher is to bring children into the cZassroom
from the schooZyard unZess it is a special
subject time. (See schedule of special
cZasses on chart on teacher's closet.)
If'it is a speciaZ subject time, special subject
teacher wiZZ then pick up the children from the
schooZyard.

Copy homework assignments. Children are to
receive homework

Mathematics Instruction: review any math lesson
found in Zesson pZan book.

Indoor recess: -teacher is to take the chiZdren
to and from the bathroom across the haZZ. First
girls, then boys. Teacher must escort children.

Social Studies:
Children may d4euss with teacher
Neighborhood N6lpers

1. Describe who they are.
2. Row they heZp us.
3. How we can heZp them.

*Children wiZZ move to the Zong narrow reading table in the back of
the room when their groups are caZZed. The teacher's guide and imy Zesson
plan wiZZ heZp with the direct.ed reading activity. ,
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2:45 - 2:55- STORYTIME: Read them a good one!

3:00 1Dismissal: Teacher is to escort children'
to the schooZyard.



At about 9:10, the childran in Mrs. Gray's class review the phonics
activity that they have completed independently. Mts. Gray had told
her students (and reminds them from time-to-time) that the skills
that are reinforced and reviewed in their checkered phonics workbooka
are skills they should have mastered in first grade---and'would have
mastered if they had not undergone such a chaotic year.

Today they are,continuing their work on reviewing two-letter com-
binations that stand för the lolig a sound: ai and a e. For each
item on the workbook page, the children were to select from three
words the word that makes the most sense in the sentence. Through
these activities, Mrs. Gray helps her students decode and comprehend
words like wade, lake, gate, and sail.

cake Gail will bake a rake
cake
sake

rake 'Kate will wadein the lake
pale
late

box Dad laid a nail on a bun
fox
box

cape Mom made Jane a red cap

cape
pane

ape DaVe gave his cap to an ate
ale

ape.

sail Dale will tape the rip in the . less

sell
sail

"Not lack," Mrs. Gray corrects Johnny.

"Lake," he corrects himself.,

"Lake," Mrs. Gray repeats, perched on a desk top in the midst
of the children. "What does the e tell us?"

"That the vowel will be long," Johnny answers.
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"Yes. The e tells us the vowel will be long," Mrs. Gray repeats,
turning to the entire class to reinforce the correct answer.

"Now that we know what wade means (she had helped them under-
stand its meaning yesterday, in a previous phonics lesson on long a,
by reminding them of the song "Wade in the Water," that was familiar to

all of them), we know that Kate could only wade in a lake, Oot lack,
or pale, or late.)

"What is a lake?" she asks them. Many students raise their
hands. She points to Dawn.

, "A lake is a little body of water."

Mrs. Gray tilts her head and lifts her eyebrows. She points
to another student whose hand went up after hearing Dawn's answer.

"A lake is a small body of waterY' Selma answers. Without
saying a word, Mrs. Gray points to a third student to answer.

"A lake is a body of water," says Clifton.

"A lake is ahody of waier," Mrs. Gray repeats, recording
three pointson her paper. "Now, some people said 'little body of
water' and.some people said 'small body of water.' Think about what
you have learned. What do we call a 'little body of water?' Mrs.
Gray asks, reviewing a concept introduced previously. Students raise
their hands.

"A pond," one of the volunteers answers.

"Talk so the:class can hear you," Mrs. Gray tells him.

"Pond," Lawrence repeatst more loudly.

"A Pond is a little body of water," Mrs. Gray repeats, extending
Lawrence's answer into a complete sentence and recording two parts.
"A lake is a bigger body of water. Very good. But let's not forget
our sentences.

"Now, let's see if we can do the next one. Who's ready with
the next one?" About ten hands go up. "April?" Mrs. Gray calls on
one of the volunteers whose hand is raised, "Come on, let's go."
She urges students to respond quickly.

"Dad laid a nail on a box," April reads smoothly.

"Yes," Mrs. Gray responds enthusiastically, then "walks through"
part of the sentence with them: "'Dad' and the next word begins with
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1-1-1-1; and I see two vowels next to each other and I quickly
remember the rule --- 'laid.: Vety good!" She records three points
next to April's name.

"Next one, let's go!" ands go up. "James? Nice and loud,"
Mrs. Gray says, looking at him.

"Mom made ---" James begins, then is unsure whether to pronounce
J-a-n-e 'Jan' or "Jane'.

"Now, what is that vowel sound?" Mrs. Gray asks. James, trying
to help. "Look at the e,"'she tells him.

"Jane!" James answers, excited'. The light comes on.- "Mom made
Jane a red cape." He proudly reads the sentences.

"Very good," Mrs. Gray records three points for James.
"Next one. Be aware of vowel sounds." About eight students raise
their hands. "Ellie?"

"'Dave gave hia cap to an ape:"

"'An ape'" repeats Mrs. Gray as she records three points for Ellis.
Then she reviews why an and not a is used before the word ape.

Children who haye trouble with this phonics activity are told to
join the "Sounding Group" which meets for about ten minutes at the
beginning of each reading period. Mrs. Gray believes students should
'assume a certain amount of responsibility for their own learning, so
she encourages students to voluntarily join the "Sounding Group"
if they feel the need for additional review.

Comment

Notice that while helping students master these basic decoding
skills, Mrs. Gray seizes the opportunity to develop vocabulary and oral
language skills. She also keeps the lesson moving at a rapid pace in
an effort to assure that's lot gets done. She reinforces correct
answers by repeating them. In addition, she stays in close proximity
to the children, moving among them, sometimes peering over their
shoulders.

It is interesting to note here, too, that every successful school
reported in the literature emphasizes phonics. It is striking that

in Mrs. Gray's classroom, phonics comes first.
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Immediately following this review of the beginning-of-the-day
phonics activity, classroom assembly begins. Mrs. Gray signals
the beginning of this by asking for a student to volunteer to lead
them. This volunteer directs the class in pledging allegiance to
the flag, singing "Lift E'vry Voice and Sing," which Mrs. Gray hat
tecsntly taughtthem in honor of Black History Week, then sharing,
or asking for another student to share, one of the many inspiring
quotations Mrs. Gray has gradually introdu7 d into their repertoire
since the school year began.

/

"The earth is so full of a number 9f things,/I'm sure we should
all be as happy as kings!" a volunteer recites today.

"Who has something of interest to share with us today?" Mrs.
Gray then asks her children, signalling that it is time for them to
summarize a new event they became aware of overnight. She has
encouraged her students to watch the news and ask their parents
about current events so they will be able to participate during this

lto
sharing. Volunteers stand, one-b A ohe, and speak clearly, neatly
summarizing and using complete sent es. Mrs. !Gray seizes the
opportunity to elaborate on concepts touched on in these recitations,
explaining, by bringing forward a globe of the-4orld, where Afghanistan,
Africa, and Russia are relative to the United States; explaining what
a boycott is; explaining what and where the Winter Olympics are;
displaying artificial flOwers to help them begin to understand the
concept of artificial snow.

With this sharing, Mrs. Gray i!roaens the experiential backgrounds
of her students, extends their vocabularies and develops their oral
composition skills. She also introduces and reinforces concepts of
history., politics and geography. Students receive points for par-
ticipating in any portion of the classroom assembly. This is Mrs. Gray's
way of providing posittve reinforcement for speaking clearly and in
sentences, exhibiting poise, remembering verses and quotations,
listening well, exhibiting critical'thinking skills, and showing the
mottvation to participate. Through consistent modelling on Mrs.
Gray's part, and positive reinforcement, the children have steadily
grown in their abilities to summarize their !thoughts in Standard
American English. While classroom assembly is going on, the voice
of Mr. Best comes across the public address system with this announce-
ment:

"Seventh and eight graders are not allowed to come across the
second floor." ahe junior high is housed in the third floor of the
new building; there is no reason for seventh and eight graders to be
on the second floor except to pass through enroumto the cafeteria .i

or schoolyard.) "If you see any seventh and eighth graders on the
second floor, bring them into your classroom and call the office.
No students are to be in the halls unescorted. Any unescorted child
I see today will be suspended!"
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Mrs. Gray reviews what Mr. Best said: "Unescorted means without
the teacher," she explains. "Sometimes I let one or two of you go
to the bathroom without me or Mrs. Jones, but it is right across the
hall and I know who and how long. If you go through,the halls un-
escorted and Mr. Best:sees you, I can't help you. You'll be sus-
pended," she reiterates Mr. Best's warning.

Mrs. Gray has taken advantage of Black History Week to accelerate
her efforts to help her students learn about "Great Black Americans
who helped to make our country great." Towards the end of the
sharing, she holds up a large cellophane bag full of peanuts and
asks the students to identify it.

"Now I have promised that we will be learning about many great
Black Americans this week. Today, I'm going to help you learn about
another great Black American who was a very curious scientist. He
found many different, useful things we could do with these," she
says, holding up the bag of peanuts. She has the students locate on
the bulletin board the picture of the great Black American she must
be talking about. A volunteer locates the picture of George
Washington Carver holding a peanut, but is unable to read his name.
Mrs. Gray records three points for the volunteer's having accomplished
this much, then calls on another student to decode Carver's name.

"G-uh...J-uh...George Wash..ing..ton... George Washington!"

"Yes, George Washington ---," Mrs. Gray says, as she prints
the name on the chalkboard. "Anyone want to read his last name?"
she asks, as she prints: Carver. All around me I hear students
sounding out: "Cuh..ar...Car-ver, Carver...Carver!" Hands go up

, in the air. "O-o-o-h! Carver!" several students whisper loudly.

"A quiet person may read his name for us;'cautions Mrs. Gray.
'Shawn?" Shawn does not respond; he was quiet, evidently, because
he was not paying attention; both Mrs. Gray and I know decoding
comes easily to him. "Not ready," says Mrs. Gray tersely, turning
away from him, then quickly points to a child whose hand is raised.

"Carv9r," says the child, xelleved to have finally been allowed
to say the name aloud.

"Carver," repeats Mrs. Gray. "Let's all read his name: George
Washington Carver," they all say as Mrs. Gray points to each word.

"All right," Mrs. Gray continues, "anyone know or want to guess
what we should know about George Washington Carver and the peanut?"
Several students speculate: he discovered how to grow peanuts; he
found a better, way to grow peanuts. Mrs. Gray accepts each of these
as wise speculations, then says:
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"When I don't know something and it's time to learn, where 4o you
think I can find the answer?"

"In the encyclopedia," several students volunteer, "on your desk."

"On my desk," Mrs. Gray repeats. "Nothing will keep me from learn-
ing," she says, excitedly reinforcing the value of learning as she
frequentfy does. "George Washington Carder was another person who
wanted to learn more. He was curious. And he always wanped to do
something to help others. Now there is a long story about George
Washington Carver and I hope this afternoon we can see a film that will
telllyou more about him.

'nut the exciting thing about Mr. Carver was that he wanted to go
to school, and learn. And he did get.to go to school and learn. And
it wasn't his mother and father who sent him. As I remember the
story, I think his parents died and some people who were not even
related to him found out that he had a brain and that he wanted to
learn to read, and to write, and t4 spell, and to make the world in
which he lived a better place." She goes on to explain some of the
many useful thingsl Carver discovered cOuld be done with peanuts.

Sharing has lasted longer than usual this morning and it is
time for recess. At this point, Mrs. Gray has the children, girls
first, then boys, line up and go directly across the corridor to the
bathroom with her Title I aide, Mrs. Jones. (The students qualify to
have the part-time assistance of a Title I aide bec'ause they are
"low achieving" according to their latest standardized test scores.)
During these traditionally cold winter months, Mrs. Grartakes ad-
vantage of the customary indoor recess to get in pore work. Today
happens t9 be a balmy day, but it is raining.

While the students are taking care of theix-personal needs,
Mrs. Gray sumTarizes the lesson on Carver in the morning story, which
she prints on'the chalkboard:

George Washington Carver

George Washington Carver was a great Afro-
American scientist. He made many useful things
from the peanut. He made paints, and he also found
that there was oil in peanuts. Many people today
cook with peanut oil.

When the children return to the classroom, Mrs. Gray has volunteers
take turns reading the story aloud. She helps them "unlock" words
as the proceed.
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Spelling is next on the agenda. Mrs. Gray assigns two students
the task of siving out the small sheets of lined spelling paper,for,
their daily spelling pretest. Words on the weekly spelling list are
a combination of (1) words that review the phonic elements the chil-
dren have learned and (2) high-frequency words that are included on
several first- And secodd.r.grade spelling lists Mrs. Gray uses.

Beginning with a list of six words in September, Mrs. Gray has
now worked up to a weekly spelling list of twelve words. The first
week of sthoo1 Mrs. Gray's goals included having her students master
the spelling of these six words:

1. home
2. and
3. can
4. look

5. see
6. tome

They also learned to compose senteptes using them. Notice that with
the addition of easy-to-spell words like I and the children can
form simple sentences (I can go home.), having mastered only the
first six spelling words the first week of school. This establishes
the need to know how to spell. Many believe first or second grade is
too early to expect children to spell. Mrs. Gray says that weekly
spelling lists/test are too much for young children unless they're
made to feel a need for knowing how to spell. She tells her students
that they could be a big help to their mothers, who might be too busy
to write a needed note to the teacher --- if they can write and are
helpful children they can write that note so their parent only needs
to sign it. Mrs. Cray:

You have to gi e tb,A1 so many areas of neg; tell
them why they need to know how to write. It is
too much to expect first and second graders to know
how to spell unless you make them use the
skill.

From the beginning they were expected to compose sentences for
their daily spelling activity. Shortly after thati they were expected
to write paragraphs and stories. Students who had trouble spelling
felt the need daily to master this skill. If someune did something
nice for them, Mrs. Gray often suggested that the children express'
their appreciation by writing thank-you notes. Later, When Mrs. Gray
would ask for suggestions of what they could do to thank someone, they
volunteered, "We can write a letter." She often had the children
write comments on their day's activities (either positive or negative)
in their homework books so their parents would see it when signing it.
So they often were made to feel the need for the basic skilll dhey
were learning.
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Students must know hoW to speak in sentences and in Standard
American English for their discussions on current events and on
Great Bleck Americans. In addition, they must compose sentences
in their daily spelling and composing activities.

s"

On,Monday of each week, without fail, the entire spelling list
is presented for the students to copy in their spelling books.
Then on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday a few of the words are
dictated in pretests to help students master their spelling over a
period of several days. On Friday, students are tested on the
entire list. This test is completed in their spelling books and the
final grade is entered in Mrs. Gray's record book. This procedure
was much abbreviated vith Mrs. Gray's top fourth grade class, which
received a spelling list on Monday and a test on Friday--no pretests
in between.

This morning Mrs. Gray dictates four words, using each one in
a sentence, then pronouncing it again. After students have written
each word, they are told to write a sentence using each worth as they
have been told to ,Oo since September. Then they are to use the spelling
words to complete sentences that Mrs. Gray has written on the chalk-
board.

While the students are completing their spelling activity,
Mrs. Gray goes to the back chalkboard and begins writing the day's
writing assignment:

Creative Writing

1. Do you know this man?
2. How does he help you and your neighbors?
3. How do you help him?

Words for You

postman mail
letters slot
daily uniform

When Mrs. Gray finishes printing the writing assignment on the.
chalkboard, she calls the students' attention to it and has volunteers
read each line, helping them apply various phonic principles to
"unlock words."

"Okay, very good unlocking of words," she says, when the oral
reading is completed. "You think about those questions and put your
answers into a story. Now you saw Mrs. Coombs' first graders' writing---
I hope Xhat will help us improve."
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(Mrs. Coombs' first graders had Mrs. Mercer for their teacher in
kindergarten. Mrs. Coombs is one of the new White teachers who was
able to assimilate easily into the Harriet Tubman faculty --- she is
a strict teacher who.has high expectations of"her students and insists
on hard work and excellence. She spends a large,portion of the day
on reading, writing and oral language activities. Mrs. doombs continued
the kind of school regiment to whiCh her students had become accustomed
in Mrs. Mercer's kindergarten. By Fehruary, Mrs. Coombe class was
writing at a level that was equivalent to the writing ability of the
average first grader in Grosse Pointe, Michigan. Here is a sample
copied just the way the young author in Mrs. Coombs' first grade
class wrote it:

Gerald the Giant

I have a big giant who lives with me. His name is
Gerald. I love him and he loves-me. One time we
went for a walk. He took me to the park and the ,

4 playground and we had lots and lots of fun! That
night,it was time to go to bed. I sleeped in the
bed 6nd Gerald sleeps in the cellar.

---Tarik)

Mrs. Morgan, one of the less-structured White teachers Yho is
new to the school and has experienced repeated difficulty managing
her class of high-achieving seCond graders, enters room 207 with two
boys %ad a girl,who are her worst behavier problems. The rest of her
class 71*.going on a trip today and these students, because they
have "acted oqr all,week, have forfeited ,the opportunity to accompany
them. She wants to'know if Mks, Gray will allow them to.stay in her
room until their class returns. Mrs. Gray agrees and has a student
volanteer aplain to the visting children the morning routine, class

les,'and morning assignents as Mrs. Morgan thanks Mrs. dray and
1 axes the room.

-

"If you're writing a story, it must,have a whatr Mrs. Gray
fontinues inftoducing the writing,activity. Hands go up.

"It must have a title," answers Yolander, after being 4elected
to respond. "And you will have more than two sentences,': -elle warns.
Some children raise their hands and want tootell Mrs. Gray the answer's
to some of the questions boncerning the mailman, but Mks. Gray says,
"Talk to, me through your writing."

Tomorrow, after the class reviews the stories they have written,
Mrs. Gray will add the mailman's pictureto the pictures of the police-
man and fireman which have been added one-by-one to the portion of the
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long,_narrow btlletin board entitled "NeighbOrhood Helpers" that
extends across dhe back of the ,classroom.

"All right," says Mrs. Gray. "So'youlave your sPelling to do
and creative writing. Keep moving!"

1/471

While the children are working independently, Mrs. Gray, holding
her roll book under the papers, proceeds to return to them work
she has corrected. While she is giving out the papers, she takes roll.
As she walks around returning tht pagers, she comments on the work
the children are in the process of doing.

"Logk at your writing and see if it's a half space as you print.
Or is it too small? Be sure to use finger spaces."

Mr. Horowitz, one of the reading teachers who is assisting the
reading resource teacher in ordering textbooks for the entire school,
comes in to find out what reading books.Mrs. Gray will need for, her
class next year.

"Why does everything have to be done at the last minuter
Mrs. Gray thinks to herself. Yesterday during the'faculty meeting
*(children -in all schools'in District 13 are dismissed at 2:30 on
Tuesdays so that principals may meet with teachers), they decided to
adbpt and begin purchasing one core reading series to be used in every
classroom.

. .

"We're always told on the 12th that textbook orders must be sub-
mitted by the 24th," Mr. Best had said as he presSted the idea to
the faculty. "If we adopt one reading series and order the materials
centrally, we will alwayi be able to get our order in quickly...We're
also getting less and less money for books, so with ope core reading
series, we can supply the whole school more cheaply. Even more impor-
tantly, the book will follow the child and he will, therefore, receive..,

more systematic instruction."

'The teachers liked the idea of all of this, but many of them
(including Mrs. Gray) wanted to have a say in what reading series
was adopted. "After all, we know more about teaching reading,"
they tell me. They did not quibble'over this faux pas on Mr. Best's
part, however,.since they were overjoyed that they would be assured
of having sufficient reading materials next year --- and, they hoped,
continuously thereafter.

A'

Over the past decade, ;ince the children's standardized test scores
have been improving, funds Contributed by the federal government have
steadily decreased. It is the standard story of schools receiving
less mohey the better their students do. Frequently achievement sinks
again with this sudden loss of funding and, consequently, supplies.
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How have they managed with the less than abundant materials
available? For the most part, they scoured the old book closets,
located whatever complete sets of,reading materials were available,
and tapped their own and their reading teachers' resources. "You
do whatever you have to do," I heard'teachers tell one another when
they discussed how to make out with the limited materials available.
They.suggested to one teacher, at a meeting in Noveial, (apparently
appalled when she complained that her class hadh't been able to
have math/because there weren't enough fifth-grade math textbooks)
that she use the fifth grade textbook for boardwork and have the
children practice skills in the third grade workbooks, which were

- available. "But that will mean double wotk for me!" she said later
to her friends, when the meeting was over. "You do whatever you
have to do," they toldther. "That's what we have to do."

Having less money to work with forced them to consolidate their
funds and ordet reading materials centrally, through Mr. Best's
office. The fact that having a core reading series would create
more coordinated efforts in teaching reading was a secondary con-
sideration in the minds of Mr. Best and the reading teacher
since, as far as they could see, the Metropolis School System's
Levels Tests had already done a great deal to structure the reading
curriculum. A planned reading curriculum was already a feature in
this school, as it is in every single sUccessful school in the4
literature (See Chapter Two.) Adopting a core reading series would
merely serve to further ease the coordination of each teacher's
efforts.

They were told they were going to adopt one core reading program
just yesterday, and immediately after this announcement, Mr. Best had
asked them to agree to adopt a reading program that the primary teachers
had seen demonstrated pzily and had positively reaöted to. Today,
-the reading resource teacher w s already asking for their orders.

Mrs.NGray is anxious to c erate with anything that will facilitate
the children's progress. She is annoyed, however, that Mr. Horowitz
has been sent Around now, in the middle of her class, without warning,
for her to "off'the top of her head".tell him what reading materials
she anticipates she will neea-for her students next year.

She leaves the classroom for a couple of minutes to stand outside
of,the 'door 'and supply the information Mr. Horowitz requested. Most
of the children continue working while she is gone. Some of them
are becoming restless, however, due to this additional interruption.

, "We will need the 2-2 and 3-1 readers next year...and, more than
lfkely, some of the childrentl be going into the 3-2 reader towards
the end of the school year," . Gray tells Mr. Horowitz. She goes
on to streas that she will need a teacher's-Pide to accompany each

dr.reader and, of course, workbooks for each child.-
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The Sounding Group meets now. This is a small group of about
ten children who have exhibited difficulty decoding and blending words.
The children in this group walk to the rear of the classroom and gather
around Mrs. Gray at her desk, forming a tighe circle. The Sounding
Group began with that tore group of students who needed most to work
on their-decoding skills. .Then, as the school year progressed,
Mrs. Gray opened up the group to "any child who recognized he was
havingtdifficulty sounding."

Throughout the school, in grades K through 6, phonics and word
analysis skills are emphasized just as they are emphasized in other
successful reading programs. In kindergarten, students learn the
sound/symbol correspondence fir most of the spelling patterns of
the English language. This is probably why Mrs. Gray had only a core,
of stude#s who had not yet mastered preliminary decoding skills--
despite ;he fact that, clue to a number of tragic circumstances, they

Ihad received little systematic reading instruction in first grade.
Theyhad a strong phonics program in kindergarten.

"We're having a terrible time with sounds, some of us," Mrs. Gray
says, beginning the lesson. "Let's just look,back at some of our
old sounds." She points to each letter or letter combination on the
page and the students say the sound represented4 Here she is using
the published series Distar.

"Eee, aey, uh, er, oh, eye, buh, mmm, kuh, duh, tuh," they say.
4

"That was an old lesson," Mrs. Gray says. "Let's turn over to
where we are. -Sound out. Get ready." Together they say the sound'

of each letter as she points to it.

"very good! The faster we recognite the sounds, Ole faster we
can sound out and read words. All right? Let's see *hat we can
do here," Mrs. Gray turns to a Rage where the children must blend
the sounds to form words. "When I touch the sound, you make it and

' keep on making it as long as I touch it. Do not go ahead of the
iminter. Go!" They sound out bringing, then sta t. Then they
stumble over the long i in time. Tinika is the on student;Avir
pronounce the word correctly. Ns,

"Why did she call th ?" Mrs. Gray asks, pointing to the i
with a horizontal line drawn o er it. "What did she see that you
didn't see?"

"The silent e," they say.

"That tells you the first vowel says its --"

"Name," the children complete the sentence.
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k "Okay. Sound out. Get ready." They tontinue to blend sounds
to form words, with Mrs. Gray reminding them of ph netic principles
when necessary. They continue by decoding art, car , start, started.

Mrs. Gray gives out stories for the childrgn tc _decode that
utilize the spelling patterns and phonetic printipl s they have
learned so far. The children read their stories to Mrs. Gray, one-by-
one, and she comments*on their individual pefotiances. Many of them
read smoothly and assuredly.

"Shawn and Dawn, no, no, no," Mrs. Gray admonishes two students
in anothatrea of the classroom who have moved their seats closer
tot'the chalkboard. "Come back to your seats, Shawn and Dawn. You

-can see the chalkboard perfectly well." The two children pick up
their materials and begin to move. "And do the best you can from
your own seats, because you're not following the rules."

Tammy.continues reading her story as Mrs. Gray chastises
Shawn and Dawn. "Now wasn't that a.long story. And a beautiful job!"
Mrs. Gray says to Tammy when she finally finishes reading. She hands
Tammy another phonically-controlled story that reinforces the souBd/
spdlling she has been having trouble with. "Nowtyou can read this
and answer the questions. Read the question and circle the right
answer. I'll mark it later. And if you want to practice writing,
you can do thislpart," Mrs. Gray tells her. "I'm very proud of you."
Tammy returns to her seat with the story she will take home and read
to her parents.

The children enjoyed getting these take-home papers and Mrs. Gray
discovered that students who were not bad enough at sounding to warrant
being in the group for them often bartered for them. "How did you get this?"
Mrs. Gray would often ask them. "Well, I gave my pencil to Jamal and
he gave me this." When Mrs. Gray finishes hearing each of the children
in her sounding group,decode the stories she's given them and reviewed
their respective assignments, she calls the children in her first
Uptown Downtown reading group back to the long table to have their
reading lesson.

"Now, Uptown Downtown. Quietly." The children in this reading
group begin sathering their materials and moving towards the bacic
of the room. 1ring your workbooks; let's see hoc4 far you got,"
says Mrs. Gray,'Mginning to look at one of the students workbooks.
"I only have Shawn's book here...You didn't finish," she tells Shawn.
"You skipped some of these; you need to check this page again." She
dontinues checking the pages Shawn has completed since yesterday.
"Good," she ciSmitents, "Good!"

"Okay," Mrs. Gray says, beginning to talk to the reading group
that has assembled around her. "We're ready for page 82. Well,
really 83. Let's see how many have finished up to page 82," she
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says, referring to their workboiiks. "We're not doing it now, Maurice,"
she warns. "How many people are ready for page 83?" Most of the
children's hands go up. "Let's take a look at it. We're working with
the word what?"

"Than."

"Say it clearly."

"Than."

"Now, what I want you to do is read these little stories at the
top and then locate---or find---a 1 1 the words that begin like
the word what?" 1 ,

"Than." the children answer.

"Than. 'When you fina them, Put a line under them.,.At the
bottom, r e a d your question,, read your sentence, and then
underline the one best answer to the question. Okay?...Then on
page 84, it's very easy because all you have to do is what?" A child
answers correctly. "Uhhuh, but at thebottom of this, .

you'reigoing to -- uh,, it's hot the t i t 1 e this time---

"Did something happen to Jerome. What's the matter with Jerome
Mrs. Gray asks. Jerome has arrived with tears in his eyes. He is
accom .nied by Mrs. Johnson, the Home and School Coordinator.

"Good morning, Mrs. Gray. Where's James?" Mrs. Johnson asks.

"He's up in reading; What---did something happen to Jerome?"

6Do you have James' new phone number?" Mrs. Carter says, not
answering Mrs. Gray's question.

"Oh. You want to look up in my closet and get the roll book?
See if you can see it up there. _...Good morning, Jerome." Mrs. GraY
s ys gently as he enters the room, removing his soiled; navy coat
and knitted cap. Hurry and catch up with us; I think you'll enjoy
what's going on."

"And Tinika, can you explain to him what we're doing? Tinika
H.,"she repeats, getting Tinika H.'s attention. "Can you tell him
what we're doing?"

"Yes," Tinika H. finally hears Mrs. Gray and looks up from her
work.

"Wait until he's dressed, then you come over and tell him the
things that you've learned."
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While this is going on, a small group works with the Title One
reading aide, Mrs. Jones, on the tape recorder and earphones at the .

large round table near the front of the classroom. A'You say it first,"
Mrs. Jones tells them, "and then the machine,..If yiu don't sound .out
your letters, you will not know how to read." The rest of thelclass
works on the morning assignmentss: copying dhe morning story about
George Washington Carver, completing the spelling sentences, and
composing a story about the mailman. Knowing they have much to dot
the vast majority of them work steadily.

"All right, now, you have up to p'age 84 to do," Mrs. Gray says,
returning to the Uptown Downtown reading group, "Think you can do that?"
Mrs. Gray asks, referring to their workbooks. "Yes," the children say.

"Now sote of you have been absent and have missed work," says
Mrs. Gray, returning to her reading groups. Now you have to get with.
me and make up the work. You will not get a new workbook until every
page in this one is completed." Pages are to be completed when they do
independent work in the mornings and, sometimes, in the afternoons.
They are to complete the new pages assigned and any they have missed
due to absence. When their reading lesson is over, they will do
these workbook pages along with the work already assigned, as well
as read one of the Bank Street reading series' independent readers.

"This page has to do with comprehension. The child who is thinking
will listen, read, and the last thing he will do is talk," says Mrs.
Gray, introducing the workbook page they will do next.

"Oh! We were reading such a delightful story yesteiday, weren't
,we?" saYs Mrs. Gray, beginning the directed reading activity for
today.

"Yes," the children respond.

"It waswhat?"'

Mrs. Gray reviews with the children the story they read yester-
day, its title, what it was about. They read it silently under her
direction and answered the gamut of questions about it that are in
the traditional directed reading activity.

"Let's read that out loud," says Mrs. Gray after they review
what the story was about, "because there was a lot of talking in that
story and I'd just like to heat someone take Ken's part, and Sister's
part, and -- who else was in the story?"

"Grandmother," says Shawn.

"Grandmother," Mrs. Gray repeats.
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"All right. Can you use the table of contents and tell Mrs.
Gray the page?"

"Yes," everal of them say.

"Shawn is doing it right," Mrs. Gray says praudly. "What
page is the story on?"

"One-hundred-fifty."

"Thank you, Shawn. One-hundred-fifty... We'll soon be finished
with this book, won't we?" Mrs. Gray says while they turn to the
right page. "Look at the page quickly-- -

"Diane," Mts. Gray says to a child in another part of the
classroom, "are you talking?" Diane nods. "Come up here." Diane
moves to,sit neat: Mrs. Gray.

"All right, on page one-hundred-fifty, look at it quickly.
Scan---that means look up and down the page quickly---skim and scan
the page and tell me how many people are talking." Vanessa raises
her hand. "How many people are talking?" Mre. Gray asks her.

"Two."

"Who are they?" More hands go:up.

"Ken and Grandmother," answers Thomas.

"Which part would you like to be, Thomas?"

"Ken."

"You want to be Ken?" Thomas nods. More hands go up of children
who are volunteering to be Grandmother.

Vanessa is chosen to be Grandmother and Milton, the narrator.
"All right, let's go! Will you read the title for us, Milton?
And then we'll begin."

"'Ken and his Magic TricksT Milton reads.

"All right, who's talking first?" Mrs. Gray asks the children.
It's La Tanya's turn. She begins reading, then Mrs. Gray interrupts
her when she reads, "said Grandmother."

"No. We're not going to read that part; we're only reading those
parts that have the talking marks....All right, let's start again
and see if La Tanya can follow. Read the title again." The children

A
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begin again, reading less haltingly this time. Mrs. Gray continues
to interrupt when they read something other than dialogue.

"Let's go. Now you're Ken; talk like him." Thomas reads
smoothly now. "Okay!" Mks. Gray compliments him when he finishes.
The children continue taking the roles of diet various story characters
with Mrs. Gray assisting them in reading the appropriate parts.

"All right," Mks. Gray tells-La Tanya when she finishes some of
herkines. "Now, you don't have to say 'said Grandmother'," Mrs. Gray
reminds her,"because who's Grandmother?"

"La Tanya," some of the other children answer. La Tanya points
to herself.

"Right! You're Grandmother. And he doesn't have to say 'said
Ken' because you are Ken. Then let's b e g'i n. Once more,
Milton.." Mts. Gray says. They read the page for the third time.
Their fluency has improved noticeably.

"All right," Mrs. Gray says when they complete the page, "look
quickly at the next page and find out who's talking."

"Ken,",Milton volunteers.

"Is that the only person talking?" Mrs. Gray asks. More hands
go up.

"Grandmother," La Tanya answers.

"Oh!" says Mrs. Gray. "Ken and Grandmother. Would you like
to be Ken?" she asks Tiko. He nods. "Would you like to,be Grandmother?"
she asks Lauren, whose hand is raised. She accepts. "Now, remember,
you have to look and read those parts only where the talking marks are.
Never read 'said Ken' or 'said Grandmother.' Because you're the people
talking. All right, Ken," Mrs. Gray says to Tiko. He begins reading
one,-wordatatime.

24161,

"Is that the way he sounded?" Mrs. Gray asks patiently.

Tiko continues reading a little more smoothly, but more haltingly
than the rest Of:the group.

"All right," Mts.. Gray says, turning the page. "Who's on this
page?"',she asks. Hands go up. "Who do we need on this page, Shawn?"
she calls on one of the children who volunteered.

"Ken,and who...else?"
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l'ind Grandmother."

"Ken and Grandmother. Would you like to be Ken?" she asks
Shawn.

"Yes."

"And I'll be Grandmother," Mrs. Gray volunteers. Shawn reads
in a stooth, natural way, "Never say 'said Ken' because you are Ken,"
she reminda him. Then Mrs. Gray reads Grandmother's part with lots
of expression, continuing on to the next page. "All right. Who
do we need here?" she asks the children. The children tell'her,
locatingxhe characters more quickly now. The children volunteer
and are ,asaigned parts for this page.

"Alice, Alice..." Mrs. Gray speaks to a child walking up to
the pencil fidarpener. "Please do your work. I am very displeased to
see the same people walking around the room," she announces.

.,

"DO you have thia book?" 8rs. Porter, one of the parent volunteers is
asking Mts. Gray where she can find Around the City, the Bank Street
primer she is reviewing. with Arnold, a student who just entered
Harriet Tubman last week.

"Up in the front," Mts. GraY tells her. The children never stop
reading.

"Who's Ellen?" Mks. Gray assists the children in continuing to
read their assigned parts. "Who's Grandmother?" she asks when they
pause again. No answer. "Well, I'll have to take it; Grandmother
isn't ready." Mrs. Gray reads Grandmother's part dramatically. The
child who is playing Ellen continues. Then Shawn begins with "Ken
said."

,"No. You're reading only where Ken is talking." Mrs:Porter
comes back again to ask about the location of the book she'd inquired
about a couple of minutes ago. Hts.,Gray gives her further ideas
of where to look for it, then returns to the reading group.

"Say only what they're saying. We know who's saying it because
you are that person," Mts. Gray reminds the0 again, returning to the
reading group. They finish reading the narration and dialogue, aloud,
with marked improvement. This done, Mrs. Gray says they did a good
job for a first try at reading dialogue.

Continuing the reading lesson, she asks them what they will
read next in their books. They look at the table of contents and
find that the next selection is a poem entitled "People," that is
on page 157 (out of 1B9). They turn to the page and study the

,illustration.
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"We do know in this world there are many races
'of people. Mrs. Gray says, getting the children ready to read the
poem. "Take a look' at all the different races there are," she says,
referring to the illustration. "There are all kinds...all kinds,
of people. Now read the poem and see what you can find out.

",Little friend. Little friend. I don't want to hear anyone...
don't open your mouth." Mrs. Gray says when Tiko starts to read the
poem aloud.

111 right, how many people have finished?" The children raise
their hands.

,"The author of this poem made a discovery." Mrs. Gray continues
when she sees all the children have finished reading. Read the poem
again and see the two things he or she found out."

"The perSon made a discovery and found out two things..."
Mrs. Gray repeats, when she sees a blank look on Miltods face.

"Oh!" Milton says, excited.

"Now don't start reciting one of the lines from the poem," Mts.
Gray warns. "You think about what you read and see if you can find
our the first thing this person discovered. Just find the very
first thing."

ANNOUNCEMENT ON THE PA: Mr. Brown please pick up the
telephone...Mr. Brown, pick up the telephone." There is no pause
in the lesSon as the announcement is made.

Cynthia is called on. "What is it?" Mts. Gray asks her, re-
ferring to the first thing the person in the poem discovered.

Nhat's the first thing he discovered?" she asks again.
Cynthia is unable to answer. Shawn has an idea.

"It is very,funny," he says.

"Well, you didn't tell me what was funny.

"You found it?" Mrs. Gray says to Mrs. Porter, the parent volun-
teer who has finally found the book she wab looking for.

Shawn continues answering the question. "Well, all of that was
lust, before he made or she made a discovery," Mts. Gray tells him when
he'finishes. "The,person made a discoveiy. They did see a funny
thing, but what did they discover? Find out about all those things."
Mrs. Gray reminds the children to give complete answers.
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Mts. Porter is now reading quite loudly with Arnold.

! "He found out that all the people he saw with all kinds of faces,
he found out how many he did not know. Finish the poem and find out
phat the other discovery is. You'll never get it with your pencil

your hand," Mts. Gray reminds Cynthia. Tiko knows the answer.
Ifts. Gray motions for him to whisper it in her ear.

"All right," she says, smiling when Tiko tells her. "Very.
good.. All right, Tlko shows good thinking. The person found
he didn't know them and then he also"found out they didn't know him...
All right," she says to Tiko, "Will you read the poem nicely for
us, please?"

Tiko reads smoothly:

People

I look at peoplei,faces everywhere I go
I think it's very funny how many I don't know
Ilook at all the faces, the faces that I see
I',think it's very funn3i how*many don't know me.

"Okay. You digt, that very, nicely.... Anyone think they can do
better than Tiko?" Iklunteers take turns reading the poem aloud,
then Mrs. Gray reads it along with them, helping them to model
her expression.

"Very good," she tells_them when they have finished. "You
cannot read one word at a time."

Both of Mrs.. Gray's assistants are present now. Mrs. Jones
works with the children on Oralographics at the listening station,
while Mrs. Porter works on the vocabulary in reviewing Around the
City with Arnold.

"Your new story for tomorrow is going to be---" Mrs. Gray asks,
turning to the next page.

"'The Look Alike Houses',"-the children answer, decoding the
title.

"The Look Alike Houses.'. Had we worked harder, we would have
started thisstory today, We'll start it tomorrow...What does it mean
when something looks alike?" Mrs. Gray asks, preparing them.for
tomorrow's lesson.

"0-o-oh!" .some of the children say, putting up their hands.
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"I see three houses." Mrs. Gray continues to clarify.
"What does it mean by the !look alike' ihouses?" Hands go up.

"What do you think?" she calls on Victont
fate: 1

"They have .the same bricks," Victor says.

"Same bricks---" Mrs. Gray repeats, drawing out the word to indicate
he should continue.

4
"Same windows..."

"Same windows," he repeats.

"Same steps," Victor continues.

"Same steps.. Well everything seems to be---"

"The same," the children say.

"The same," she repeats. "Does anyone here live in a house
that looks just like his neighbor's?" Several of the children's
hands go up. "You do?" she asks dramatically. "The bricks are
the same?"

"Yes."

"The doors and windows are the same?"

"Yes."

"Do you live in such a house?"

"Yes," seVeral of the children say.

"I live ih sqch a house.", Mrs. Gray tells them. My neighbor's
house is just like mine. It's painted the same color, same
bricks, same wall...Does anyone else live in a look-alike house?" Several
of the children nod.

"Wellr tomorrow the story is go,ing to be very interesting. About
look alike houses...If.they are the same on the outsid047 here's
something to think about---go home and think abbut---are they the same
on the inside?"

"No," Shawn says.

"You say 'no' already?" she asks him. He nods. "How many people
say 'no'?" Most of the children raise thei- hands. "Do you mean co
tell me if theY're the same on the,outside, Lhey're not the same on the
inside?" Mts. Gray asks, incredulously.
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"No, they
children say.

"Oh? They
'Gray continues

along with it,

don't have to be the same on the inside," the
"They can have different furniture," La Tanya says.

-
don't have the same.furniture on the inside?" Mrs.
her wide-eyed tone of disbelief- The children go
smiling openly.

. "Some houses, they prObably donit have no dog," Clifford con-
tinues.

"Any dog?"

11

or cat," Clifford says.

"Oh? Some look alike houses may have a dog and others may not.
Any other thoughts before we go into the story tomorrow?"

"Some look alike houses might not have a stove," says Steven,.
Mrs. Gray nods.

"And not the same TV," says Lawrence.

"And not the same TV," repeats Mrs. Gray. "I never thought
about that!"

"And not the same toys," continues Maurice.

"Somebody don't--Somebody might don't have no bathtub," says
Frederick.

"Might not have," say Mrs. Gray and Maurice.

"Might not have a bathtub," Frederick says.

"Well I can hardly wait for tomorrow", Mrs. Gray says, because
I thought that if the houses looked alike on the eutside, then surely
they must be the same on the inside."

"I said yes," says La Tanya.

"You said Yes?" says Mrs. Gray, still giving no hint what she
thinks the correct answer is, or if, indeed, there is one. "I thought
that. But look at all the people who said no," she says, moving her
hand over the reading group, many of whom are shakin:pltheir heads
vigorously. "And they're still saying 'no', La Tanya:" so we'll have
to work hard and get into the story tomorrow and find out who is right.
Are you right by saying 'yes'?"

"No-o," several of the children say.
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"Or are these otheFs right by,saying 'no'?" So let's go back
to our seats." The children begin gathering their belongings to go.

"Stop fora moment before youtmove so that you will do what you are
doing quietly)" Mrs. Gray says softly, when she sees
a potential bottleneck in the exodds back to their seats. "You
cannot ever leave here without doing that." The children continue
in a less erratic fashion. "If someone is sitting in your seat,
you'll have to sit somewhere else," Mrs. Gray says, still watching them
and trying to anticipate problems.

"All right, Uptown, Downtown-;--The people who are working in
Around the City (Primer) workbooks," she'calls her next reading group
back to work with her.

no, no, no, nor Mks. Gray sees two children 7.1shing each
" other, trying to get through the narrow path between the bookcase

and the'lqng reading table.to get a seat. "You,just wait until
everyone'takes a seat," she says to both of them. "You don't push
and shove like that. You'll: have to take what's left." The two girls
move against the wall and wait for the other children in their reading
grouP to sit down at the long table.

"Victor," Mts. Gray says, looking towards the front of the classroom.
"Go back to your seat because you are talking.already." He had taken
a seat close to the chalkboard and next to his best friend, Shawn, and
they were comparing notes. Victor, Who hates to be criticized, frowns
deeply and returns to his assigned seat, which had been unoccupied.
"You work right there as best you can," she tells him.

"Okay," Mrs. Gray says, giving her full attent on bac to the
\,

reading group. She then sees that Raymond is sta ing, unable to
find a seat at the long table. "Raytond, whiE-Can you do?" He/sulks.
"lf you can't think of anything, you can always sit on the tug 4n
the floor--if you can't,lind a chair," she gives him a hint. Raymond
continues to stand, looking grim. Mrs. Gray spends no more time'On
this and returns to the group. After about three minutes, Raymond gets
'a chair and sits with the group.

"I think you already,know where you ought to be," Mts. Gray ay.s
to the group,, referring to.where they are in their workbooks. They *IN

are completing pages in the workbook to the book they finished reading
only last week. They have now begun reading the last book of the
first grade level: Uptown, Downtown of the Bank Street Readers, the
official core reading series for Metro's federally-funded Follow-
Through program. She reviews the pages they should have completed
yesterday and which she has marked, then goes on to make.sure the
children understand how to do the two pages that follow.
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"Now, you're working with two words: his and ---"

"Her."

"Her. You certainly have to know what the story is about before
you can choose his or her, don't you?"

"Yes," most of the children say.

"If it's about a boy, you certainly wouldn't underline her,
would you?"

"No," several of them say.

"Now, let's read carefully as you do that one. You've done
this before," she turns the page. "On page 64, you're simply
reading and doing what?"

"Drawing a Iine."

"Drawing a line under the word, that what?"

"That makes sense."

"That makes sense," she repeats. "How many people think they
can do these two pages?" All "the children raise their hands. They
will complete the pages when their directed-reading activity is
completed.

"All right. Now we were just getting started in the story
yesterday when we he'd to stop," Mrs. Gray moves on to the children's
reading textbooks, now. "Let's.go over our words quially." Hands
go up. "Alice?" Mrs. Gray calls on the children one-by-one to decode
the wordsAlistéd on the chart paper that she has attached to the
chalkboard. These are new words dhey will need to know to read the
next story.

Mr. Charles

Vocabulary

o

,

-6. Charles floors family let
breakfast second window open
baby food sleep third
tonight every '

Mr. Charles can sleep on many floors.
He has breakfast.in the window.
A baby stays on the second floor.
A big family lives on the third noon

4

Tonight a man will open the door-and let him in.
Mr. Charles gets food on every floor.
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4.

Mrs. Gray helps them use the phonics skills they have mastered
to decode the words.

"What ;does en say?" she asks them, pointing to the en in 222E.

11...
1.1

"What does this say?" she askS, Pointing to the o then the
11., then sliding her finger under both of the letters: op.

"O-o-o. p-p-p. 0-o-p-p e-n. 0-0-pen. Open. pim."
The children say.

"The last word, please?"

E -v-ery. Every." Most of the children say.

"Every. All right. But I know that Frederick isn't -ready.
Sherita-isn't ready, Ronnell is not ready, and neither is Raymord,"
she Calls the names of the children who made large errors in de;oding
the new words.

"I can read them," says Sherita.

"Would you like to read them for me, thenZ" asks Mrs. Gray.
Sherita reads the words' much better this time. Then Ronnell wants
to continue. "Very good," says Mrs. Gray. More of the children
she named raise their hands to volunteer. "Come on--" she tells
them, "if you want to read." They continue volunteering and reading

"until almost all of,the words have been decoded and read aloud once
again, this time by those who have the most trouble "sounding."

"My little friend," Mrs. Gray spots one.of the visiting studenta
from Mrs. Morgan's class. The young man is not doing his, work.
"Lunch time is coming," she threatening to take away the recess
that follows. "Lunch time is oming and you are not doing what the
other children are doing." The first grader looks up, startled.
"So at lunchtith, I'll keep you here with me when the others go
outside for recesn---then we'll find out what is wrong with you.
Mrs. Gtay gave you four things to dc. Have y o u done
t h e m ?" He nods, weakly. "Have you done them?" she asks
him again.

"No," he shakes his head.

e

"Well, you're not going to get outside unless your:work is done,"
she tells him, matter-of-factly. "Now, you keep talking and see
what happens."
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"The next one, please," Mks. Gray turns back to the reading
group. The children work on decoding the last word, then Mks. Gray
tells the children:

"Now, what should you do wheki you know you don't know those
words?"

"Study," the children gay. '

"flow can you study them?" Mks. Gray asks them.

"Redd them."

"Read them," Mrs. Gray repeats.

"Write them," the children add.

"You can write them.dcwn; we have cards. You can get the cards.
Instead of Mrs. Gray writing them all the time," she says, referring
to the word cards the children carry home daily. "You write what you
don't know," she says softly. "And review them on your own. That
is your7--"

"Responsibility," the children finish the sentence.

"I want you to show me the words that you've written dOwn before
you go home today, the words from "Mk. Charles" that you did not know..
And 'it is subject to be more than one. Now, you get these cards; you
write on both sides," slitcontinues, holding up a blank card. "All
right?"

"You three little people," says Mks. Gray, honing in on the children
who had the most difficulty decoding the new vocabulary, "I want these
words written;sshe says, referring to the words she wrote on cards one-
by-one, as they were decoded incorrectly. "Not all of them, but the
ones you know you don't know. Okay?" They nod.

."All right," Mrs. Gray continues, looking at the entire group now.
"We'll move into our stcity."

A child then tells on whaE4page the story, "Mr. Charles," begins;
the children turn to page 48.

In aniither part of the room,,at the large round table, the Title
One read/ng aide, Mrs. Jones, has the children sound out nonsense
words: shap, thim, pith, chank.

"We've been reading about Mr. Charles," Mrs. Gray says when the
children have their books open to the first page of the story. "We
t-arlIced-a-gmut-lieal-thout-the-city and what is there, and all the ,

objects in the picture; - --"
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Mrs. Gray directs the children in reading the story'entitled
".Mr. Charles." Before reading each portion of the story, she generates
curiosity about what will follow, then gives the students a question to
,find the agswer to in their reading. After the students have read the
'designated pne or two pages of the story silently, she asks them to ,

answer the question, then - ever probing - she asks them to draw con-
clusions and speculate about.what will follow. When the story is com-
pleted, Mrs. Gray summarizes what the students are to do next, then the
students return to their own desks.

Mrs. Gray gets up from the long reading table in the rear of the class-
XDOM. She walks among her students.' desks, peering over their shoulders
to see how they are doing on theiF current assignments. By now, all of
her reading groups have had their directed reading lesson and most of the
children have independently completed the morning assignments.

"Mts. Gray knows you have an excellent mind, Vanessa," Mrs. Gray tells .

one of her students, "Mrs. Gray will help you get Where you belong. You
.were in another class and you thought you couldn't keep up. But if you
keep doing as, well as you are, youql get there soon:" Vanessa beams.

Mrs. Gray holds-uli-some extra worksheets she has discovered and
offers to give them to "a child who will really work with them." Many
of the children ral.se their hands, expressing a desire to have them.
Mrs. Gray finally gives them to Jamea,"because he has been really
trying." Learning was always preseneed as a reward in Mrs. Gray's
classroom; and as a co ollary to this, learning was occasionally denied
when a child misbehaved. For example, a child might be denied the
opportunity to participate in his particular reading group's directed
reading activity. ,This punishment appeared to lie extremely undesirable
to Mrs. Gray's students and was., thus

..seldom
Meted out.

144-r.

Problems rarely had an opportunity to develop in Mrs. Gray's class-
room since students were continuously enaged in learning basic-skills,
the vast majority of which were related to becoming literate. Positive
reinforcement was used routinely, not only in her classroom, but in
every classroom I observed. Students were taught that "school is
children's work," arid that their job was to see to it that they learned
as much as they could everyday. Mrs. Gray told her students that her
job was not to discipline, but to teach. And that it was their respon-
sibility to make sure that she did teach and not spend her time
disciplining them.

,Mrs. Gray would tell her students that she was a teacher, and, not a
policewoman. She told,her students --- and,reihforced thia fact
throughout the school year --- that she could not spend her time disci-
plining them because it would take time away from teaching. She told
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them that her job was to help them learn, to help'them make the maximum
use of each hour of the day, in an effort to asiure that they reach the
goals that they had set for themselves. She also warned her students
to not accept mere custodial help *from teachers they may oave in the
future. A teacher's job is to teach. That is her responsability,.she
told them. Their responsibility, as students, is to came to school
everyday prepared to learn. --- and to make sttee they LIG ail they can
to help their teacher do her job.

For a few more minutes, Mrs. Gray continues walking around the
classroom, looking at what the students are,doing. Then, she sits' at
the small table in the front of the room-and continues marking the
homework the children,stacked neatly on the table when they began the
day. Every so'ofteat she has a student come up so she can review a
concept with him.

"Ok, let's get ready for lunch,'" says lirs.,Gray, rising from:her
chair and turning to'Scan the entireclass. Children whose parents
signed their homework books are told to come uplfirst to get their free
lunch'tickets. Mrs. Gray has reinforced the need for parentstd sign
their homework upon its completion each evening. This is a rule in
every Back to Basics school. But, like most of the Back to Basics
policies, it was a policy of the Harriet Tubmaa School before it became
a Back to Basics school., Becoming,a Back to Basics school simply meant
that the policy had the official sanction of the board of education. ,

Mrs. Gray did many things to get parents involved in their children's
work. She knew that she needed the help of parents to support what she
was doing in school. So she communicated continually with her students'
parents, writing notes to them in their homework books, and sometiMeS
getting students to write the notes themselves (thereby reinforcing the
utility of being able to compose a note on ones own, as well as engen-
dering parental support). Notes were written for positive reasons as
often as theyyere written to enlist the.parent's aid in_getting the
child to do something Mrs. Gray could not get him to do on her own.
(The homework book, also served as a vehicle for communication with the
home in Mrs. Mercer's kindergarten classroom.) Mrs. Gray wrote many
personal notes to her students' parents, but often, to relieve the
arduous task of frequently communicating with,the home, she simply
attached a duplicated memo, such as the following, under the assignment
that was copied in the student's homework book:
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Lear Parent,

Your child

Date

(child's name)

Read well today.

Does not pay attention,

Did not do homework.

,Can write sentences.

Can not write sentences.

Obeys school rules.

ftst.learn number sizes.

Must come to school every day in
order to LEARN and be promoted to
the next grade.

Will you please help?

Sign

Mrs. Gray often received nOtes from parents - her writing to them
seemed to trigger this. Samples of the notes she received follow.

.Dear Me. Gray

Tinika gets pleanty of "help"! in her homework and spelling and hand
writ. Tinika refuse to sit and do it fight all she do is try and get
over I tell Tinika the Important ofher neatness I am tired of
covering up for her.

P.S. Have a nice day!

.. .1

Sincerely,
Me. Leora Johnson

2Ofi ri 0.A
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To Mrs. Gray

I saw Richard's spelling words and they were pittfid. IS there anything
that can be done other than Zeaving him in the same grade. Sorry I
lost ths paper.

MS. Tucker

Dear Mrs. Gray,
I dont have the money yet to get Mary her gym suit I am waiting

to here from D.P.A. and it wiZZ take a whiZe. I dont have a job
either I'll get it when I get the money.

Thank you.
Mrs. Jackson

from,a woman Mrs. Gray taught:

Dear Mrs. Gray
I received your note about Sharon's behavior. I was very

disappointed with her. I have taken care of the problem the best
to my know how and hope that this won't happen again. I am very gZad
that you brought this to my attention. I wiZZ appreciate it very,much
if you wouZd also use some disapline on her such as taking half her
Zunch break to make her complete undone work or give her a good spanking
when she pZays in cZass.

Thank you
M. SWith

P.S. Sharon did not copy her spelling word fbr the week. I wrote this
on her Monday homework but she stiZZ fail to get them. I will try to
get to taZk to you one day this week and I hope that this problem
can be soZved very soon.

t*
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1-23-1980

MrsJ Gray.

Win you please put Sandra off to her seif. I know you'had
to put Juanita off to her sal% I know Sandra at home she taZk
aZZ the time so when she start you know what to do. please sTiow
her you are the teacher. Not her.

Thank you.

Sandra's GrandMother
Mre. HiZZ

P.S. She want to be off to herseZf.

Those who choose to do so (about 25 of the 31 children), return
to the classroom with Mrs. Gray, lunches in hand, and eat at their
desks. For the first time all day, Mrs. Gray sits at her desk in the
rear of the classroom. Its location signifies the amount of use her
desk gets; Mrs. Gray was always facing her students, and she was usual-
ly in close proximity to them. On the rare occasions when she sat at
her desk, it was obvious that she was willingly receding into the back-
ground.!

Making maximum use of every moment of the day, Mrs. Gray checks
her ,students papers while she eats, calling them up one-by-one to discuss
their work with her. Often, if they are discussinga sentence or a
paragraph that the student has written, Mrs. Gray will ask, "What do
you want to say here?" Together, the student and Mrs. Gray edit the
composition, and then the student returns to his seat to incorporate
the corrections into a second draft of the work.

After lunch, the students copy the homework assignmentothat Mrs.
Gray wrote on the chalkboard during lunch:

Homework .February 13, 1980

1. Watch the Olympics on TV.
2. Learn more about George W. Carver
3. Study for Pre-Test in Spelling.
4. Alphabetize all the words.
5. Why is tomorrow important?
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They are given about fifteen minutes to copy the homework. In her
never-ending effort to get her students to work quickly and with
precision, after warning the students, Mrs. Gray sometimes erased the
assignment after the fifteen minute period had elapsed. One month
later, Mrs. Gray would begin to dictate the homework to the students,
further helping them to see the utility of the literacy skills they
were acquiring.

While students are copying their homework and completing work
leftover from the morning assignments, Mrs. Gray calls students over
to her one-by-one to discuss the compositions they wrote this morning.
The students read their compositions.aloud to Mrs. Gray and, together,
they adjust the written paper to reflect what the student intended to
say. Students take their edited compositions back to their desks to
write good second drafts. Many of these/second drafts will be displayed
in the alcove near the entrance to the. classroom.

At 1:25, the children line up and walk down the stairs and through
the corridor to the library. Outside of the library doors, the class
st6ps to look at a bulletin board the librarian has assembled entitled
"Great, Beautiful, Black Wamen.''Mrs. Gray asks her students to read
thetitle, then name.the i4amen they recognize and tell what they know
about each of them. The children recognize some of the women and
subsequently tell what they know. Then, when the students' knowledge is
exhausted, Mts. Gray tells them about each of the women's contributions.
Tacked to the bulletin board are the piccures of Harriet Tubman, Phyllis
Wheatley,'Sojourner Truth, the Queen of Sheba, Coretta Scott King,
Marian Anderson, Rosa Parks, Wilma Rudolph, Josephine Baker, and others.

In the library, the students see a filmstrip about George Mashing-
ton Carver. Mrs.'Gray eventually takes charge of the lesson, making
sure that her students get the maximum benefit from it.

"Did he beg for anything?" she asks them.

"No;" they reply.

"What did he do all his life?" 4

"Work."

"He loved reading and books," she tells them.

When the library period is over, the children return to the class-
room and hurt, to get ready to go to Language Arts class. They have
to take their bookbags and coats with them since they will be dismissed
from the Language Arts classroom. Mrs. Gray leaves the children alone-
with the teacher, Mks. Golden, and returns to the classroom to take
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advantage of her planning period. She continues to check her students'
papers/ then begins gathering more material on great Black Americans
to share with the children.

Conclusions

It is apparent from this description of what happens in Mts. Gray's
classroom that what she dois.is typical of what more effective teachers
do, according to the literature reviewed in chapter two: She (1)
assumes the role of a strong leader, using time efficiently, and keep-
ing how students engaged in task-related activities including phonics,
oral,langusge, reading, spelling, and written composition; (2) organizes
students into mediuni-to-large grosps .for instruction; (3) monitcrs
work while being avgilable to answ r student-initiated questions;
(4) structures lessons so that stud nts are aware,of objectives; and
(5) sustains a classroom that is wa , friendly, democratic, and
relativalir free of disruptive behavtor. In addition, Mks. Gray has
very high expectations of her students and shares these expectations
with them continually. She also uses positive reinforcement extensively.

'Consistent,with the literature on what seems to help students
become more profiCieUt writers, students ia Mrs.,Gray's class receiVe
extensive practice intended to develop their oral language skills.
They also receive a great deal of functional writing practice and
participate in individualized writing conferences almost daily, during
whidh Mrsw Gray responds to their compdiitions. The student "talks
through" the composition and they work together on making the writing
reflectwhat the student intended to say. Mrs. Gray displays her
students' writing on the bulletin board inside of her classroom, as

_well, as in the alcove adjacent to the room'S entrance. Students are
expected to speak in sentences and use Standard American Engliah
at all times. This behailor is modelled by the teacher and posi-
tively reinforced by a desire to please the teacher even more than
by the points the children receive. Moreover, Mts. Gray read to
her students.virtually everyday. This was also.true of most of the
teachers I observed.

Discipline problems seldom get started in Mts. Gray's clasaroom.
This is due to a combination of (1) tight structures mutually agreed
upon by the students and the teacher at the beginning of the school
year; (2) consistency--i. e., always following the same procedure,
always doing things "the right way"; and (3) positive reinforcement.
I never heard Mts. Gray raise her voice to the.children the entire
time I knew her. As you caw in Mts. Gray's instructions to the
substitute teacW (for die rare occasions when she is absent),
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there is a definite schedule that is adhered to consistently to
assure that maximum use is made of every hour that students are in
school. The fact that Mts. Gray is seldom absent further ensures
the consistency and continuity of each day.

Lik* Sara, tht children in Mrs. Gray's classroom know that
(1) they can achieve; (2) they are expected to achieve; and
(3) they must achieve. The feeling that "they must achieve" no
doubt adds som* pressure to their lives, but is this pressure
different from the pressure higher-socioeconomic-status children
recape?

Aides were both a blessing and a.curse to both Mrs. Gray
and Hrs. Mercer. They provided the additional adults which were
essential for individualizing instruction. But they also provided
the teacher with an additional job to do--in order for them to
really be a help to her, she had to supervise them and tolerate their
sometimes disruptive behavior. It is interesting to note, however,
that both Mrs: Gray and Mrs. Mercetintensely disliked the idea of
doing without aides; in fact, Mrs. Mercer believed her students could
never do as well as they did if she did not have the assistance of
one or two aides.

Parents of the Children who attend the Harriet Tubman School
want the same things for their children thatall parents want.
They want their children to lear,R to read and write well, to achieve
in school, and to, At the leist, graduate from high school. Their
want in this regard is intensified by the belief that "Black survival
depends on education," i. e., being able,to, at a minimum, read and
write Standard American English well. They rely on the school io
provide their children, with the tools they need to succeed in our
society. And they are, more helpless in this regard than their
middle-clais counterparts beccase, for the most part, they did not
An well in school.

It is important-to-note that there is a direct match between
the values espoused by the community and those prevalent in the
school. This finding is more significant when you consider.the fact
that the community and the school were studied by'two different
researchers, researchers who seldom compared notes. Our intentions
were to compare notes frequently, but it happened that we seldom did.
The reports were done-separately and later meshed. So It is doubtful
that one person's thinking colored the thinking of another's. I
think this factor adds to the validity of the findings.
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